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In OnScreen, we celebrate the film festival season with extensive previews and a tribute to 
Arthur and Corinne Cantrill, filmmakers and tireless promoters of experimental film through 
their Cantrills' Film Notes, published for 25 years. A retrospective of the Cantrills ' film work 
will be seen at this year's Sydney Film festival. 
While film festivals enjoy considerable, if hard won, public support, they are at a moment of change , as 
demographics shift, as screen media transform, as the Sydney and Melbourne festivals draw ~part on the 
calendar and the Brisbane Festival builds its audience, as festivals across the board have to hard-se ll 
themselves as giant parties celebrating issues and themes other than film itself. 
The new interactive media saturated Sydney in recent weeks in conferences and exhibitions allowing an opportuni ty for 
immersion in theory and in the goods themselves. Rea/Time reports on the calibre of the events, the progress of ideas 
and on the complexities of experiencing new interactive spaces. 
The election aftermath is about to be realised as federal budget day draws near. oth ing, save defence, seems likely to be insulat ed from 
cuts. Will the promise of a small increase in arts funding over the next three years, eg for regional areas, be kept? Will Creative Nation be 
maintained, as promised? How safe is the already well-whittled Australia Council, already semi-re-structur ed over the last year, from cuts to 
staff and funds? Senator Alston has been quietly non -committal about his arts portfolio. How ever, the anti cipated cuts in tertia ry education 
are already a sure threat to the next generation of artists , given that arts train ing is now largely the province of universities. 
T he goo d n ew s fro m th e Aust ra lia Co un c il is th at ew M ed ia Arts {for merly H ybri d Art ) has m ade it onto Co uncil, will have its own funds, and i no longer tied to 

d a nce, t hea tr e and m u ic. Whil e th is w ill win instant approva l from t ho e wo rki ng in ound, video, film and interactive technologie , there must be continued 

a pp re hen io n for th o e wo rk ing a t th e ou ter lim its of da nce, th ea t re an d mu ic a nd, e pecially, aero tho e form . Hopefully, the new Performing Art Forum will be 

a lert to t he e need . The allocatio n of fund to the new area -fellow hip and commi ion -will be the fir t ign of how the recent re tructuring will affect the 

traditional funding portion . Fear continue to e calate with the current Au tralia ouncil management and the new government both openly favouring infra tructure 

cut to art organi ation in fa our of the funding of individual arti t . How are arti t uppo ed to promote and admini ter their work without the upporr of arefully 

developed, peciali t arr organi ation ? How long before we hear what ouncil and the government' intenti n are? 

3-7 Arts politic s 
Richard urpher report on the poliri of rhe I 0th International hool of Theatre 
Anthropology (I TA) conference in Copenhagen; We ley Enoch offer a rimel indigenou 
per pecrive on re pon e ro the Pon Arthur ma~ acre while reporting on the arional 
Indigenou rirer ' and Playwright ' onferen e. An exchange of lerrer over IRAA' The 
Blue Hour 

8-12 Report : re idencie , sound , new mu ic and opera 
ichola T oura interviewed on rhe Dublin Res Artis arri r ' re idencie conferen e; 
ichola ebhardr' earview of the ten day ou11d 11lture fe rival in an Franci o; 
arolyn onner ample rhe Tasmanian eiv Music Festival; all-you-can-ear erving of 

vi ual arr and performan e from ydney' A Progressive Di1111er; Ewart haw reli he 
Magdalena ar rhe Ballarar pera Fe rival 

13-14 Visual ar ts 
Jame Mo e perien e a eorge Popperwell exhibition in Adelaide' EAF; Barbara Bolr 
report on Perth' Multicultural Festival of Fire; Adrian Montana a e e rhe u ce of 
independent arri r-run gallerie in Melbourne 

15-28 OnScreen-Fes tival pecial 
• 

nnemarie Jon on previe, rhe ydney Film e rival; nna Dzeni urvey rhe Melb urne 
program including the Robotica exhibition; Brian Doherty wrire a prelude ro rhe antrill ' 
Rcrro pecrive .ir rhe ydncy Film Fe rival. irginia Baxrer revie, ydney' \1 omen on 

omen Film Fe rival; Hunter ordaiy e plain rhe ne\ media imperative driving Film 
e r' film-free fe rival; Robert Turnbull offer a rirical overviev of reen poli •; 

David Marrhev e amine rhe wave of Jane Au ren reali r narrative on film; a i Plate 
inter iew riprwrirer uzan -Lori Park ( pike Lee' Girl 6); rechno -arr rampant in 
ydne)•- 811mi11g the l11ter(ace and ybercultures; film review plu e\ reel 

29-35 Performance 
Puppetry under rutiny-2 uz anna ob olay on Phillippe enry and Bori Kelly on 

ompany kylark; ikki Heywood interview; olin Ho d on rhe limit of a ademic 
performan e; Maryanne Lynch on a A tro11g Brown Cod by Queen land rural 
performan e arri r rephen Lang; Barbara Jo eph analy e gender politi ar The elbourne 

omedy Fe rival; review 

36-38 Dance 
Eleanor Brickhill review U dance group Momix; Julia Po de at the opening of new 
Bri bane dance pace Cherry Herring; David William on Jude Walton' Da11ce:Text:Film 
for Green Mill; Karen Pearlman on Tasmanian dan e wor~ o Time Like th e Present 

39-40 Sport s, Short s and 100 Years of Cruelty 
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Just put your questions in this 
cardboard box 
Hard -going for wat erbearer Richard Murphet at the ISTA Conf erence, Cop enha gen with the 
performanc e royalty Barba, Grotowski et al 

Encountering a great deal of re i tance 
to actually writing chi article. From myself. 
Resisting anthropologising a conference on 
theatre anthropology-inve tigating, 
redµcing, e entiali ing, categori ing, trying 
co understand, logi ing the anthropos. ot 
char it didn't try to focus u on its e ence 
(confere ence) many rime -"Thea tre 
Anthropology is the srudy of the pre-
expre sive cenic behaviour which i at the 
base of different genre , role , and per ona l 
or collective tradition "-but of cour e it 
was about far more than that and mo t of 
the thing it wa about weren't planned. 
The formal proce e of rudy were given 
the co tume of cientifi re earch. Eugenio 
Barba, convenor, founder of I TA, direcror 
and founder of Odin Tearer proponent of 
rheatre anthropology, theorist author, arc 
indu triali t exrraordinaire ere, performed 
rhe role of arci r/ cienri r. 

But a ummary wouldn't glimp e rho e 
tiny moments that had another life a non
theatrical one, becau e the subjects were 
unaware of or unintere ted in an audience? 
For example, Jerzy Grotow ki crouched 
over a meal table, brown hawl around his 
blue suit and tie, shaggy beard and tired 
eyes lost in cigarette smoke, picking ar a 
piece of white bread and drinking a jumbo 
Coke. For example, Richard chechner 
falling asleep in Odin performance, 
Kaosmos and having his apt respon e 
praised by a Mexican director at the end 
becau e his rhythm of falling in and our of 
sleep were in sync with rhe show. For 
example, three Kabuki dancer , so eductive 
in performance a few nights before, 
remaining on their platform at the end of a 
'community barter' performance 
omewhere in the wild of openhagen 
uburbia. Other performance cook over in 

other space in the huge community hall, 
but the Kabuki dancer at politely a a 
photo opportunity for dozen of Europeans 
who 'did rhe Japane e' on them and clicked 
their len es unashamedly. ational 
Treasure become theatre hack -
remini cent of oco Fu co and uillermo 
Gomez-Pena touring the world in a cage in 
their performance pie e Two U11discovered 
Ameri11dia11s. Without the critical irony of 
course, but eliciting a similar thought to 

Coco Fu o's about rheir piece: "Trying ro 
determine who really believed rhe fiction 
and who didn't became les ignificant for 
u ... than figuring out what the audience' 
en e of the rule of the game and their role 

in it wa '. Punctums like the above ler out 

a lor of the hot air and allowed me to 
breathe a bit. 

By I TA standard chis 10th 
ympo ium wa large. The participant 

numbers over the past nine I T As ha 
averaged about 95, and many had far les . 
1996 had in exce s of 250. I think it fair 
to ay that the organi ers couldn't really 
adapt ro fit the crowd-or rather they did 
adapt but the genetic route wa toward 
control and exclu ion within a conceptual 
framework rhar promi ed much else 
be ide . It i al o only fair to ay char for 
many of the inactive participant thi was 
fine and wa to be expected within the 
term of the I TA village. Many of the e 
were participant who have attended 
previou I TA ;,nd who bought and 
under rand the village idea. We were 
welcomed by Barba at the srarr to 'the 
I TA village'. Thi wa accompanied by a 
mile and the image operated a one of 

inclu ion. A the days of pa ive watching 
slid by the smile di appeared to be 
replaced by the frown of exclusion. "We 
do not have time for any di cus ion from 
the delegates now (after another bout of 
Barba-talk) o just put your questions in 
rhis cardboard box". A sure way co kill off 
debate. It got so you started to begrudge 
coffee break -until on the second la t day 
the fre hly arrived chechner, ever quick 
to pick up the frustrations, jumped onto 
the platform and demanded coffee be 
cancelled in favour of debate. It was 
a Imo t over and it rook a figure of 
chechner's tatus to bring it about. 

n a table in the foyers of the various 
meeting hall , the indu trial wares of Odin 
and 1ST A were on sale-books by Barba, 
books by academics about Odin and Barba, 
magazine , programs, po ter , video of 
how and of work demon trations by 

Odin and I T practitioner . Among t 
rhe e wa rhe newly printed colle rion of 
reflections on I TA, The Performers' 
Village. In ir the editor, Dani h 
anthropologi r Kir ten Ha trup ha written 
ana anthropological rudy of I TA (how 
self-reflexive can you ger?)~Her analy i of 
the l TA village' 'concentri and 
hierarchical' trucrure is fascinating and 
in tructive-1 wi h I'd read ir before I went. 
"At rhe centre it elf is the paramount chief, 
Eugenio Barba ... ". Closest co him i the 
Council of Elder , con isting chiefly of 
Barba's Italian academic friends who helped 
him found I TA and who together with the 

din actor form a formidable power bloc 
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at the conference. The nexr circle is 
occupied by 'the obiliry', the ma ter ( ic) 
practitioners from various world cultures. 
anjukta Panigrahi and her Indian 

en emble, Kanichi Hanayagi and his 
Japane e en emble, I Made Djimat and hi 
Balinese en emble are the do e t to royalry, 
Augu to Omolu and hi Brazilian Indian 
en emble are the Pretenders to the throne. 
Franca Rame and Dario Fo are the clown 
prince and prince . Mime Thomas 
Leabhardt and dancer teve Paxron and 
Carolyn arl on are new ring-in -and 
anyway they are from the tare and don't 
really count a nobility. The guru i of 
cour e Jerzy Grotow ki, who e philo ophy, 
metaphy ic , example and pre en e 
permeated the conference. The next circle i 
of the aficionado theori t and academic 
for whom I TA i both a fa cinating object 
of re earch and bread and burrer 
publication material. Ha trup quaintly call 
the e the Jesters including her elf among t 
chem. And finally there are the mass of fee 
paying inactive participants, 'the 
waterbearers' coming from far afield to 
repleni h rheir bucket . We know not 
enough about the tradition to make 
ignificant contribution so we are expected 

co be quiet in the ession and to calk over 
lunch. The hame, a one di cover i that 
the warerbearers compri e a fa cinating 
array of experts in the field and there i no 
formal opportunity to hare and debate. 

Given one .of the conference subtirles, 
"Theatre in a Mulriculrural Society", many 
of us were led to believe that rhe conference 
would be an occasion for cross-cultural 
discu sion about these culturally turbulent 
times. or o. The fir t half of the 
ympo ium wa a Eurocentric tudy of 

mainly Oriental and South American 
traditional form . At be t it wa an attempt 
to discover the po sibilities for a 
multicultural theatre in ociery which i 
quite different from looking at the role of 
thearre in a multicultural ociety. The 
econd half consi ted of lecture theorising 

theatre and de cribing practical per onal 
hi tories. Only one-Richard chechner' -
really addre ed whar chearre ha ari en out 
of rhe culrural turbulence in rhi ca e of 

orth Ameri an theatre-and particularly, 
in the video of Gomez-Pena' brilliant 
Border Brujo, of the explosive ituation in 
the Chicano America of outhern 
California. And it wa in chechner' 
critique of the word 'mulriculrurali m' that 
I heard rhe cleare r ummary of my unea e 
and occa ional fury at I TA' voyeuri m of 
the 'true, authentic' culture . 
Multiculturalism, he aid celebrate 
difference and distinction but it doe oat a 
di tan e and it i controlled by what i not 
marked a multicultural, ie. white, male 
Prote tanti m. It i a utopian idea of 
equality whi h contain the dominance of 
the ub ervient by rhe unmarked. I heard in 
the conference no referen e to Eugene van 
Erven' exhilarating book on the 
contemporary and nontraditional theatre 
of A ia and ourh Ea t A ia. The fight by 
rhe e people to get out from under the 
repre ive a pe t of the ulture 
repre enred by rhe very form under 
analy i ar I TA gave the whole 

openhagen venture an unworldlr feel, a 
gathering of ac.:olyte in the north-west of 
rhc Eurasian onrinent- thc sear of 
colomali m. 

W,rhin the c.:onfcrcncc th re were some 
wonderful performance, and , ome 
111reresnng demon. rrarion of work. If I h,tve 
focused on rhe pl·riormance polmc.:, of the 
c.:onfercncl' ,l\ a phenomenon rhi, " horh ro 

do with how I experienced it and the fa t 

that you will be able co get :-.ccount of the 
proceedings from ocher ource . 

A a whole however, the 10th I TA wa 
not a ong. The word and the b dy were 
not in ync. For the mo t part, body wa 
coupled only with performance and word 
were coupled only with analy i . Within 
the performance zone, word were not the 
focu and, by implication, were 
downplayed. This was to be expected 
given the conference subtitle "The 
Performer' Bio ", bur rhe refu al within 
that co ee verbal action as part of a 
performer' bio kept bringing us back to 
rhe increa ingly irrelevant di tinction 
between theatre and dance. When word 
did a company the body action the 
interplay wa never the fo u of the 
e ion of demon tration/analysi -I think 

of Thoma Leabhardt' De roux mime 
performance to an accompaniment 
ometime spoken, mainly prerecorded of 

rexes by Gertrude rein; I think of ceve 
Paxton and Li a el on dancing to that 
hypnotic piano and recitative of Robert 
A hley; and I think of Raghunath 
Panigrahi singing with the Indian en emble 
as hi wife Sanjukta danced her olo 
magic. From the later di u ion by the 
artists, led trongly by Barba, you would 
think that we were deaf. 

The analysi e ion led by/run 
by/dominated by Eugenio Barba were on 
the ocher hand, linguistic investigation of 
the codes of physical action. Thi 
presupposed that everything is planned as 
a code. And ir worked fine occa ionally
as in Barba' starr/ top analy is of a 
performing Gennari Bogdanov 
(Biomechanics), which elicited some 
fa cinating way of eeing the unit of 
theatre action; a in anjukta' elf
analysi of her di i Indian dance style, a 
fa cinaring in ight into nor only the 
element of a traditional form but al o 
into how this individual performer 
con eruct a new dance out of the e 
element . anjukta ha been attending 
every I TA ince the tart in 19 0 and 
those performer attending for the fir t 
time found it much harder to get u ed co 
the limited parameter of Barba' pur uit 
and hi ob e ive cyle (in ocher words the 
!STA hou e tyle). American European 
dancer, arolyn arl on after pending an 
hour trying playfully but determinedly to 
avoid hi attempt to get her to explain 
her proce (to logi e it) re orted ro rhe 
rory of the caterpillar brought to inaction 

by rhe fox' inquiry a ro how leg 23 
moved in ync with leg 7 . There i 
nothing more timularmg than vigorou 
verbal inquiry but the anthropological 
approach of (and b lief in rhe worrh of) 
lingui ti definition and clas ifi arion in 
rhe pur uit of trucrural e ence and 
eternal truth wa finally rire ome. Ir 
reached ir apogee in Barba's reque t that 
all rhe pra titioner explain in ten , ord 
or le s whar 'energy' wa for them and 
then ro how a brief phy ical example of 
ir. It began a a throwawa y idea coward 
rhe end of the fir t section of rhc 
conference. Bur then a wa hi wont, 
Barba pur ued ir beyond ir wclc.:ome and 
beyond the patience of doer and 
watcher . A one would expect, rhc 
conglomeration of br ief generalis,u ions 
and quick gestures r 1elded no insights. 

The I 0th /11trmatw11al Ses~1011 of the 
/11ter11<1tw11<1/ S.-lmol of The.rtrr 
\11tlm1J1olog~ (I TA) 111 Cope11'i.1gc•11 l-11 

Ma)' /996 
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The moving of a nation 
Wesley Enoch assesses the first ational Indigenous Writers' and Playwrights' Conference and Workshop in Brisbane in the context of the 
Port Arthur massacre 

unday April 28 will be a date 
remembered by Tasmanians and all 
Au tralians for ome time to come. The 
extraordinary effect of the event of the day 
on the colle tiv~ psyche of this country is 
palpable; a di le mible shift in the way we 
see the world. It is a source of consternation 
for me a an indigenous Australian to ee 
headlines like "Largest Australian Massacre" 
and "Wors t Ma acre Ever en In This 
Country". Though I am not trying to dismi 
the enormity of the loss of lives at the hands 
of a heavily armed gunman, I am however 
reminded of the events of 1830 when 5000 
British soldiers lined up across the island 
colony of Tasmania and systematically 
captured and shot a good part of the 
indigenous population of the island. I 
under tand that the expansion of 
communication technologies means that 
news and community reaction are less 
separa ted by time and research, and that the 
rule of thumb is to sensationalise, but such a 
mass response ba ed on the continuation of 
the Lie (which started with Terra ullius 
and has still not been exorcised even after 
the Murrie Island/Mabo decision) is a celling 
reminder of whose story gets told and the 
failure of migrant (ie non-indigenous) 
Australia to come to grips with the 
indigenous bi tory of this country. 

The most powerful coverage of the Port 
Arthur tragedy by the broadcast media was 
that which relied on fact (the hard evidence, 

rime , age people, number , places) and 
the personal accounts (the per pective of 
those who had wirne ed the event). The 
power of the personal sto rytelling, eeing 
the world throu gh the eyes of rho e people, 
provided the best radio and television I 
have ever been audience to. Those who 
control the means to tell their story can 
powerfully repre ent their case; enough to 
move a nation. 

April 28 1996 marked the first 
ational Indigenous Writers ' and 

Playwrights' Conference and Workshop
Mogwi-Djan (Stories of the Land). The 
conference was held in Brisba ne and was 
the largest gathering of its kind ever seen. 
Previously, gatherings had been separated 
by artform practice with the Playwrights ' 
Conferences (the last one being held in 
1989 in ydney) and Writers ' Conferences 
(Brambuk , 1993). Conference organisers 
recorded the attendance of over 120 poets, 
novelists, journalists, illustrators, 
broadcasters , playwright s, actors, 
directors, video and film writer s, 
storyteller , producers , publishers and o 
on. Though not as discernible a shift in the 
natio nal psyche as the event at Port 
Arthur, it did parallel the need to come to 
terms with an injustice. 

The Conference panned one wet, 

Queensland week and was divided into a 
number of strands-playscript workshops , 
discussion groups and large forums. The 
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Playwright ' component compri ed the 
work hopping of cript by indigenous 
writer uch as Ray Kelly, Cathy ra1g1e, 
Rae Kelly (no relation), Roger Bennett, Jo 
Ann lo e, and di cus ion group 
concerning i sues as diver e as what 
theatre companie look for in a script, 
how to write a play/script, targeting your 
audience and editor ial rights and control 
over your play. There seemed an ever
present tension between profe sional and 
emerging artists within the conference. 
Many delegates wanted practical skills
based sessions, growing irritated with the 
peer discussions and updates preferred by 
the professional artists present. This 
ten ion ofte n meant that di cussion was 
kept at a lowest common denominator. 
But, as at all conferences, much of the 
benefit of attendance was derived from 
social interaction . 

Continuing the trend of the past few 
years, biographical and autobiographica l 
work formed the majoriry of rhe scripts 
workshopped. This phen omenon is clearly 
a mani festation of the need to tell our 
stories and our histories from our 
perspective. In an environment where the . 
dominant culture saturates the media with 
repre entations of their form , image and 
perspectives, the struggle to express a 
diverse indigenous experience is difficult. 
Delegates expressed concern at the 
expectation of an homogenous sense of 
style that is Indigeno us Theatre. During 
the Conference there was controversy over 
an interview creened on ABC TV's 
Review program where Mudrooroo 

arogin (who had nor attended the 
conference) made comments on the notion 
of a black tyle of writing, implying that 
much of what i publi hed in the name of 
indigenou writing is perhaps not in a 
black tyle. The a ertion that there is a 
uniform Aborigin al experience that creates 
a unilaterall y recognisable black style is 
damaging to the development of 
indigenou writing. There are a many 
tyles of Aboriginal Theatre as there are 

different writer , clans, languages and 
historic . Though there are imilari ties 
perhap in theme as we come to terms 
with the similaritie of our histories, the 
differences are marked by the diversity of 
approaches and particulars of our stories. 
Only writers, through connec tion to their 
communitie , can articulate their style as 
part of the indigenous cultural continuum. 

The need for indigenous writers to 
control their forms of representation, was 
an informa l theme of the conference, with 
playwrights arguing the diluting effect of 
having non -indigenou dramaturgs and/or 
director at other su h conferences. An 
environment in which intracultural issues 
could be di cu ed without the need to 
make excu e or be cast in the role of 
edu ator, eemed to be of high 
importance. The counter argument 
concerned the need for professional advice 
and the lack of killed indigenou people 
in the area of cript and writer upport. 
In the end, given that the work hopping 
of cript wa confined to one five-hour 
e ion and that very few writer , 

director or actor had prior notice of the 
chedule, the attendance and commitment 

to thi comp nent of the conference wa 
p or . The overall commirment of the 
delegate to any in-depth work wa on the 
whole di appointing. Tho e e ion that 

did park lively di cussion seemed to 
many delegate to focus on an ever
present need to reiterate and reinforce 
argument that are at the ba e of 
indigenou overeignty-the injustice 
perpetrated, the continuation of cultu ral 
practices, the need for change and to 
remain trong in the face of adversity. 

Ultimately the question arises, is this 
the best format to upport emerging works 
or artists? The short term nature of such 
conferen ces means that artists and their 
work are thrown into a boiling vat of 
opinion where success is measured by your 
ability to ride above the need of people to 
assume your work is faulty and hence in 
need of them. This said, the benefit of 
hearing and seeing the script workshopped 
cannot be underestimated. But what use is 
the workshopping of scripts if they are 
ultimately not produced? The absence of 
producers at the event was an example of 
how such conferences can become an end 
in themselves . 

The major recommendations to come 
out of the conference were based on issues 
of cultural protocols and connections to 

communities plus the need to4iave 
separate writers' and playwrights' 
conferences given the differences in 
practice; increased attendance of 
producers, actors and directors and the 
need to have such conferences more 
regularly (it was recommended that the 
next conference be held in Perth , dates to 
be worked out down the track). But who 
takes all this stuff on board? Though we 
as a commu nity talk abou t the need to be 
self-determining in the creation and 
promotion of our works we fell back into 
the trap of thinking that government mu t 
provide the answers to our problems. I 
agree that subsidy is needed to support the 
arts and that it is ludicrous to believe that 
support for the arts in its diversity can all 
come through corporate sponsorship, but I 
believe that institutions like the Australia 
Cou ncil must be kept responsive to artists 
and not necessarily be seen as leaders. 
Example: one of the calls from the 
conference was for the establishment of an 
indigenous publishing house. It was seen 
as a neces ity for the government to set up 
this entity to benefit the black writers 
present as opposed to lobbying amongst 
the assembled talents to develop a 
proposal to take to funding agencies. 
Many recommendations were made but 
who is responsible for implementing, 

. resourcing and monitoring them? From 
this conference everything goes back to the 
Australia Council, the major sponsors and 
instigator of the conference. 

Mogwi -Djan must be viewed as part of 
the continuing development of indigenous 
writing and arti ts. The maturation of our 
identity within a contemporary context, 
the development of style and debate and 
the identified control over our 
representation are on-going is ue for 
indigenous writers. The need to tell a tory 
urface a a trategy to a err different 

per pectives; to ee the world as if through 
other eyes· to move a nation; to affect the 
national p yche-in the belief that the 
story i more powerful than violence. 

Wesley Enoch is the Artistic Director of 
Kooemba Jdarra based i11 Brisbane and the 
co-writer/director of The 7 tage of 

rieving c11rre11tly touring 11atio11ally. 
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CONNECTIVITY CACOPHONY 

Critically engaging with the ideas of Antonin 
Artaud, 100 YEARS OF CRUELTY celebrates the 

centenary of his birth & reflects on Artaud as a 
catal~st whose influence on artistic & intellectual 
12ractice has been no less than revolutionary. 
This multimedia interdisciplinary event wnl 
explore the remnants, resonances & traces of 
Artaud in an event which situates Artaud not just 
as a unique & irrecu~erable voice of the 20th cen

AGONY 

tury, but as ~n ag~nt provocateur at the gateway .......... 
to the new m1llenn1um. __...______ 

11111 jacques DERRIDA • julia KRISTEVA • samuel 
WEBER • sylvere LOTRINGER • allen WEISS• 

iii III Bi g iii II Bi stephen BARBER • rex BUTLER • alan . . - . 
........ CHOI.ODENKO • lisbeth DURING • trances 

•©[L~[M©W 
~ GJJ [Q) D u @ [Ri D GJJ [J¥1] 

UNIVERSITY 

DYSON • patrick FUERY • jane GOODALL • 
ross HARLEY• douglas KAHN • lean MARVEL 
• clare 0 1FARRELL • julian PEFANIS • edward 
SCHEER • bill SHAFFER • leslie STERN 
ABC Radio Eye • Listening Room • Meridian • • • • • 

, Mike Parr• Nicholas Tsoutas • FILM program 
A Biennale of Sydney Satellite Event presented by ARTSPACE • Power Institute 
of Fine Arts & Faculty of Arts, University of Sydney• University of Western Sydney 
Nepean •French Embassy• Sydney College of the Arts• University of Newcastle, 
Central Coast • Powerhouse Museum • Macquarie University 

Director• Nicholas Tsoutas • 43 - 51 Cowper Wharf Rd Woolloomooloo NSW 2011 Ph 2 368 1899 Fax 2 368 1705 
Artspace gratefully acknowledges the VACF of the Australia Council & the NSW Ministry for the Arts 
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Residencies, nomadism and the 
new internationalism 

note individual and familie likely to 
venture into philanthrop y, a kind of 
decea ed e rare regi rer. Re idencie in 
Europe have to fight for upporr bur are 
till more likely ro receive it even when 

they're upporring provocative young 

ichola T outa tell Keith Galla ch about the in piring Re Arri conference in Dublin 

arri r . In u rralia, of cour e it' different, 
pon or hip going ro major, con ervarive 

organi arion , nor to rho e offering arri tic 
and polirical challenge . 

In hi Arr pa e office in oo llomool oo, 
ydney, director i hola T oura pick 

deliberately through a box of catalogue , 
bro hure , photograph and document like 
a traveller wirh proof of ri h and delicate 
di overie . Hi i nor rhe empty ge rure of 
rhe returning oldier in Jean Lu odard' 
Les Carabi11iers a rhey relenrle ly fling 
down their rrophie of colonial war
postcard po rcard and more postcards. 
Even if the i sues do again turn our to be 
globalism and colonialism, Tsoutas' 
adventure, a last minute dash to the Res 
Arris conference in Dublin with the 
assistance of Museums Australia and the · 

SW Government, is a real adventure with 
potential rewards for Australian artists, not 
only in terms of awareness of and access to 
overseas residencies, but in how we think 
about artists' residencies in Australia. 

Tsoutas was attracted to the conference 
because of the dilemmas inherent in 
Artspace's own experience with its studio 
spaces and because the notion of residency is 
underdeveloped in Australia. What he was 
alerted to at the Dublin conference was the 
sheer variety of residencies available, of the 
means of operation, of genuine concern for 
the artist and for process over product . 

"The conference", says Tsoutas, "was a 
clearing house of information and ideas. 
This was the first residency conference, 
aiming to get as many of these 
organisations as possible together to form 
a loose coalition to exchange information, 
ideas on practice and priorities. It was 
attended by some 70 participants from 
around the world, mostly residential 
centre directors, mostly from Europe
Ausrria, Portugal, Spain, Germany, France, 
Sweden, orway, Switzerland, Italy, the 
UK and Lithuania. Senegal, Kenya, India, 
Ecuador, Canada, Australia and the US 
were also represented. 

"On the one hand it was a professional 
conference about making the centres more 
accessible and promoting them but also about 
looking at the future of art in the residential 
context-the fact that process is central to 
their existence-and how to work better with 
artists and to know what they need." 

Tsoutas' excitement is heightened by his 
discovery of "an enormous generosiry, a 
renais ance sense of the arts, of all the 
residential directors being there ro facilitate 
art, ro help artists, of operating beyond 
bureaucracy to privilege the artist's 
creation, nor in an unproblematised way 
bur in conrexr". 

This context ranges from the financial 
support the artist needs, including budgets 

The Tyrone Guthrie Centre at Annaghmakerrig 

for materials, ro cultural conditions so that 
the artist is not disadvantaged at the 
moment when they're supposed to be 
privileged. The residencies in India and 
Ecuador entail introductions to their 
respective cultures. The Lithuanian centre 
worries at 'weather depression' in the 
winter working against the creativity of 
artists from the tropics. A residency has to 
be workable. The Fire Station Artists' 
Studio in a poorer part of Dublin, says 
Tsoutas, runs a residency program where 
the artist is likely to find themselves socially 
engaged. "The dilemma is who is to be 
privileged by the residency, the artist or the 
community. The centre's firebrand director 
says his aim is community betterment but 
work for artists is extremely draining
there's not much room for them to 
construct their own discourse and artistic 
enterprise. However, there was still an old 
socialist principle at work which does give 
you something important as an artist." 

A sense of context was furthered by 
UNESCO repre entation. "UNESCO is a 
great resource for emerging countries and it 
prompted the debate on the multicultural 
meanings of culture. Michael Haerdter, 
president of Res Anis and director of 
Kiinstlerhaus Bethanien, argued that art has 
always been an exchange beyond cultural 
specifics, a more mobi le discourse. 
Residences, he said, are nomadic, 
facilitating cultural movement. Culture is 
exchangeable, it is not object-oriented. It 
invests in people and that's what residencies 
are about. Which is what ~r Anspace and 

SW Ministry studios and residencies are 
about-spaces in which to think through, 
to work through something. The artist 
might be writing rather than making an 
object, or developing a film script." 

"Ireland itself is a very good example of 
how residencies can work and quite 
differently from the Fire Station Arri ts' 
Studios. In County Monaghan there's the 

Tyrone uthrie enrre, 
where the rable have been 
converted into live-in 
rudio , ome of which can 

rake whole familie . The 
fo u appear ro be on 
literature bur rhe urhrie 

enrre i open ro all 
di cipline . You can choo e 
a re idency involving 
interaction berween artists, 
or you can go into a retreat 
in private areas in a totally 
rural setting. The centre is 
beautiful, it has a lake, it's 

well-staffed for the management of the 
estate and for cooking. Artists are invited to 
complete projects or to do research, the 
expectations are minimal. 

"At the Irish Museum in Dublin, the 
studios are in the former stables, again. 

ever the main house, always the stables 
and the gare houses for artists! Bur they're 
beautiful, come with a stipend, nor huge 
but all costs are mer and the residencies are 
international. The museum is not unlike 
our MCA in Sydney but the difference is in 
its commitment ro process. The museum 
promotes lrishness but in an international 
context, a Chicano artist was resident at the 
rime. The Irish Arts Council too has a very 
international program with an excellent 
deal with Aer Lingus-any Irish artist 
invited anywhere in the world has a free 
flight. Here we have to beg. There's also a 
lot of development money into Dublin 
coming through the EC and the rock band 
U2 invest hea'vily in the city. And so has 
Micro oft, in a centre called Anhouse. 

"Arthouse is in Temple Bar the cultural 
district of Dublin. This place has the equal 
fastest ISO link in all of Europe and offers 
a multimedia centre with artist access, it 
computer catalogues artists' works and it has 
an internet cafe. Microsoft came in and gave 
them everything, research and development 
facilities, production services. It's nor a live
in residency, but you can go there and make 
your own work with total back up." 

Speaking of sponsorship, Tsoutas reports 
that one of the more popular sessions was 
on fund raising and dealing with deficits . 
As usual it was clear that Australian artists 
operate without philanthropic support, 
quite unlike the US and Europe, where 
estates are bequeathed ro the arts and 
castles can become residential art centres. 
The Eleanor Dark and Arthur Boyd 
bequests provide the rare exceptions in 
Australia. Res Artis is attempting to set up 
a data base, available on the internet, which 

" verall," ay T _oura , "rhe conference 
alerted me ro rhe new inrernarionali m and 
rhe mobility rhar can go with it. Of cour e, 
member were hocked when they found our 
how mu h it co r ro nd me ro rhe 
conference--they can carch a train or drive 
aero urope. The conferen e al o 
confirmed the Arr pace commitment to 

proce . We ain't just be a ire of 
production, which i the way funding bodie 
see u . We encourage debate through 
eminars and conference , bur we don't get 

funding for them. Resident artists get the 
studio but they subsidise their own presence, 
whereas many of the overseas residencies 
offer the studio, material and publication 
budgets, and some way to allow the artist to 
live properly. We aren't funded to do this 
and we can't get the sponsorship for it. " 

Tsoutas got to speak at the plenary 
session, arguing for debate on the meanings 
of culture at the next conference (possibly at 
one of the French centres in 1997). He'd 
been troubled that the concerns of the 
conference had been pragmatic, nor 
surprising given that it was a first meeting. 
"H anything connected us it was the diversity 
of cultures and that's what we should be 
looking at, at cultural diversity in an 
international context, at interculturalism, at 
how cultures talk to each other-and against 
each other-especially at a conference where 
everyone was speaking English but engaging 
through 20 other languages during the 
breaks. There are some major contributors 
to that debate who could attend but the 
emphasis should still be on the residency 
directors instead of privileging the 
intellectual heavyweights. The proposal was 
unanimously accepted . I've been invited to 
construct the premise for such an exchange. I 
also argued for a South-East Asian presence 
at the next conference and alerted 
participants to Australia's shift away from 
Eurocentrism and that it was not just an 
economic shift." 

Tsoutas had a lot more in his traveller's 
store of treasures, especially about young 
Irish artists, provocative, innovative and 
internationally mobile . Perhaps he'll bring 
some of them to Australia. He'd also like to 
get back to Dublin to journe y the new 
Samuel Beckett Walk, a pleasure his right 
schedule did nor allow. 

Res Artis Conference, Dublin and 
Annaghmakerrig, May 1-5 
Res Artis, the lntemational Asso ciation of 
Residential Arts Centres and Networks , do 
Ku11stlerhaus, Betha11ie11, Mariannenplatz 2, 
D-1099 7 Berlin. Tel: +49 30 616 9030 
Fax: +49 30 616 90 330 

1996 Melbourne Fringe FestiVal 
September 29 - October 20 
EMERGING AND EXPERIENCED ARTISTS 

visual arts 
D.ertormance 
IJlm, video, multimedia 
dance and movement 
TO REGISTER CALL FESTIVAL DIRECTOR, 

TAKING RISKS AND CHALLENGING AUDIENCES. 

REGISTER NOW FOR AUSTRALIA'S MOST 

DYNAMIC AND ECLECTIC CROSS-ARTS FESTIVAL. 

A GUERILLA ARTS EXPERIENCE 

CELEBRATING AND CHALLENGING EVERY ART FORM. 

VIRGINIA HYAM (03) 9534 0722 

REGISTRATIONS CLOSE JULY 22 
rittng 

music 
cvberfringe 
kbor1 arts 
cro s-a .f ,,t,g,,g e 

MELBOURNE FRINGE CELEBRATES NEW ART 
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Copyrighting wrongs 
uzanne Spunner report the i ues rai ed by the Copyrites exhibition 

Ar rhe opening of Copyrites in Darw in 
ar rhe Mu eum and Arr Ga llery of rhe 
Marcia Langron, Ra nge r Profe or of 
Aboriginal rud ie ar rhe orrhern 
Territory Univer iry poke abour the wa y 
that unaurhori ed repr duction "reduce 
the cultural power of Aboriginal arr 
(which) provide s for all Au tralian s a et of 
icon and a er of meanings about the 
land cape and the people in the land cape 
on which they can rely for their humaniry ''. 

The concept of Terra ulliu era ed rhe 
Aboriginal people from the land o that it 
could be occupied without rreary or 
reparation, and a imilarly convenient 
fiction postulated that Aboriginal arr was a 
body of non-specific ancient designs owned 
by an amorphous extinct collective. 
Moreover, the arr it elf couldn't be worth 
much as it was o imple and, in any ca e, 
Aboriginal people weren't intere red in 
money. Versions of rhi attitude licen ed a 
lais ez faire approach to the u e of 
Aboriginal imagery as if it were parr of 
some clip art repo itory of Orthentic 
Or traylyan imagery available to all 
genuine Au tralians. 

It assumed that there were no living, 
practising Aboriginal artist or if there 
were, they were o traditional and living in 
such remote places that they would never 
come across the tea rowel or T-shirt and 
what they didn 't know couldn ' t hurt 
anyone. It a sumed the art lacked any of 
the intrin ic qualirie of western art which 
make it valuable , respected, revered. In 
short, whole ale appropriation wa 
predicated on the arr not being real arr. 
Regarding the land and the art a empry of 
people and devoid of meaning made it ea y 
to appropriate them. 

The exi rence of Aboriginal copyright 
ha been actively as erred by Abori g inal 
people in public for over twenry year . 
The great Yirrkala arti t, Wandjuk 
Marika, th e fir t chairman of the 
Aboriginal Arts Board, put the i sue on 

th e a rr agen da in 1974 after he aw a tea 
rowel o n ale in a ouvenir hop in airn . 
The rea rowel had hi , hi farher' and hi 
rribe' painting o n it. 

"They rhoughr rhey are ju r plea ure 
painting .. .I wa hocked and I lo e my 
pow er ro paint, lo e my power for a 
numb er of year . " For the lo wa nor 
economic bur piritual, and he a ked, 
"Who' going ro help rop rhi copyright 
realing?" The fir r remedy ought wa 

protection of authenti iry a Aboriginal 
"folklore". Ir wa only in rhe 1980 that it 
was ucce fully argued that Aboriginal art 
wa arr per e and therefore auromati ally 
protected by copyright. 

Copyrites opened in February, 
appropriately in aim , rhe epicentre of 
international in-bound rouri m who e 
ouvenir industry ha garn ered a repurarion 

a the Black Spot. It was rhe Cairn ba ed 
company Fla h creen printer who were 
taken to court by Maningrida arrisr Johnny 
Bulun Bulun for the unaurhori ed 
reproduction of a number of his bark 
paintings on T-shirts. In the Federal ourt 
in Darwin, Bulun Bulun won an injunction 
and an our of court settlement in 1989, and 
established the precedent that even the mo t 
traditional of Aboriginal arti t would 
satisfy the legal requirements of originaliry. 
This rest ca e involved thirteen other 
plaintiffs from even Territory communitie , 
all of whom had painted their own 
Dreaming. 

The avowed intention of Copyrites is 
educarional-ir reaches and warn of rhe 
consequence of copyrighr infringemenr by 
detailing all the major ca es. lrs method i 
to exhibit the original art (or, ironically, an 
excellent copy) alongside it unauthorised 
application. In the ca e of rhe T - hirts the 
artistic gap between the art and the objecr 
is invariably blatant -t here 's omething 
pathetic about seeing T- hirts and cheap 
printed arongs hung on the wall. 

The contra t between the painting and 

29/4/96 
ira La Gioia 

IRAA Theatre True blue 
Dear Cira, 
Thank you for your fax enquiring about 

why we hadn't reviewed IRAA' The Blue 
Hour in Real time# 12. 

I aw the production in the Adelaide 
Fe rival and I was going to respond to it in 
Rea/Time# 12 but decided not to for the 
following reasons. 

I was di appointed with The Blue Hour. 
Though an intended homage to Kantor, I 
found it derivative, in general, of Kanror's 
ryle and concern . 

Homage i fine, but not if it refu e to 
engage critically and aesthetically with 
Kanror's vi ion, and not if it lacks the 
preci ion and rhe sen e of unfolding time 
and pace of the master. 

In addition, The Blue Hour's imilarity 
to Kantor ' Wielopole-Wielopole from 
prop , to er, to character , cenario and 
Kantor's role, wa alarming. 

Thi i a larger prob lem than mere 
imitation or po rmodern appropriation. 

Rather than write immediately in 
RT#12 I decided to a k Renato uocolo ro 
explain hi acrion . 

Thi lerrer invire Renato Cuocolo to 
explain the overt affiniry between The Blue 
Hour and Wielopole- Wielopole. Wh y did 
he decide ro reproduce the character , er, 
prop , broad cenario and pecific cene 
from rhe original? 

The e dominate Cuocolo's production. 

Yours sincerely, 
Keith ,alla ch 
Publi hm~ editor 

To Keith Galla ch 
RealTime • 
Melbourne 17 May 1996 

The Blue Hour is dedicated to and 
inspired by the theatre of Tadeusz Kantor. 
The great Polish artist who died in 1990, 
has bee11 for me an unsurpassable master. 
I have tried to work on my memory of his 
theatre, in particular from Wielopole
Wielopole. Of this work I have used parts 
of the text, scenic elements and 
reprodu ced some scenes (the photograph, 
the wedding and the final table scene). 
My relationship with Kantor is based 011 

the passion for theatre that his work 
inspired in me when I saw Wielopole 
Wiel opole in Florence in 1982. The Blue 
Hour is bom from the desire to try to do 
theatre the way Kantor did and while 
doing this to penetrate the essence of his 
art and pay homage to his work". 

Renato Cuocolo. 
I quote thi paragraph from rhe lisr of 

credir for The Blue Hour which wa 
di rribured ro audience member during 
the Melbourn e ea on of rhe play. The 
an wer to the que tion of why there i an 
affinity b tween The Blue I lour and 
Wielopole- Wlielopole i there. 

I wanted the play infu cd .1~ a whole hy 
a "Kanrorian" sryle. The Bl11e H"ur 
however is a work on m1gra11on and cxile, 
these themes develop from a pmr war 
background , hich 1s the part where I draw 

The House of Aboriginaliry from Copyrites catalogue 

rhe carper is much more powerful and 
more ubtle. The carper are large and 
lu hly made, and the imilariry in cale and 
weight blur the i ue ar fir t. To have gone 
ro o much expen e and trouble to produce 
the carpet, it eem inconceivable rhar 
permissions weren't ought. How did they 
ever imagine such an over ight would go 
unnoticed? The 1994 arpet a e which 
involved eight Terrirory arti t became 
known as the Mabo of Aboriginal ulrure 
becau e the judge awarded the artist 
additional damages to reflect the cultural 
hurt and harm that had been done. 

Copyrites al o detail orher ca es where 
good intentions went a rray a in rhe 
nororiou and embarrassing example 
involving the Re erve Bank 's apparent 
inabiliry ro learn from ir mistake in the 
ca e of David Malangi and the one dollar 
note in 1966; in 1989 Terry Yumbulul, 
another E Arnhemland arti t rook them 
to court over the depiction of hi Morning 
Star Pole on the ren dollar note! 

The formation and activirie of IAA 
( arional lndigenou rt Advocacy 
A ociarion) which include the development 
of an Authenticiry mark should prevent 
tran gre ions in rhe future but it i equally 

from Wielopole, bur then expa nd 
character ' development, image text , 
into another direction which i mo t 
relevant to my concern , my own cultural 
background and the co ntext where I now 
produce my work. 

There are other, acknowledged, 
influence in the The Blue Hour, they are 
central to the wa y I have conceived the 
piece, and to the direction it depart 
from Kantor , the e are primarily Danilo 
Kis and Chekov. The characters of the 
soldier and of th e mother for instance, 
which are pivotal to the who le 
co n tru ctio n of the play, bear a very 
uperficial, inirial, re emblance ro 

Kantor ' , then depart sub rantially. For 
the part in The Blue Hour which quote 
Wielopole -Wielopole to be recognised a 
Kantor ' wa integral to my de lared 
intention of paying tribute ro hi work, 
of tarring from hi work ro develop 
furrher rheme and image whi h in rhe 
end do nor belong to Kantor bur ro my 
own poetic world, ryle, theme . 

To concentrate on Kantor in a way 1ha1 
ignore my stared intention and w go no 
further rhan rhar in rhe analysi of rhe play 
i a proces that di rort the rcaliry of my 
work and cerrainly I would have hoped for 
greater arrcnrion rhan rhar. 

The ryle of acting, rhe phy'>icaliry of 
it, rhe " raccaw" rhythm inrercalaring 
very low tempo with highly pitched 
one arc hallmarks of IRAA \ '>tylc and 
rhcy pervade rhc performance. As for m} 
produc11on lacking "the precismn .ind the 
sen,e of unfolding umc and ,pace of dw 
ma,rer", of all cri11ci,m one c,in do of my 
work and that of m, ador,, preLl\1<>n h,l'> 

• n ,er hccn m quc,11~11 .. ir 1 

,-.......... , .... .. 

important that copyright become a po mve 
and enabling tool which di eminares 
appropriate Aboriginal-informed product 
and return tinancial dividend to it 
owner and guide and educate con umer . 
An immediate re ponse ro Copyrites wa 
the instigation in Central Au rralia of the 
fir r Copyright Forum which was held rhi 
month in conjunction with the exhibition in 
Alice Spring . The forum was organised by 
De arts and rhe Office of rhe Arr and 
funded by AT IC and brought together 
peaker from NIAA, the Arrs Law Centre 

and VlS OPY ro meet Centralian arti t 
and arr advi ers. 

opyrites, Aboriginal Art in the Age of 
Reproductive Technologie curated by 
Vivien Johnson and undertaken by /AA 
currently touring through the Visions of 
Australia program. Following Cairns, 
Darwin and Alice Springs, it appears at 
Tandanya, Adelaide June 7-July 7; Broken 
Hill City Art Gallery, July 16-August 11; 
Art Gallery of New outh Wales, August 
21-0ctober 21. 
NIAA has published a detailed catalogue to 
accompany the Copyrite exhibition. For 
i11fon11atio11 phone 02 28 1 2144 

acknowledged even by my mo t 
de rructive critic , who appear to be 
concentrating in ydney. 

I don ' t know how other people, who 
claim a deeper in ighr and knowledge of 
Kantor ' work and call him ma ter, 
"engage crirically and ae therically wirh 
hi viion",formethi i rheonlywa y to 
u e knowledge, I put it into practice, I 
verify it connection with my work . Then 
my work i there for people to ee, the 
rest i opinions and on the subject there 
ca n be man y. 

In the end, I can only reflect on how 
far i all rhi from rhe concern and the 
wa y of relat ing to th ea tr e of normal 
audience , where by "normal" I mean 
people who go 10 the theatre for their 
del igh t and enjoyment, who do nor 
belong to rhe "indu try", to the "peer' 
network" with the many overlapping 
concern of their multiple func tion 
which make of them forever 
di appoinred audience memher , unlc 
the thcarre comes from overseas. Tadcu z 
K'anror wa old when he tarred rn be 
recognised and it was nor long before he 
died 1ha1 he was performing in rhc 
Edinburgh Fringe. I wonder, had he been 
Australian, how many supporrcn, he 
would have had here, for how long, .1ml, 
in rhc best of hyporhcses, how hi., ,cn,e 
of unfolding rime would have developed 
in four week rchtar ,11 . 

Thank you for inviting my poim o f vie,, 
on The Bl11l' /four. 
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Can you hear me? 
What is sound art? 

ichola ebhardt i aturated with oundCulture in an Franci o 

Over ren day in early April, 
01111d 11/ture, rhe rhird rran -Pacific 

fe rival of oni art and ound practi e took 
place in and around an Fran i co, 
Berkele>, akland, Marin ounty, an Jo e 
and anra ruz. ~ hile I haven't dealr with 
everyrhin in rhe fe rival, I 've tried to draw 
our ome of rhe onceprual que ti n that 
emerged over what wa a large and often 
diffu e evenr. 

vent like 01111d 11/ture, which 
api ra li e on the ma ive expan ion of 

borh ae theric theor y, cu lrural analyric 
and rechnological invention, demon rrare 
rhe difficulry of lo acing (and organi ing) a 
pecific con ept of art in favour of a 

highly deregulated field of arti tic 
production in which, ultimatel y, anything 
(and everything) goe . Hybridity wa the 
dominant formula throu gh which much of 
the work wa rendered. Yet rhe attempt to 
draw rogerher uch apparently di parate 
elemenr a contemporary mu ic 
cu lprur e, creen-ba ed art, ound de ign, 

radioph nic art , performance, cientific 
re earch, philo ophy and DJ culrure into 
an argumen t about the encompa ing 
nature of ound wa bound to run inro all 
ort of conceptual, en ory and 

geographi a l problems. 
That we are adrift among an infinite 

continuum of sound i the underlying 
a umption circulating through a lot of 
mu i ology, cu ltur a l tudie hi torical 
rudie and ae theti . ound 11/ture, a a 

com bination of exhibition , a ym posiu m, 
performance , film , and radio broadca t 
atte mpted to give a hape to this 
a umption, to propo e a pedagogy of 
ound that re ted on the idea. In light of 

thi , evera l que tion eemed con i tentl y 
importa nt . What cou ld a pedagogy of 
ound do ? Wh at a re it co ncept ? In wh at 

way cou ld ound be under rood as the 
material for art, for cu ltur al analy i , for 
hi tory and for thoug ht ? And how i this 
pedagogy different from mu ical thought? 

After ten day of Ii tening, of 
concentra ted Ii tening - to performance , 
to film , to talk , to radio -ce rtain thing 
beca me apparent: the appearance of 
ound i no longer tied to a concept of 

co mpo irion, but in read, re ide in an 
endle proce of remixing and ampling; 
the form of ound are ubj ec t to a erie 
of infi nite e lect ronic manipulation th at 
increa ing ly combi ne wh at i heard with 
rhe obj e r of our hearing; and th e nature 
of ound i co nditioned by the degr ee of 
our immer ion in a given ound event. 
The so und event, in thi ca e, wa defined 
in the very process of amp lification, 
through an infinite micrology or ecology 
of ound that beca me th e total amplirude 
or effec t of th e environment in whi ch th ey 
were heard. 

In this ense, co mpo er Ron Kuivil a's 
work at an Francisco's Th e Lab of 
Parsable, marked out a distinction between 
audibility and inaudibility based on 
locali sa tion; that is, the distribution of 
frequencies in the space wa s dependent on 
where and when or how you were 
listening . Variou s electric charg e beco me 
so norou s across a rang e of co ndu ctiv e 
mat eria ls (foil, wirin g etc.) along with a 
surveillan ce sys tem that tra cks movem ent , 
as well as sungla sses suspended on wir e 
that also tra ck movement and pul se to 
300bp m, and antennae th at sha ke 
suspended keys whenever the sunglasses 
find so meone mov ing in the room . 

There wa s till, how ever , a movement or 
intensity between the various electri ca l 
timbre s that et off qualitative shift s in the 
bl o und, dl,1r 

n of di e o : IC,dd p r s, 

and falling hum, rhe metrical cal ulation of 
the beat , the himm ering wall, the 
in e ant rattling or jingling of the key , 
tone char combined to reconfigure the 
ompo itional plane around act of 

currency, around degree of motion that, 
ultimatel y, pu hed it roward the moment 
of indetermina y. 

Another work whi h onfronted imilar 
problem of how to rran form the 
material of violen e and oppre ion into a 
en ation to give it an affective and 

perceptive form, wa igel Helyer' ile11t 
Forest, augmented ince ir wa hown at 
the nnandale allerie earlier thi year. 
Helyer' a ttention to an extreme clarity of 
de ign (metallic, gla and copper urface ) 
u ing all manner of cientific and military 
reference (metallic tructure , gla 
beaker , air raid iren etc.) to develop a 
motif of cu lrural , vegetal and onic ilence 
among t the tra ce of war and colonjali m 
in Vietn am, produced an un ettli ng erie 
of tructure . The political contortion and 
the military inva ion that have produced 
uch violence were, however , mothered 

beneath the feti hi m of the lar ge, metallic 
and gla object and a my tification of 
the work' onorou plan e. 

ile11t Forest' heer urface and 
heightened attention to the detail of olid 
line overwhe lmed th e ambient noi e and 
ounds coming from the peaker and 

ultimately led you back to the eductive 
power of the force that have the 
technological and economic capacity co 
rran form a fore t into a biological war 
zone or turn an opera hou e into a military 
headquarter . The ou nd s had that eerie 
en e that air raid irens never fai l to 

produce (it's a fine line between affective 
sou nd and aural cliche , a ound effect), bur 
the other reference to opera and fore t 

ound were lo t in the ize of the 
trucrure . Rather than creating the 

problem of ilence as a potential limit of or 
rela t ion to noi e and organi ed ound , the 
onoritie functioned more a a massive 

ab t raction, a ound effect that di appeared 
into the formal properties of the de ign. 

The tenden cy toward ound a an 
effect-of pace, of a visua, image, of 
informatic , of technology-dominated a 
lot of the fe rival' events. A concert at 
Mill ollege fearured a range of mu ical 
performance that u ed live electronic an d 
ample . The variou compo irion 

empha i ed the problem facing compo er 
an d arti t who u e oun d: how to find a 
way our of the potential chao in a po t · 

agean ound world. By opening mu ic to 
a ll ound , to a ll event , ther e' the 
po sibi lity that in the end all you do is 
reproduce the ame event over and over, or 
what is left i a sheer surface that prevents 
anythin g from happenin g at all. 

The beer Frost Orchestra, an a ll-female 
elect ric guitar orche tra in which the guitar 
were laid end to end on a stage and then 
played usin g a range of movem ents 
generated by the glass bottom of nail 
polish bottles, attempted to carve out a 
different mu sical car tography around the 
electri c guitar . Different overtones are 
produced by the meeting of glass and string 
and the timbral variation is co ntroll ed by 
the players and the various bottle sha pes. 
There wa s no co nsist ency howev er, no 
att empt to extrac t from the guitar a 
different movement , a different affective 
force. implistic referen ce in the program 
notes to overturning the iconography of the 
guitar failed to compen ate for a musical 
plane that only ever worked in relation to 
th e invention s of Jimm y Hendrix, Prince, 

edie ree et qrm w•s f>'i · 
r a uve (performers re po n ing to ot er 

• - T 

performer ) and depended on a nominal 
improvi ed quality thar marked out it own 
impo ibility very quickly. 

lkue Mori, famous for her work with the 
e, York ew Wave band D A and her 

improvi ation with John Zorn, Fred Frith 
and others at the Knitting Factory in the 
eightie , offered everal piece for drum 
machine . To play everal drum machine 
require an extraordinary invention along a 
mu ical plane. By it elf, however, it wa a 
di play of ound effect , more like a 
demon tration of whar a drum machine 
could do. The re t of the concert included 
more traditional electronic compo ition by 
John Bi hoff, Kenneth tchley, aggi 
Payne and Chri Brown that pointed to the 
infinite potential for a non-chromatic ound 
field to become reified in pace a a 
question of volume, and that collap ed the 
differentiation of the onorou material into 
a projection of the matter in pace a the 
e ence of that pace. 

owe moved around the city, from 
electroacou tic mu ic to plunderphonic 
and on to DJ culture. Mo tly, ound wa 
reduced to a repre entation of a 
ound cape, a ign of omething el e--a 

lan d cape, a reprodu ctive force (hence the 
preference for ampling and mixing a 
meth od). It go t to the point where all th e 
onic propertie were di solved into their 

environment appeared as manife cations of 
that environment, and finally, acted a the 
aural limit of any/all pace. The probl em 
with this image of sound i that it ers in 
motion a log~ of re emblance, either of 
perceptible form (in the ca e of analogy) or 
of intelligible tructure (in the ca e of 
digital proce e ) that pass from digitised 
analogy to amplified environment-a 
doubling up of nature and informatics 
ba ed on a ma ive confu ion of cience 
and art where one i constantly tr ying to 
become the o ther; a movemenr which 
create , in Deleu ze' term , neither 
en ation nor concept. 

And yet, the concept of ilence kept 
turning up everywhere de pite the u ual 
attempt to uppres it a the negative of 
environment, of pace, of immer ion, of 
life. Yuji one directly confronted chi 
que tion in hi work What ls 01111d Art?, 
rai ing the problem of the tran larion the 
movement between type of ilence, 
between word that ound and ound that 
mark out the y tematic form of cu ltur al 
lexicon. ilence wa in ternali ed a a 
pas ing between thing , the rhythmic 
relation between a type, a genu , a form, 
an image, and a people, rather than a 
point of en trop y, a black ho le into which 
ound lide when it i no longer heard 

(or, in thi ca e, under rood). one put an 
infinite ser ie to work a eac h new 
mi shea rin g / mi understanding undermined 
the formal logic of interculrural or 
informatic exc hange. 

The compositiona l imperative that run 
through an event like this, eve n as the 
con nections to musical thought are twisted 
and shift ed and co nfront ed, mean that the 
question of what so und art is in relation to 
a presuppo ed cu lture of sound i 
continually turning back on the question of 
mu ic itself (whi ch seems to me to be of 
more importance and in a sen e more 
interesting). The performance of PHFFF by 
the Dutch compo er Trimpin along with 
compo er and musi cia n Beth Cu rer 
produced a formidable co n olidation of 
wind, of digital proces e , of movement and 
of improvi ation that demon crated the 
neces ity of a co mpo itional plane that doe 
more than reproduce the logic of 
co mmun ications technolqgies and the 
mark et. Trimpin's in tallation 1opene d tlie 

elemental force of the wind (th rough a 
c llection of large pitched pipe , reed , 
flute , and whi tie ) to the force of 
robotic (the computer), bur in u h a way 
a to create a con i rency of harmoni 
relation that made the room pin even a 
the improvi ed line of Beth u ter' ba 
clarinet and axophone cut a melodic path 
through the tempered air flow . 

Over the cour e of 01111dC11/t11re the 
power of indeterminacy and deregulation 
to di olve di tincrion , to render 
b undarie incomplete, to make of art 
imply an expre ion of life, made it 

difficult ro move further than the vague 
categoric of novelry, experien e and 
freedom a the ba i for an under randing 
of ound. More than anyone, Trimpm' 
in tallation and the performance with Beth 

u ter marked out an inventive pha for 
thinking abour ound that moved away 
from ound a imply an effe t of 
technological pace or as the 
encompas ing repre enrarion of a 
landscape. The difficulty for omrd 11/ture 
now lies in creating or inventing bloc or 
compound of en ation that do more 
than replicate the law of technolog y and 
the market, that break rhrough the mould 
of tho e communications y rem that 
place oun d a both a ign of life and the 
end of thought. 

SIMA 
Sydney Improvised Music Association 
presents contemporay Jazz at the 

Strawberrv Hills Hotel 
Ellzobeth /DevoM11re Sts, SU1y HUis 

JUNE 
4 Wooderlust 
5 Cathy Halley Qlkitet 
11 lhe calhollcs 
12 Matthew McMahon Quartet 
18 AustroLYSIS Electrobond 
19 .26 Cameron Unct'/' s 

Ni.merology 
25 Ted Nettlebeck Trio 

(Adelaide) 

JJLY 
2 Don Roder Quntet 
3 Scott ltlld« Trio 
9 Bras.,oy 
10 Jf8VO( Grlfftn Sextet 
16 Goi B,yant Qt+ Sooctt Even 
17Tree 
23 MIKE NOCK SOLO+ 

BERNIE McGANN TRIO 
24 Clor1on Froehle Zooe 
30 Ten Pat lr,.,enllon 
31 Alster Spence Trio 

Min i-fest of contemporary trio music 
3x303 

Australian Creole , Andlf!!IW Robson 
Trio, Michele Morgan 's Chelate Trio 
3-1 lpm LYRIC, 93 Riley st, Suny HUis. 

, I ' ilnformot1Ql1 02 9938 21 SQ 
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Opera lost and found 
Ewart haw enjoy a Villa Lobo at the Ballarar Op ra F rival 

omeone obviou ly looked at Her 
Maje ty' in Ballarat and aid "Thi look 
like a great place for an opera fe ti val". 
They were pretty do e. Ballarat's got great 
gold ru h architecture, more public 
culprure than ,my other comparable city, a 
trong local mu i al culture centred on the 
outh treet Ei teddfod, g d re taurant , 

and a theatre bar that erves half bottle of 
champagne for $5. It also ha on offer a 
fe rival with rwo opera ome con err and 
a weekend away-the sort of thing we 
should all do more often. The real treat 
promi ed to be Heiror Villa-Lobo ' only 
mu ical comedy Magdalena. 

Mart in Lane as Pe<lro In Magdalena 

There are a series of mysteries around 
this Magdalena. For a start, there i n't a 
character in the show ca lled Magdalena. 
Secondl y, why should any entrepreneur 
want Heitor Villa Lobos to write a musical 
comedy and then give him a plot that 
Offenbach (had he lived) would have 
delighted in? The people behind this 
curious alliance were the guys re ponsible 
for Song of Norway (music of Greig) and 
Kismet (tunes of Borodin). At least Villa 
Lobo was alive at the time. The answer to 
its appearance at the Ballarat Opera 
Fe rival is that this work contains a lot of 
fine mu ic, an intere ting et of character , 
some great theatrical po ibilitie and it 
hasn't been done here before. o rare are 
performance of the opera that the core we 
heard was recon eructed by a young 
Ameri an conductor, Evan Haile, who has 
seen the re urre tion of Magdalena a a 
per onal cru ade. There are no big ru1ie in 
thi ho~ , ju t the opportunity for big 
impre ion . ome of them were made and 
ome of them mi ed. The rory: a 

gourmand general holidaying in Paris ha 
to return home to hi banana plit republic 
to quell the unre tat the emerald mine 
fomented by a hand ome young rogue wh 
i in love with the heroine who e hri tian 
duty i to prevent blo d hed at all co t 
even to the extent of marrying aid 
gourmand general. Thi enrage the 
gourmand general's Fren h chef mi ere o 
that he kill him with kindne s, feeding 
him to death. Very Monty Anaconda. 

David hisholm' direction wa cleane, t 
when the choru wa off- rage. He ha n't got 
the hang of faking fiesta yet, or developing 
rcligiou rituals that look a if anything 
mean anything to anyone: the totem toucan 
wa pa scd around like a baby' roy. 

hri ciana Plitzko' Botero influenced 
de ign were uirably suirable, witty, ty)i h, 
complete with an expanding hu (the hero i 
a hu~ driver). There was a major 
miS1.:akularion in the II c of rhe inflatable er, 
piece,, hii:h probably co r a great deal ,rnd 
amused the stage crew, bur added no imp,icr 
o l'I · 'i.1-i< · v."l I tltelh1f rrJ, •Madonn,1, a i ----~. -~-·-··--·--------·--· 

fo9r high cro between a beach ball and a 
bowling pin, wa rendered more ridi ulou 
than acrilegiou , a the guerrilla had to 
pull our ir plug and jump up and down on 
ir co get the thing flat enough to roll up. 

The rage picture drawing clear 
contra t between the rwo world in which 
the action rake place were fine; rhe initial 
vis,ion of Pari had a Magritte urreality 
that contra red effectively with the warmer 
colour of rhe Amazon ene . Evan Haile 
worked hard toe tabli h an identity for chi 
unfamiliar work and ro communicate to the 
players rhe exoti i m of it tonal palette. 

The percu ion-enhanced hamber 
rche era of eelong, overflowing the 

mall pit of the venerable theatre, urged 
through the exori co lour of the Villa
Lobos . core. The choru of local in 
fancy dre . who played the horus of 
lo al in fancy drc ang strongly. Many 
of them were on cage for the fir t time, 
alway . a bit of a ri J... in a fc rival, hut 

on tan ce owanl Lemke, the choru 
maqer (that' what she' called in the 
program ) and Evan Haile got good 
thing from them . 

It' the women who ave this one: 
cwo trong and )early focu ed 
oprano pouring out an opulence of 
ound. Li a Ru ell looked far too pink 

and blonde co be the hereditary jefa of 
any tribe except perhaps Frie lander , 
but wa touching and incere enough 
that red blooded per on would want to 
whip out their machete ro clear a path 
to her door . However , wicked women 
are always much more fun. Roxane 
Hislop ank her teeth into the role of 
Madame Teresa, and hampered only by 
a costume that looked as if it had been 

cut from a vinyl table cloth last used for a 
game of chess, rampaged, roared and 
revenged herself with the ort of gusto that 
suggests a healthy appetite and a 
remarkably ecure vocal technique . 

As Pedro, the leader of the local 
re istance Martin Lane sang with his 
profile. He looked great, a sort of tough 
Guy Pearce , but he hadn't the voice for the 
venue, faint in solo and almost inaudible 
in the love duets and en embles. Lewis 
Fiander, who has international credits 
longer than mo t good wine lists wandered 
through the non -singing role of General 

arabaiia but managed no. to be fat 
enough, or grea y enough to be really 
di likeable. When he ugge ted marriage to 
the heroine it eemed like a good career 
move on her part. The politic of it slavery 
in the emerald mine low deed in high 
place , chole terol abu e, are ker hed in. 

The glance of the redeeming Madonna 
wa cru ial co the other opera in the Fe rival, 
Le Jongleur de otre Dame by Ma enet, o 
obviou ly the ompo er' attempt to neak 
into heaven after all tho opera about 
fallen women-Thai , Manon, Herodia . lo 
France, according to one woman I 
overheard, it' done in chool . Thi 
production, at lea r, had a real carue of the 
Madonna and I couldn't help feeling that 
they could have u ed it for both opera . On 
the ame cage Eileen Hannan, accompanied 
by reg Robert , gave an ec entrically 
programmed recital featuring brief excerpt 
from Der Rosenkavalier and Katya 
Kabm1011a, ommunicared , ith a direct 
authority that, ould have caught every 
member of both opera ca r ome very 
important le on . he then ang My Fmmy 
Valentine wirh the ame engagement and 
chat wa a le on in it elf. 

Ewart lm111 is an opera critic for The 
del.1ide <lvertiser and a long time staff 

111e11d1er of Radio 5 Vat the Unillersity of 
Adelaide. 
Tl,e Ballar.it pera Festit1al, Her Ma1·esh•·s 

t &. ~ I ·1 , ( ~ 
Tbeatre, Ball<1rat

1 
Marc, . n L:, J• 10 r > • r: 1. , • c1 n · 1 ~A, r , 

I • J 

Evny Sund.iy 111ghr from S.lO 011 R.id,o N.ir,on.il ·R.1d10 [yf. 

bring'> you fH'Ot>lf. 1dfJ'> ,rnd plJ<<''> from .iround rhr world. 

Onr hunclrrcl 111111111(", of r.id10 rh.ir ~~low'> 111 rhr d.irl<. An 

.idvrnrurou-, mix of docu111rnr.inr-, . fr.irurr'> . prrfor111.111Cf 

Jlld lllll',I< . 

And 011 S.irurd.iy .ifrrrnoon'> .ir ~-~0 . Wf rr1>r.ir J 

-,rlrcrt0n of rlH· bf-,r of our -,horr fr.irurr-, 111 ·s.irurd.iy Eyf·. 

l<rff) your r.ir on rhf Eye .ind en1oy '>0llle of the be-,r 

Jud10 111 rhe world. 

McLuhan Redux 
Fifteen years after his death. ~.mm J~~( l 
Marshall McLuhan is "back· and he"s 
hotter than ever. But is he hot for all 
the wrong reasons? . 

Ha! Ha! The Clawn is dead 
J~~( ~ U~fm A rather nasty circus clown narrates 

his life and death from beyond the gravel 

Gaing Back: Liz Opara al Iha Cameraans 
J~~( rn tmm An_intlmate account t~~fm One of the pioneering works 

by an Enghsh woman. L12 of radiophony. a remarkable sound 
Maloney. of her return to a portrait of the people and places of 
hilltop compound of the Cameroon created from recordines 
Fulani tribe. of the Cameroon made in the 196Os by the French audio 
highlands. into which she artist and composer Jose Pivin. 
had married ten years Twe l'ftlU'llule j..,_,. iala lu w..t 
previously. Alricaa cnalry el l:aaann 

Oldaawa Dna .. Oil 
Music. dance. cooking. film-making. I.mm J~~I lJ 
theatre, btewing and karate all play a part 
in maintaining cultural self-reliance in the 
Japanew island of Okinawa. 

J•unaey la Iha lea Edg 
I.mm Tonight we join an Innuit seal hunting 
expedition in northeastern Greenland. The Greenlandic 
huntine culture is already dying out and this story will 
perhaps be one of the last a tragicomic account of a 
fast-vanishine way of life. 

N• nans •nMa J~lf 1 I.mm Twenty years after its birth- a program which pulls 
the scab off the blister of punk- wherever there·s a tom T-shirt. 
blue hair. a safety pin and anarchistic tendencies-punk lives and 
bleeds. 

J~l~ 14 
Tape B•ggary 

I.mm Exploring the world 
of hoaxes. impersonators 
and purveyors of sonic feral 

Laugh My Rain.aw matter. 

J~l~ i11.mm An engaging and entertaining look at contemporary South 
Africa; celebrating diversity and subverting old myths of identity. This is 
an international collaboration. lnvolvin& radio producers from Finland. 
USA. Australia and South Africa. 

Blacklisted 
"lll~ rn J~lf a six part documentary 
r Ud drama series from the United States 

on the blacklisting of Hollywood 
writers. actors and directors during 
the McCarthy years. The cast features 
Stockard Channing & Spalding Gray. 

H••• Rule 
Different perspectives I.mm J~l~ l~ 
on domesticity from the cell of 
a prisoner serving life to the 
top floor apartment of an 
upwardly mobile executive. 

Harrar Rhaps•dy! 
The ultimate history [~mm, ,~ m ~~~~~l 
of the music of horror films! 

AdelJ1de 7Z9AM Bn-,b.ine 79lAM (.inbfrr.i 846AM 
DJrwrn 657AM Hob.irr 585AM Melbourne 6l1AM 
New<J'>tle 1 51 ZAM Perth 81 0AM Syd no 5 7 6AM 
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Visual eats 
Jacqueline Millner reli he A Progressive Dinner 

Food lend it elf ea ily 
to leviry, particularly 
when ir' in abundance. 
And leviry wa one of the 
abiding characreri tic of 
the work which formed 
rhe vi ual art component 
of A Progressive Di1111er 
The Performan e pace ' 
confere n e event rhi 
year. From mon trou 
lamington , co a wry bur 
umpruous take on 

cannibali m, the e works 
celebrated the en ualiry 
and atavi ti nature of 
our relation hip to f od. 

Fiona Hall . The Soc,al Fabric photo : Heidrun Lohr 

A certain a eticism wa al o truck, 
however, in a relatively olemn exhibition 
of till life paintings and photography, and 
the crisp, parcan in tallation by Jackie 
Dunn. And sobriety and exce s met rather 
starkly at the interface between dead 
erious legal profes ional and putrefying 

art object in the howcase window of the 
local cou rt building in the city. 

In tallacion in public pla e are difficult 
to pull off, e pecially when the connection 
between the thematic of an exhibition and 
it public context is not immediate. Many 
of the work in the Downing entre 
vitrine failed to zing, perhap wallowed 
up by the drab pin tripe and pump of 
legal traffic. Able to cut right through it 
urrounding , however, wa the 

out randing piece of chi group, Fiona 
Hall' moving portrait of her father, naked 
underneath a shroud woven from recyclable 
aluminium can . Entitled The ocial Fabric, 
chi life- ize cibachrome hung ro rhe lefr of 
the main entran e to rhe building, 
unav oidable and confronting. The old 
man' naked vulnerabiliry and open gaze 
co ntra red wirh the impenetrability of 
bu ine attire hi blanker at on e a 

Linda Sang, Autophagy photo: He1drun Lohr 

mo kery of~ armth and co mforr and of 
prorecrive mail. The ocial fabric may be 
nothing more than our hared partaking of 
co n umer culture, and yet thi old man ' 
imploring dire tne remind u of ome 
mor e fundamental connection. 

Au terity and method marked Jackie 
Dunn ' in rallarion at Fir r Draft gallery, 
ift, a behind -the - ene look at the 

repre ed a peer of food preparation. A 
cave rnou pace trew n with awdu r, a 
ingle expo ed bulb hung low , the 

per i tent dron e of a huge ice box, and on 
the wall , an alphabetical litan y of culinar y 
exhortation : batter , brai e, larify , 
ma cra te, poach ... the word an 
incantation, the refrigerator a reminder of 
the polici of peri hability . What i at cake 
in what we eat? What ve tige lie hidd en 
within the cool line of thi i e box? The 
pace i clean and cri p, bur no le heavy 

with a en e of butchery . 
Thi weight provided apt ballast f r th,e 

levity of the adjacent gallery pace: an 
overgrown icon of u cralian childhood, 
filling the room with it cloying sweetne 
and elf- ati fied grin. Helen Hyatt-
John ton and Jane Polkinghorne 
collaborated co create an enormou 
lamington whi h queezes the viewers to 
the edge of the room a monument co 
appetite and elf-indulge nce titled I 'll have 
my cake a11d eat yours too. With it 
overweening dimensions and minimali t 
line, rhi piece cannot but aver co high 
moderni t culpture, but with tongue firmly 
in cheek a traditional pla ter gives wa y co 
icing ugar and cocoa. In affirming 
feminine greed and femini t intervenrions in 
che hi tory of mod erni m- particularl y 
through the rraregi deployment of 
humour - chi piece i a wel ome brearher 
from the in crucable ab traction still in 
v gue around the crap . The poof on the 
high mod erni t oeuvre extended to a 
'moc kumentar y' on the proce of 
con eructing chi pie e and its reception on 
ope ning night, when a film crew talked 
hap le attendee for their rea rion . 

Hum our and rhe gro re que met al o in 
Linda ang' 'performance', Autophagy , 
whi h arcra red a multitude of reveller on 
the opening night of the vi ual art 
program co Th P rformance pace 
rudio. lamouring around a othi table 
etting with ilver candelabra aglow, the 

crowd greedily indulged in the fea t 
before chem-the arci t' body, ca tin it 
entire ty in rice, vegetable and ricotta 
chee e, adorned with artichoke , 
pomegranate , and other e otic fruit. The 
cornucopia et a rone of cel<lt>ration, but 
at the ame time the inge cion of a 
woman' naked body, with it attendant 
metaphors, invited the audience co play at 
a debau her y verging on the adi ti -an 
amu ing if di curbing experience. 

tr iking a more ober note in the 
Performan e pace gallery wa I obel 
John ton' rudiou ly curated till Life, 

ompri ing a range of u rralian work from 
re enc year with food a their central 
ubject. The exhibition contra ted different 
ulrur al approache to repre enting food 

within the format of till life painting-or 
till life photography a piring co a painting 

ae cheric-wit h the ele rion of work ari ing 
from Koori, European and A ian tradition . 
Thi juxtapo ition did evoke ome 
illumin ating di cin tion , not lea t between 
ay, the fairly heavy-handed irony of 

Matth y erber and the delicate, piritual 
compo iti n of ava nhdar y Vongpoothorn. 

uch a ri h and all-embra cing ubject 
matter a the relation hip between food and 
cultur e wa bound to elicit an almo t 
overwhelming diver iry of arci tic respon , 
many of which co uld nor be covered here. 
While rhi diver ity overload may have given 
the overa ll event a fragmented quality 
certain individual work wrought full impac t 
from the ca ophony . 

A Progre ive Dinner , Visual arts program, 
exhibited at The Perf orma11ce pace, First 
Draft, D w11i11g Centre, April 18-28 

A thousand words 
Virginia Baxter and photographer Heidrun Lohr elect from the fea r 
of performance, di cussion and ingestion that made up The 
Performance pace' A Progressive Dinner. April 18-28 

1 Ar The Beggar's Banqu et Rod a h relive the fut ility and fru tracion of a broken jaw 
by scrapp ing on petrol-powered mechanical ladia tor jaw and geqing stuck into a 
bowl of carrot . 

2 Alicia Rio , dinner gue t from pain, welcome the audien e to her Mediterranean 
ymphony of the enses with a reque t that they don 't con ume the edible Athena 

until the end when everyone ha had a chance to ee her . A hundred people garland 
their head and houlder with ivy and weer- mellin g herb and make their way 
through a room full of mell from kitch en , bedroom and hill ide , the ound of 
treec and fore t , water, crowd , colour an d textur e of and , stone , cloth, mall 

painted object . But fir t they do devour the effigy of th e Godde in au age ba ii, 
bread, pimento and nougat . The organi er get out the rope and put a barri ade 
around Heartf elt, Mi hka Borow ki's meringue sculpture on th e wall. In a frenzy of 
oral fixation, people have tarted to rea l ta re of that too. A Progressive Dinner i 
underwa y and the crowd i hungry. Let' hope it' for art. Ar the end of the 
ymphon y a group of flamenco dancer in red rai e the du c and invite the 

audience co join them. Alicia Rio open ten day of genero icy and celebranon of 
th e pos ibilitie of food by dismantling the whole exhibition and throwing it to the 
crowd. They devour the room. 

3 In Prom iscuous Spaces: Table Talk , Open City take to conver arion with kn ive , 
fork , anything the y can get their hands on- everything from personal dinner 
memorie , food joke co quote from conference gue t Margaret Vi er's Rituals of 
Din11er to Richard Preston' grue ome viral predictions in The Hot Zo11e. Thi po c
modern emi-imp rovi ed dinner theatre ha the audience eating a three cour e meal 
made by Richard Byrne while the performer (Keith Galla ch, Jai McHenr y, Dina 
Panozzo, Virginia Baxter ) move through co ur es of conversation watched in clo e-up 
by Perer Oldham s video camera. Meanwhile, a t the table beyond rhe performer ' 
hearing, the audience play in their own promiscuou pace. 

4 Dina Panozzo enter the labyrinth ar the ymph ony of the enses, open a little box of 
Aower , niffs and uddenly remember her home town in northern Italy . 

5 inologi t ensuali t and writer Linda (Eat Me) Jaivin pir her own word to the 
ba accompaniment of Jonathan 1x. 

6 Human pavlova Anna Kort hak (in Fluffy) lower her elf into a bath of eggwhite 
and offer the audience rhe eggbeater at The Beggars' Banqu et. 

7 Richard Byrne from the Metr o nom e Cafe, while whipping up cream for hi de err of 
one hundred rripey pear (Promisc uous paces: Table Talk ) to rhe core for 
Hit ch ock' orth by orth West, remember hi mother ' white ugar andwiche . 

Fe rival gue t Margaret Vi er (The Rituals of Dinner, Much Depends 011 Dinner) 
peak dialectically about Vegetariani m a nutritionally and m rally inadequate but 

al o as a prophetic movement, one that tell u about the trucrure of modern 
thinking abou t food. 

9 Among rhe rude food ar Tl,e Last Aussie Barbecue, member of rhe Fat omen' 
olle rive ( arah offman, Beth ldridge ) rake ro Han el and rerel in we't1e eaten 

the boy. 

IO Anne liver and unday Hopkin Dressed to Eat (large colour photograph of 
women wearing hocolace and roffee dre e ) have moved co the wind w of Ariel 
Book eller . The Performance pa e rud io i now a laboratory where Regina 
Heilmann, airlin ewron-Broad, ail Prie rand Megan Elliott hallenge rhe 
hygienic reriliry of kitchen and bathro m. F ur identical refrigerator , bath, crubbed 
noor, audience in white rubber glove . 

J I In Penn y Thwaite' Art lass at Fir t Draft, chi ldren are wel ome. hewing and 
pitting are permi ible, even preferable a the audience paint fr m a per onal palette 

of food ruff . 

12 The theatre fill with new mell , texture an d ra te in Maka11a11 pacara Adat. an 
afternoon of Jndone ian food ritual in ludin g a wedding eremon)' from We r 

umarra, a ceremony of e en-month of pregnancy from Java and a name gi ing 
ceremony from ouch Kalimanran and Borneo. 

atherine Fargher in arin, lolling on velvet rrie ro talk eriou ly about female 
exualiry and rhe tick y ruff in ugar ugar. 

14 A rhe audience begin to gather in the park among nne raham' rent iry 
in tallarion for The Beggars' Banqu et, ay Bil on i worried he won't have enough 
ro feed everyone. Two hundred people have turned up. Ir cro e my mind a I er 
clo er ro the table , watchin, her wielding the chop rick , deftly a emb ling each 
bowl of her 'up tart grue l', "Why 'up rarr '?" he fill my bowl with congee, 
fi hb a ll , tofu, pickled cabbage, ambal, nur, e ame oil. "Be au e Au tralia' i an 
up cart cui ine, don't you rhink?" r rhe end of the evening two hundred up tart 
will blow a colle rive ki to the ook who ha provided o generou ly for each one 
of them. ay Bil on rake a beer from hri ropher nee, an arri r who' quality 
home-brew we've ampled through the night of food and performance, and it 
down on rhe gra ro catch the la t few min ute of the Marx Broth er ' Duck oup. 

15 Another highlight amon g many ar chi upremely celebratory event, This Most 
Wicked Body . Ar one end of the table, it ubiquirou food commenraror Alan 
aund er who know how to behave when he come aero a difficult diner-no eye 

contact, ju r keep earing. 

16 Ar the orher end of the table, i •el Kellaway attempt to educe and cajo le hi ilent 
dinner gue t with a menacing monologue. The audien ce i rhe one edu..:ed. 
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Pleasures and sung paradoxes 
Performer Carolyn Connors at New Music Tasmania, Australia's latest festival of contemporary music 

What ' new in music? Is your new my 
contemporary? Is my innovation a reha h, 
haven't improvi er heard of long note , 
and why did the fringe and fe rival club 
retreat to endle African rhythm on the 
final aturday night? Why didn't Hobart 
have a ummer rhi year? Why do 
Ta manian cabaret group attempt o many 
cene change ? Why didn't anyone Ii ten to 

community choir i ongke' guerilla 
performance in the fc rival club foyer, and 
why did I hear a Ba h and a Bruckner? 

THE RCHE TRAL 
The Ta maman ymphony Or he tra 

began the fe rival with a oncert of 
choenberg, Webern and Berg, plea ing the 

enrhusia tic audience which packed the 
on ervatorium Recital Hall. The ew Ways 

concert premiered Dutch compo er Han 
Cox' Green Face uite. Thi wa followed 
by Elena Kat - hernin' rhythmically 
in i tent and energetic or he tra and tape 
piece locks. ordon Kerry' octume 
divide the en emble in rwo and play its 
cereo effect , though not oppo itionally or 

comparatively. Phrase have unanticipated 
middle and ending or have and-another
thing! done to them. The oncert concluded 
with Luto law ki' tunning Venetian 
Games. The final orche tral concert 
Minimalist Connections starred with John 
Adam · Grand Pianola Music, a himmering 
and gu hing Rachmaninov meet Terry Riley 
with too many inaccuracie to be considered 
a good performan e. On the Passing of Time 
(world premiere) by Ray larcellino blend 
compo ition and improvi ation. The 
oloi t -trombone, marimba and cello-

pre nt a di tinct per onalitie with an 
occa ional Hollywood Latin feel. The final 
pie e wa an exciting and edgy Au tralian 
premiere of Andrie en' De taat, a 
relenrle romp with seriou intent. A 
minimali t piece can knock a confidenr singer 
off her perch without a moment' notice. 
De pite a rigorou pra tice period, each time 
I walked on rage to rehear e or perform the 
Adam I had no idea whether I could 
actually do it properly. aught in a paradox 
of having to hear yet ri king a fatal detour if 
educed ro listen, the performer i forced to 

create an internal i olation and a militaristic 
enunciation of her own part. The Adams did 
strange things to my brain, my under randing 
of performing, and my understanding 
of mu i. 

THE IMPR VI ER 
Arri an Work hop (Elliot Dalglei h, 

John Roger , Adrian heriff, Jon Dimond 
and Ken die) contra red any combination 
of pair ~ ith larger en emblc work. These 
experienced and competent improvi er 
pre cnted marenal who e unfolding journey 
wa a plea ure to hear. 

ruarr Campbell' and David Tolley' 
work preparanon began from the time of 
their arrival in Hobart. haring a horel 
uire, ther niffed each orher our while 

coffeeang, strolling and on erring like an 
old married couple. Their performance wa 
stunnin . They employed an 'anything goe , 
the door ro our heart and brain arc 
open' approach. l:iterial included 
bubblewrap, tea up and an iron in the 
piano, lor of phy ical movement around 
the rage, pitting, gue t imone de Haan 
(fc rival arri ti direcror) immobili ed in a 
headlock, and enrhu ia. tic jumping which 
made the light on Tolley' equipment way 
like a plane landing in a cyclone. The mu ic 
wa spontaneou , with Tolley's whim ical 
vo al and ta ceful ba playing mixing well 
with ampbell' frenetic hit and run 
mu ical reference and tangential vocal and 
piano work. They maintained their 
individual integrity throughout while their 
combined energy created a whole infinitely 
greater than rhe eparate part . They 
continued thi energy the following evening 
, irh Pipeline ometime over hadowing 
fellow mu ician de Haan and Daryl Pratt. 
Ma hine for Making en e member hri 
Mann (text, voice), Rik Rue (analogue and 
digital tape manipulation ) and Jim Denley 
(wind , vocal ) were joined by David 
War on (guitar) and me, Carolyn onnor 
(voice). Machine is onically speedy. Denley 
and I exi t in imilar time, thought and 
frequency band : my ae theric is ometime 
do er to that of an instrumentalist and 
Denley has a refre hing ab ence of virruosic 
duelling 19th century romantic axophone 

• 

CD reviews 
His 
Alien Bass oundscapes 
1996 Agrocalm Recordings 001 
The shift from musical object to soundscape involves 
making sound primarily a form of oscillation in space. 
This generalised archetonics raises all kinds of 
problems for the composer, but in particular. how to 
invent a musical plane that is more than an effect of 
space. Rve 'soundscapes' by Hiss waver on that line 
between immersive soundscapes that make no 
distinction between the ear and the world, and jagged 
forces that pull apart this illusion of a homogenous or 
immersive space. The idea of 'bass' is taken through all 
kinds of subsonic and molecular transformations. 
angled against a rising and falling melodic 'zone' or 
compound as a potential motion rather than a given 
beat. Ameliak is the most rigorous, a crushing wall of 
static and interference that is increasingly folded 
across running water without giving way to the smooth 
potential of the water. The pulse moves randomly, 
undermining any possibility tor a coherent surface to 
appear and each strand pushes up against the core 
block, creating a discontinuous force of movement. 
Elsewhere, Alien Bass Soundscapes encompasses the 
spirit of some of the early Darmstadt School's 
experiments with oscillation, as Spacebass builds told 
upon folds of synthetic washes through which an 
endless series of bleeps, pips, whooshes, and bass 
motion dissolve the consistency of the surface in a 
multitude of directions. NG 

ean Wayland 
Fangi11' 
1996 c:ed Mu ic 001 
The combined spirits of Bill Evans, Keith Jarrett, 'Herbie 
Hancock hang heavily over acoustic keyboard playing 
in general. Sydney pianist Sean Wayland has created a 
beautiful ii undeniably conventional (straight ahead?) 
"tribute" to the power of these inventors. Wayland's 
trio is delicate and swings easily. In this sense, the 
tunes on Fangin'are a collection of "original" standards 
that confirm the centrality of the sound of post-World 
War II jazz to defining the core of what jazz is, a 
tendency that simultaneously manages to pose the 
problem of what jazz might also be becoming. As with 
Barney Mcall, Wayland has a sweet, funky turn of 
phrase that lays the changes bare, threading a sparse, 
fluid line through the leaps and bounds of his rhythm 
section of Nick McBride (drums) and Adam Armstrong 
(bass). There's a liveness. a calculated certainty. about 
the playing that is both appealing and constricted; as 
though the structures of each tune are so heavily 
overdetermined by historical imperatives that the 
momentum of the sound is devolved into a certain skill 
for manipulation and rearrangement rather than a 
profound conceptual movement. NG 

Labradford 
Pra:isio11 LP 
1995 F:>;ng 'un Re ords F CD342 
Some forms o 'elevator' music are just not going to go 

jazz heroism-a combination that led to 
some unusual performance outcomes. 

THE ATIO AL ACADEMY 
After ten intensive day with Ta manian 

and vi icing in trumentali t , the ational 
Academy pre ented rwo concert . Driven 
by energeti enchu ia m and a clarity of 
intent, ' hamber En emble ' performed 
works by Benjamin, Ligeti and Meale. The 

pring Quarter' performance of Ligcti' 
fir t string quartet di played strong 
en emble work and attention to detail. De 
Haan' onducring of Ligeti's hamber 
Concerto for I lnstru111e11talists 
encouraged broad and dramatic ge ture . 
The concert for trombone octet was le 
satisfying. The repertoire ecm limited 
and I'm not convinced rhat it hould be 
encouraged to expand. 

THE HAMBER RE IT L 
Ea h concert in the Twilight Ma ter 

rti t cric wa 111 an intimate, chamber 
mu i - ized venue. At the Playhou e, a cute 
little theatre, erald Engli h ang a 
program of Britten, ta tefully accompanied 
by lan Munro (piano) and Mar hall 
McGuire (harp). Engli h i a mature 
gentleman with an air of relaxed 
profe ionali m. The mo t recent of the 
piece was compo ed in 1976, the year of 
Britten' death. Although the ong 
encompa ed a variery of mood and text 
(Robert Burn , T. . liot, W.H. Auden) and 
Engli h mo rly managed to get where he 
wanted, I found the material and the 
concert a little tired, a little rwee. 

Jane Manning' concert wa at the 
ynagogue. Manning port impre ive 

vocal control, an intelligent approa h to 
ong, is an entertaining performer, and get 

Brownie point for inging directly under 
that chandelier. Her varied repertoire wa 
well elected. ome of it had been written 
for her, including work for voice and tape 
and voice and prepared piano. Ultimately, 
however, I learnt little new about voice. 

In contra t, Alain Trudel' olo 
trombone oncert at the Penitentiary 
Chapel and Criminal Court made me it up 
in my pe~ . This young Canadian i a 
virtuo o and his repertoire by Rabe, Scelsi, 

rock, ambience and spoken word: distorted guitar with 
plenty of reverb. barely audible vocals, jingly keyboards 
reminiscent of David Sylvian's solo work, and a large 
dose of what you might call Enophony. The tracks that 
stand out are Listening In Depth and Experience The 
Gated Oscillator which both move towards a more 
conceptual understanding of ambient sound rather 
than the innocuous 'dinner party music' that works to 
homogenise our audible life. I'm sure the recently 
revealed return to retro-cocktail loungamania will revel 
in this sort of pseudolistening event. Alter all, the 
penchant for ambient backing tracks to accompany 
every untextured moment of urban life marks out the 
banal limits of a narcissistic immersion in a ·world of 
sound' that is really nothing more than the sound of the 
listener's own voice overpowering everything, 
incorporating everything, annihilating difference, 
making everything equal everything else. Blah! NG 

Bang On A an 
heating Lying Stealing 

1996 ony Clas ical K62254 
Bang On A Can never fail to reorganise your musical 
palette. This recent collection of new works from the 
All-Stars (the group that features at the heart of the 
Bang On A Can festival in New York) finds them 
developing the minimalist drive of last year's Industry 
(Sony SK66483) with playing that mark~ them as one 
of the most exciting and challenging music groups in 
the world. The Vlorks that appear here invent ne '' 

Stockhausen, Marcellino, Trudel and 
Dusapin enabled him to display his 
wonderful artistry. He plays with a warm, 
clear tone, has remarkable control and 
flexibiliry, and the faciliry to alter the 
trombone's tone colour by changing 
harmonic emphasis. Gorgeous mulriphonics 
were shown off in Basta by Folke Rabe; the 
challenging Marcellino piece Una elva 
Selvaggia had surprising results: the ection 
with mute sounded like a bowed saw. 
Trudel's playing made me love all the 
work . I'm a sucker for virtuo icy with at 
lea t half an idea, and Trudel truly 
delivered. Ah! 

THE I TALL TIO 
lain Mott and Mar Ra zew ki' Talking 

Chair is an interactive environment which 
ilently wait for a bum on it eat. Then it 
ucce fully pull you into it orbit to take 

on the activitie of conducting performing, 
ounding and Ii tening. 

The floor pace i entirely covered by 
Joan Bra it's Random/~ ow and Then. A 
brick path weave through a field of gravel 
which i prouring u pended rock core . 

ibrating quietly at their natural frequencie 
the rock core look like a trange dangling 
fruit. De pite the fixed hardne of the 
material , Brassil work magi by rearing 
gentlene and oftne . Wavy line painted 
on the walls extend the room outward, 
ugge ting flight, sine wave , water. 

The television is on in Julie Gough' 
Disturbed a/Lire-the oimd of Two 
ticks Tapping. We ee some of Tasmania' 

far from extinct Aboriginal people as a 
ong about them i ung. The televi ion i 

in a very small room made of vertically 
placed ticks. There i a door but everyone 
I ob erved watched from the out ide 
through the cracks-pri oner on the 
out ide eave dropper and voyeur. 

lo ene s, separatene s, barrier . The ound 
reache out through the tick . 

Enchaimnent by Leigh Hobba and Wendy 
Morrow i a spinal chord of relevi ion 
trung, standing and rwi ting in the centre of 

the U- haped tairca . Leigh Hobba' ubtle 
oundtrack accompanie the dancer ' 

movements as the teles accompany the 
viewer's journey from one floor to another. 

Carolyn Connors is a Melbourne based 
vocal per{ormer and composer. 

ew Mu ic Tasmania, International 
Festival of Contempo rary Music, Hobart, 
April 12-21 

emerged from Bang On A Can's relation to Dutch 
composer Louis Andriessen, creating a more lyrical 
and yet no less consistent image of musical thought. 
The question facing most groups and composers is 
how to reconcile the energy released by pop music into 
musical production, with the invention of an active 
compositional plane. With the title track Cheating Lying 
Stea/mg, composer David Lang (also a Bang On A Can 
founding person) sets a series of cross rhythms 
colliding, but in such a way as to prevent any sense of 
metre emerging, creating a solid row of accents that 
fragment into the flowing stnng lines. With each new 
work, Lang seems to be turning the sheer surface of 
minimalism back in on itself, somehow releasing the 
potentiality of melodic invention from each jarring 
rhythmic figure through a torrent of irrational beats and 
discontinuous tempos. Annie Gosfield's The 
Manufacturing of Tangled Ivory overturns the 
expectations of keyboard technique and tonality in 
much the same fashion as John Cage's prepared piano, 
but with a frenzied force and an electronic distortion 
that only finds relief in tiny moments of parodic oompa. 
Likewise, the oti1er five works on Cheating Lymg 
Stealing introduce a longed-tor temporal disorder into 
the general drift toward banal soundscapes that do 
nothing but affect the space of their amplification. Bang 
On A Can, through their extraordinary playing and their 
commitment to pushing composers into collaborative 
invention, continually force composition into an active 
encounter with technology, science and thought, but 
never at the expense of musical ideas, of the problem 

w 
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To do more than stare uddenly, one can't ee past the urface; 
one can' t ee the 'would' for the ply. The 
awe (and the terror) of incomprehen ion 
fuelled by thing familiar and unfamiliar, 
hint and contradiction , engender a 
recognition of the impotence of ighr, and i 
a potent reminder of the unreliability of 
we tern art' paradoxical in i rence on a 

James Moss on the liberating demands of George Popperwell's art 

My eyes failed me and I couldn't speak. 
T.S. Eliot, The Wasteland 

The experience of being confronted with 
work of striking and seemingly profound 
formal characteristics, while simulraneou ly 
having no understanding as to its meaning 
is an experience not unfamiliar to viewers 
of contemporary visual art. Indeed for some 
this is an experience more familiar than 
not: as if it's a natural condition of the 
specrarorial gaze that one must negotiate 
significant levels of ambiguity with most art 
on a first viewing. And, more often than 
not, understanding comes not in the form 
of comprehension, but in the shock 
recognition that one doesn't know and 
cannot see what is there before one's eyes. 

It was Emmanuel Kant who maintained 
that we can only know appearances; how 
objects (phenomena) appear as we perceive 
them via our senses. oumena, Kant's term 
for the conceptual entities that transcend 
experience, can never be known because 
they result from thoughts that arise 
independent of the perceptual mechanics of 
our senses. 

And yet (due to the perceptual bias granted 
to sight in the visual artS) there remains a 
convention based on the notion that if we 
look long enough and/or hard(?) enough 
then, what even the most difficult an refers to 
will become apparent. Thus we wiU use our 
vi ion to encode the surface phenomena and 
thi intense interrogatory gaze, riddled as it is 
with a self-conscious paranoid uncertainty 
(what ha been referred to as "the sado
masochi tic dialectic of the look" in Martin 
Jay's Downcast Eyes, The Denigration of 
Vision in Twentieth Century French 
Thought), is the primary vehicle of 
interpretation in any reading of art: the gaze 
or the glance is the conduit of a first order 
experience of visual art. 

4 
mexican women photographers 

colette alvarez urbajtel 
Iola alvarez bravo 
uraciela iturbide 
mariana qampolskq 

The 
The 
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ir Hermann Black Gallery 
niv 1· ity of ydney nion, 

Level5 
Wentwo,·th Building , Bullin Ave, Th e 

Univet'8ity of yru,ey, Callery lloun 

THC. UHIYCIIIIIT'I' 0 .. 

SYONI Y UNION 

Tel: 02 563 6053. Fu : 02 563 6029 

On first conta t, Region ... pre ent a a 
sublime cryptic puzzle. On ix pallet base , 
120cm x 240cm, are what appears to be, at 
first glance, the component of a cale model 
reconstruction of a fragment of an ancient 
city site, Pompeii perhaps or even Solomon's 
temple. The second simultaneous impact of 
the work is that it's constructed entirely 
from raw plywood. These rwo components 
of the sign Region ... vie with each other for 
vi ual dominance in one' initial split-second 
reading of the work. 

The beautifully finished surfaces of the 
modelling invite a formalist respon e that 
suggests the appearance of art's physical 
shape is incidental to any intent that may 
be invoked. This Kantian reading is 
reinforced by the work's title that alludes 
directly to a painting by Barnett ewman
Who's afraid of Red, Yellow, Blue etc.
referencing ewman's concerns with the 
metaphysical nature of colour, and his 
attempts to realise a new sublime. 

Yet the deliberate avoidance of any 
colour in Region ... (other than in the title) 
casts the interpretative eye back onto the 
physical, architectonic nature of the work, 
formed as it is from a construction material 
that was never designed to be seen. 

While there is a con cious modelling of 
what could be buildings here, some sort of 
habitation, this implication is snatched 
away by the ae theric improbability of it all 
(the surface blandne s). 

It is then that ambiguity sets in. On closer 
in pecrion of the modelling there i only one 
clearly defined building-like structure 
evident; the other five pertain to some degree 
of functional usage--what appears to be a 
trough a tunnel, some sort of bunker, a 
shallow rectangular container, and a box out 
of the top of which protrude a drawer. o, 
while the overall appearance of a compound 
is retained with its ordered grid, each of the 
six aspect has it own discreet scale and 
apparent meaning within the overall context. 

The floor piece are boarded on two 
ide ; on the one is a partition howing a 

recurring image (the only non-plywood 
aspect of the work), on the other side is an 
array of flat panels of various size and 
configuration leaning up against ea h 
other, all of them drilled through in parts 
with hole making them appear like 
hooting gallery target or bullet-riddled 
ign on a country back-road . 

Once the reali arion ink in that any 
ea y familiarity with the igt,ified ha been 
lo r, the hock of the material pre ence of 
the piece become profound. The 
indeterminacy of the formal features is 
compounded by the oppre ive conformity 
of the plywo d, it clean preci e modelling 
and the characreri tic ubiquity of it 
marbled grain-pattern providing a 
imulraneou vi ual contradiction of liquid 

unreality and bland ordinarine . 

vi ion cen tred interpretation of meaning. 
One ee rhe plywood shape and their 

geomerridi ometric play of ma , plane and 
line; one reads the dialectics of 
function/dysfunction; and the appearance of 
what could be. With blindness came 
incoherence: "My eyes failed me and I 
couldn't speak". 

photo Cruickshank 

But one can hear. .. talk ... rumours. In the 
self-conscious space of the gallery, silence 
compounds an inability ro see; one becomes 
the object of one's own gaze. Silence 
conspire with the unknown, the uncertain, 
and in this particular spatial context, 
silence, as a communication system, is 
distinctly overrated. 

In the end (in the ca e of this reviewer) I 
heard what it was that I was trying to see; 
Region ... is, among other things, 
repre entarions of aspects of a 
concentration camp. Au chwitz. (There's a 
hesitancy, a reluctance in this rumour as 
though it's revealing the ending of a film). 

Within the ordered grid of pallets there are 
the barracks that have a Roman look (hence 
the feeling of antiquity), and the entrance ro 
an underground runnel or mine. There are 
troughs and self-draining enclo ures, and 
(more figuratively) oven with oven trays and 
ash receptacles. Rectangular boxes (like box 
Brownie cameras) each with a circular \... 
'window', are clu rered to one ide 
representing viewing chamber . All of thi in 
mooth blonde plywood with its elaborate 

grain that's neither real nor fake ... layer upon 
layer of veneer. 

Framing one ide of the above are the 
flat panel leaning again t each with their 
irregular circular cur-our plotting the 
individual po irion of the head derived 
from photographs of group of people who 
were about ro be murdered. The panel are 
repre enrarive of the arr looted by the az1s 
from their victims. 

Fa ing chi i the ocher panel on whi h i 
imply reproduced a recurring image of prisoner 

identification badg howing an in ignia 
reproduced in grey-scale, bur, what was in fact 
colour coded-red, blue, green etc., ignifying 
the ethnic ba kground of the prisoners. 

For rho e of u who can only wirne the 
Holocau r through photographic and filmic 
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documentation, colour i foreign to our 
comp rehension of this nightmare. The e 
camps are renowned in the history of 
inhumani ty as place of dreadful 
deprivation and unspeakable horrors, and 
yet the overriding impressions of the 
documentary evidence generally available ro 
us speak of a drab grey world of apparent 
anonymity and routine boredom lacking in 
the meanest of aesthetic comforts: a hell of 
sameness in shades of grey, devoid of even 
rhe simple optimism of colour. 

As a final humiliation, the victims were 
stripped and led naked to their fare. Brightly 
lit and devoid of any aesthetic delectation 
and 'filling in', the undressed plywood flesh 
of Region . .. evokes a similar vulnerability. 
Its historical point of reference and its 
placement in the art space conflating with its 
precise and yet ab tract representation of the 
unpresentable and the unspeakable, endow 
Region .. . with a 'convulsive beauty' that is 
somehow foreign ro the cool ironies of much 
postmodern art practice. 

It's trite to say char Region ... is something 
of a watershed for the artist (for all art 
represents something of a departure for all 
artists), however thi work is a kind of 
exorcism that comes only infrequently, 
fabricated, as in this case, from a trong and 
lasting residual desire. The Holocaust is a part 
of George Popperwell's heritage and a such it 
will be never laid to rest, and yet perhaps the 
same can be said of hi arti tic heritage which 
has hinged largely on the enigmatic exi rence 
of art since Duchamp. 

Popperwell's modus operandi ha been in 
tune with a dialectical current in western art 
practice, usually traced to Duchamp, chat ha 
deliberately critiqued the dominance of retinal 
habit which respond favourably to ae theric 
'filling in', in favour of conceptual encodings 
char are engendered in the nuances and 
(de)con truction of language and lingui ric 
a ociation via puns and double entendre . In 
particular Popperwell's focu (which i 
evident in Region ... ) reflects Du hamp' 
penchant for mechanical drawing a a process 
of representation devoid of ta re. Indeed, 
Popperwell' creative need to exorcise the 
Holocau t i married ro a critical desire ro 
make art that i free from the ae theric 
baggage of good ta re, chat same good ta re 
chat can (and has) o readily rran posed into 
prejudice and repres ion of its supposed other. 

Ironically, it is this tendenc y ro sabotage 
and contradict the convention of meaning 
that obfu care and confu e a ecure, 
coherent reading in any fir r order encounter 
with this arri r's work. imply to look i nor 
enough, as ighr i a much a product of 
habit as it is a proce of eeing. For ighr ro 
become under randing it often needs (to 
paraphrase Merleau -Ponty ) to be imbricared 
with the other en e in order for u to make 
en e of our experience of rhe world. 

In retro peer Region ... i a work that 
grow exponentially in its level of 
acce ibility once the key ha been turned in 
the lock, bur in rhi reviewer ' experience of 
George Popperwell's work the key is nor to 
be found in any obviou place. In respect to 
chi artist's work, to look means having ro 
do more than to rare, and co ee requires 
more than a phy ical or meraphy i al 
enterpri e. To engage here requires the 
oppo ire of the silent gaze; it require a 
erie of inquiring, discursive and corporeal 

'glance '. This arr work require of the 
viewer to work in return, and in turn one 
will truly be made free. 

George Popperwell, Region: who's afraid of 
Red , Blue, Green, Yellow, Pink, Violet, the 
Experimental Art Fo1111datio11, Adelaide, 
February 1996. 
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Win ·place and show 
Adrian Montana on the ucce of Melbourne' independent gallerie 

r rhe beginning of rhe 1990 , exhibition 
pro peer were perhap at their lowe r in 
Melbourne, a city where it i hard for young 
arri r to get a how, even ar rhe be r of 
rime . Three arri r-iniriared vi ual arr pa e , 
independent of ommercial gallerie and 

West Space -Rosslynd Piggott 

government funding, emerged during rhi 
period. They were esrabli hed during 
Melbourne' 'hard time ' when the art 
marker wa flat and long- randing 
commercial galleries were cracking under the 
pre urc of a dulled interest in colic ring. A 
number of commercial gallcrie do cd chcir 
door , pilling e cabli hed arci c our on to 
the rreer. Young graduates could have 
rca red by making more ommcrcial work 
bur in tcad me cc up exhibition pace 
that urvivc bccau e they arc lean and self
monvaced. Today rhc e independent gallcrie 
are thriving. 

We c pace, ether ohnccicel and Temple 
rudio are independent galleric that 

provide more than ju ca go d exhibition 
pace in reach of mo t arti r . 

Philo ophi ally the e gallerie are imilar. 
They have placed arti r at the centre of che 
equation, not ju t a exhibitor but al o a 
viewer . Each gallery ha a olid band of 
upporrer , including culture groupie and a 
tring of young hopeful ready co exhibit. 

Regular publication uch a Temple tudio 
ews and West pace' Dialogue, timulate 

di cour e among arti t-vi itor . For many 
young arri c , the independent galleries have 
more credibility than commercial gallerie . 

hey are watched cl ely by writer , 
curator and theori r who in turn influence 
the grant deci ion-maker and educational 
in ritucion . on idering about 50% of 

exhibition propo al are turned down each 
year, competition remain high. Ironically, 
older and more e rabli hed arri c are al o 
being drawn to the independent galleric . 
o what do the c pace offer? 

\: c t pace ha been u c ful in 
attracting broad intere t. Located in central 
Foor ray, clbournc' inner we tern 
indu trial uburb, We c pace occupic an 
Edwardian double- torcy office. It re cive 
no grants bur rent it two medium ized 
room at 130 each a week· nor an 
unrea onable amount. "Arri t don't ju t get 
given the keyn, ay Brett Jone , one of the 
co-ordinator of We t pace, " upport i 
provided with publicity, mail-out and in 
omc ca e the production of arri t card 

which augment the gallery' on ern co find 
alternative ice for the making and di play 

\ 

West Space -Phil Edwards 

of an arti t' work". Dialogue, the gallery' 
recently revamped publication, timulares 
di our c among the galler y' following with 
arri le on arri t ' cudio , the 'micro and 
ma ro' in contemporary art pra ti c and 
arri r working in collaboration. Like erher 
ohnecirel, We r pa e i run by a ommittee 
in luding even arri r and a lawyer who 
meet frequentl . They en ourage work in a 
variety of ryles and media. 

allery co-ordinator agree chat arri r 
appreciate the control they have over the 
pre entarion of their exhibition . Tho c 
, ho have hown in commercial gallerie , in 
particular, relish the freedom they have to 
elect work and co put ir where rhey want 

it. If work ell , the arri r collect rhe full 
ale pri e, bur for ome, uch a rhe well-

known areth an om who e work wa 
recently on how at e t pace, the 

• 

independent gallery offer an opportunity 
ro concentrate on proces rather than a 
fini hcd commercial product. an om, a 
former dean of painting at the Victorian 

ollege of the Art , did nor con ider hi 
exhibition a caking opportunities away 
from younger arti t , bur rather aw him elf 
encouraging them ro take ri k · after all, hi 
work wa vetted by We r pace' election 
committee which con i t of a number of 
hi ex- rudent . an om's exhibition 
marked a return to a pace in the we tern 
uburb , an area in which he lived and 

worked in hi youth. 
Independent gallery co-ordinator are 

keen ro keep their audience-ba e broad. 
ark Perkin from ether ohnetitel knows 

keeping a high gallery profile will attract 
review in the daily pre , encourage arti r 
co exhibit in rhe pace and hopefully 
precipitate pur ha e . ether ohnetitel fo ter 
a reputation a funky, cheeky and on the 

utting edge. Even the name ether ohnetitel 
(meaning 'ether untitled', in erman), wa 
invented co parody chic gallerie with 
exotic name in downtown Melbourne. 
" acurallyn, ay Jone , "the commercial 
gallerie feel a little threatened when they 
ee media attention on our how . " 
uraror from the care arr gallery have 

followed the development of independent 
pace and \ ork ha been purcha ed. 

rti t and Temple cudio co-ordinator 
reg reek ay that arri c-run pa e h uld 

nor be on idered merely a repping tone 
into rhe public and private gallery y rem. 
The y are nor at "the avant garde bottom, 
above which it , in turn (the formally avant 

D .. 11 · 

West Space - Jane Hall 

garde) publi pa e , (the ometime avant 
garde) commercial galleries and the (never 
avant garde) mu cum !" Jone likewi e 
believe independent pace provide che 
balance nece ary in rhe contemporary vi ual 
arr arena. "They offer a place co how work 
wirhouc rhe pre ure of commercial inter rs 

Going for the burn 

Mult,coltural Festive! of Fire -
, lij; J 1.; -l h J1 1, , 

.. .... ,# ..... photo: Melanie Grogan 

Barbara Bolt at Perth' Multicultural Fe rival of Fire 

I got tu k in a traffic jam in 
Perth, on a unday evening at 
9.00pm, after rhe fir r 
Multicultural Festival of Fire ar 
Hillary Boar Harbour. To 
ome it may eem 

inconceivable that traffic jam 
could occur in Perth, but 
experien e how rhi i nor the 
ca e. Involve fire and firework 
in a cultural event and 'Perth' 
will converge for the pecracle, 
chen all arcempt to leave 
imulraneou ly, blocking the 

road for mile around. 
The line of lantern naking 

in from the and hill , the 
dance performance along the 
jerry, the ritual burning of 
cowering paper culprure and 
the firework were pecracular 
again r rhe backdrop of the 
harbour. Bur de pire rhe 
invitation from the organi er 
for u ro ray and party on, a 
o n a the la r firework 

di ipared mo r of u packed 
up our rug -and e kie and 

headed for home ... And the band played on, 
ro a mall party of the faithful. 

Fire i pe ra ular, bur how doe an 
event u h a Festival of Fire bridge the gap 
between ' how/ pecracle' and 'fe rival', 
between pecrator hip and audien e 
participation, or indeed, doe it have ro 
bridge rhi gap? I n'r it enough to be a blob 
and enjoy rhe pecracle of the event? 

hance are, if you want ro be involved in 
the how, you'll ger involved in the 
production of it ... if nor chi year, then next. 

Parti iparion ha tended ro be viewed in 
term of ommuniry invo lvement in the 
organi arion and raging of che fe rival. The 
fe rival wa the re ult of a collaboration 
between che Mulriculrural Arr entre of 
WA and the Ran Dan lub, a group 
committed to large outdoor proce ional 
ba ed performance work. The project wa 
hatched in a lar •e warehou e in Ea t Perch 
and de eloped in a erie of work hop 
involving local community group (Filipino, 
Latin Ameri an, Indian, Viecname e, 
amoan, African and European), 

profe ional arri r and ocher volunteer 
who blew in becau e chey liked the idea. 

Dan e r~J,ear I ~~ ~i,qe ,b . ~-?~ ~,i\~ r~ 

West Space --Oareth Sansom 

bearing down on conceptual or explorarive 
concern . " Independent paces offer a 
upporr network whi h i co-operative and 

egalitarian, a feature nor found in the 
commercial 'stable' where the pecking order 
dominate relation hip and the more ale 
you make, the more the gallery director pay 
attention to your work. 

Doe co-ordinating a gallery leave arci r 
with enough rime for their own practice? 
Rod McLei h, a co-ordinator from Temple 
rudio, balance hi arr practice with 

gallery admini rrarion. "It ha given me a 
place to how my work, a vital point of 
connection with the art community and ha 
honed my organi arional kill -all point 
that hould not be undere timared," he 
ay . Arri t-run space do require energy. 

They have to continually reinvent 
them elve . " ew blood coming through 
help , " ay McLei h, "bur the battle 
remain maintaining finan e and energy 
over rhe year ". ew work in video, film 
and performance ha a pla e in the 
reinvention proce , a do collaborative 
project u h a We r pa e' eight 
in rallacion during May. The e involved 
over thirty people in luding arti r , vet , 
urban de igner , a land ape ar chitect, 
teacher , a former director of the arional 

allery of ictoria, actor and writer . 
They explored work and kill between 
generation and different o cuparion . 
Jone , like M Lei h, doe nor get paid for 
hi effort , bur for chi new generation of 
gallery co-ordinator arr, admini trarion 
and plea ure offer the right blend . As 
Perkin ay "You could pend 30 hour a 
week wa hing di he or doing bar work but 
I'd rather get pa ionate about a pace and 
make my own arr". 

Adrian Montana is a museum education 
and public programs consultant currently 
attached to the Post Master Gallery, 
Melbourne and the Geelong Art Gallery. 

pr duccion of large ale culprural work 
and mall cale lantern . The fact char the 
culpcure end up burning eemed omehow 

to engender cooperation rather than 
ompecirion. There i n'r che ame en e of 

owner hip. le i a real 'community thing' 
war hing hour and day of hared labour 
burn. A performer abby Mazalev ki 
ob erve , "You build che e lovely beautiful 
image and chen they're gone. You really 
ger to enjoy chat. You build ir and you wait 
for that". 

Bur what of audien e participation? 
Hillary Boar Harbour i a pla c ro go ro 
hang our, co eat, drink and brow e. The 
Multicultural Festival of Fire caught chi 
un u peering audience in ir wake. chers 
went prepared for a pi ni in che twilight 
and a night' encerrainmenc. The lirrle boy 
next to me had hi parkier ready to light; 
we all ar patiently on our rug , eating fi h 
and chip our of new print and talked 
quietly in muted voi e waiting for rhe 
how ro begin. The organi er had hoped to 

cro rhe barrier between a • how' and a 
'fe rival', bur I guess chi a piranon hcg rhe 
que rion of what define 'a ~ nval' and 
what i participation anyway? Ran Dan 

lub' aroline ' eill an wer , 
" verybody warche a fire and Ii ten ro a 
~rory and i me men ed hy flame ". 

Thanks to Om,l111e o· ei/1 and Gabby 
I fyfa(,Ol(!Ll~~i~. I , i I I 
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film, media & techno-arts 
Feature 

The art of matter 
Brian Doherty surveys the Cantrills' cont ribution to Australian experime ntal film 

One of the special events at this year's Sydney Film Festival will be a tribute to the 
continuing collaboration between Australian film artists Arthur and Corinne Cantril!. 

Against all odds the Cantrills have maintained, for the last 36 years, a successful 
international film art practice resulting in more than 150 films including seven feature 
length films. This would be an extraordinary achievement anywhere in the world and is 
particularly impressive in Australia given this country 's relative lack of institutional 
development in the area of film art. However, this publicly recognised artistic 
achievement is matched by what I would consider a more personal achievement within 
the art of their lives-the personal generosity exhibited in the Cantrills' recognition and 
promotion of other people's contributions in the fields of film and art. This has been 
evident in their films and public activities but most obviously in their publication of 
Cantrills Filmnotes. 1996 marks 25 years of self publishing this international journal of 
film, video, and more recently electronic art, dedicated to carrying the words, thoughts 
and images of artists themselves rather than the interpretations of critics. Anyone who 
has ever tried to publish a journal will appreciate that 25 years of self publishing is a task 
that most of us could not endure. 

Moving Statics. 1969. with Dutch mime. Will Spoor 

To call the 
Cantrills' films 'art' 
begs questions 
concerning definition 
and legitimation-a 
teasing out of 
differences between 
film art and art film, 
the status of film as 
an art, the divisions 
between amateurs 
and J"C)fessionals, art 
and commerce, 
personal and public . 
In the context of the 
Sydney Film Festival 
these are all 
potentially interesting 
topics since they 
motivate much of its 
existence both now 

and historically. Personally I think these terms do not signal any essential divisions
rather, they suggest discursive ones. What interests me more is that the Cantrills, through 
their various film, publishing and social practices, have consistently attempted to make 
real the possibility of the discursive arena of 'film art' in a largely indifferent environment. 
What we have to celebrate in this tribute is that these spaces have been created and 
therefore allow for a range of film practices-different ways of making and circulating , 
and different viewing and audience relations. 

Unfortunately it is this diversity that is so often misunderstood by audiences and 
funding bodies alike. It is simply not appropriate to expect the same types of 
entertainment experiences or production conventions across these spaces. The fact that 
these cinematic forms usually have to exist in the same physical space-a commercial 
cinema-no doubt adds to the confusion. As does the general lack of opportunity to 
sample the pleasures of this diversity. 

In March 1971 the first issue of Cantrills Filmnotes marked out a space for the 
Cantrills' cinematic project. Their terrain was explicitly opposed to the type of humanist 
literary discourses associated with the documentary and art cinema that have been the 
staple of events like the Sydney Film Festival. Their "very own CINEMA MANIFESTO 
written early in 1970 for a weekend school on the history of experimental film to indicate 
some new attitudes to cinema" argues: 

WE'VE EXHAUSTED THE HUMAN SITUATION as film material - we've seen a million 
loue affairs, intrigues , socially committed films, anti -war films; we're not interested in 
who's up who and who 's paying any longer. We'ue been sated by countless films on 
Man and his confrontation with life (mainly from East Europe- it didn't gel them uery 
far) . Freud and Marx are dead. All we want now is the film experience-the optical and 
aural stimulation it can giue. We want to be intellectually inuolued with the film form. 
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Two film strips from Moving Statics , 1969 , with Dutch mime. Will Spoor 

Concerned with the matter of film, rather than its content (The greatest films are those in 
which the form is the content, as in music .) 

LOVE MA ITER TO DEA TH, LET IT FEEL YOUR BREA TH-Hooton 

Rather than focussing on the depth of work in a particular area, the two I 00 minute 
programs being presented at the Sydney Film Festival attempt to provide a sampling 
across the diverse explorations that the Cantrills have undertaken in their chosen terrain . 
The first program is themed mouing statics and draws attention to their engagement with 
the 'material' of film and film form generally. At the heart of film form is the one essential 
'trick' of cinema-the impression of movement based on stasis. Or as Gregory 
Markopoulos put it in the December 1972 issue of Cantrills Filmnotes "Is it not interesting 
to theorise that the frames lost between the frames captured are the winged conscience 
of total reality?" 

The classic recognition of editing or montage as the basis of cinema certainly points in 
this direction and Arthur's employment in the 1960s for ABC TV and then the BBC in 
London (the 24 hours program and a documentary series One Pair of Eyes) provided a 
solid training in conventional editing . However, the films presented in the mouing statics 
program play with and push beyond our conventional ideas of montage, and they do this 
in quite different ways. For instance the first film, 4()(X) Frames, an Eye Opener Film 
(1970, 3 min, b/w, sound) reduces the montage cell-usually considered as a scene to 
be linked or opposed to another scene-down to the individual image cell; a single film 
frame. This shift creates a continually evolving collage as the human optical apparatus 
layers each image onto the next. This is an effect we have more recently become 
accustomed to in advertising and music clip genres. But what we so often overlook in our 
casual viewing habits is that this type of montage does not produce a totally chaotic film 
indistinguishable from others using the same technique. 

What makes 4()(X) Frames a delightful and interesting film is not its novelty {it was not 
the first of its kind) but the way that this seemingly restrictive form has been cleverly and 
poetically treated. Many films of this type stay close to the animation effect, building up 
rhythms through similarities between images. In this film, however, the Cantrills 
specifically chose each image to avoid as far as possible this effect. We are asked to 
open our eyes and register each image rather than simply their cumulative 
transformation {the absent movement that we see in most cinema). This process of 
seeing is both the form and content of the film. It starts with the individual images 
emerging between black frames. Here the individual images are identifiable. The black 
frames are gradually reduced, building an ever more complex continually changing 
collage of images that threatens but never quite manages to obliterate them. Then white 
frames, which gradually 'bleach' out the images to a pure white light, are introduced. 
This content of seeing mediated by the materiality of film is referenced with images of 
film technology and film frames. The metaphor is extended in the formal structure of the 
film as a play from shadow to light-the material condition of the cinema. 

None of the other films in the first program are so explicitly formal and abstract but 
each provides a reward if we are prepared to sit back, open our eyes, and see more than 

• continued page 16 
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Feature 

The art of matter 
• from page 15 

surface narrative. There is not the space in this preview to provide detail on all of the 
films but some brief notes on the other films will help to point the way. 

Myself When Fourteen ( 1989, 19 min, col, sd) uses a complex rhythmic editing style to 
progressively re-work a deceptively simple image of the Cantrills' son, Ivor, running to a 
wall then back to the camera and another image of him circling the c:amera. Ivor is 
autistic and for this film he hand-animated thousands of frames from projected negative 
images-working and re-working his own reversed image which in the film is seen to run 
towards and touch its own cast shadow on the wall and then return to circle the camera. 
This shadow play has so many resonances! Part of the soundtrack is Ivor's interrogation 
of these images of himself filmed when he was much younger. An awareness of filmic 
time builds through all these rhythms and repetitions . 

Mouing Statics ( 1969, 28 min, b/w, sd) was made as a collaboration with the Dutch 
abstract mime artist Will Spoor at The Arts Lab in London. This is not a documentary so 
much as a document. Will Spoor and the Cantrills work together to extend/transform 
body forms and movements through techniques such as stop frame animation and 
multiple in-camera superimpositions. 

Mirror Self-Portrait of Arthur & Corrine Cantril/ , 1984 , also Slll l from 
In This Life 's Body 

Earth Message ( 1970, 23 
min , col, sd) is an example 
of the Cantrills' engagement 
with landscape as the subject 
of filmmaking . Given the 
importance of landscape in 
the mythic construction of 
Australia it is surprising how 
few filmmakers have 
seriously explored its 
possibilities as foreground 
content. While the Cantrills 
undoubtedly share many of 
these myths their visions of 
landscape are far from 
cliches. Corinne Cantrill's 
early training in botany is 
evident in the detail of 
observation, and again there 
is a fascination with formal 

possibilities of filmic interpretation. This film requires a relaxed attention where you can 
surrender the mythic landscape you thought you knew and let an altogether different and 
marvellous landscape enter your senses. 

Waterfall ( 1984, 18 min, col, sd) is also a landscape film but the subject is equally the 
materiality of film and its process of revealing movement in time. Dissatisfied with the 
available colot1r film stocks , the Cantrills started to experiment, from the mid 1970s, with 
systems based on some of the early historical attempts to record and project colour 
images. This involved recording three black and white fine grain negatives shot with red, 
green and blue filters. These were then successively used with the appropriate filter to 
make a combined colour print. The effect is a fine grain print that allows a great deal of 
colour control (for naturalistic or manipulated effects), and original footage that is not 
subject to colour fading. However if there is movement in the image or change in the 
light intensity between the three successive filtered shots the final print reveals this as a 
colour tone. The Cantrills used this process of colour separation along with variations of 
focus and exposure to render in colour the time-movement of the falling water-a 
kaleidoscopic revelation. 

The second program has the theme 'tributes' and points to the Cantrills' generosity as 
facilitators of other artists' work. They have produced a number of interpretive 
documentaries/ collaborations with a preference for first person voice over. Together with 
a very formally treated tribute to their own filmmaking, this program includes one of their 
very early studies of a Robert Klippel sculpture from 1965. However the feature of the 
program is Harry Hooton (1970, 83 min, col, sd). 

Harry Hooton is probably remembered today as a poet/philosopher associated with 
the libertarian group known as the Sydney Push. Corinne Cantrill was introduced to 
Hooton by Robert Klippel in the early 1950s and her first experience of publishing came 
from helping Hooton produce the literary journal 2 / st Century. 

Hooton's ideas of anarcho-technocracy-a leaderless technological state where 
one's energies are applied to matter rather than against people-are appropriate to 
Robert Klippel's sculptures and strongly influenced the Cantrills' own preoccupation 
with addressing the materiality of fi lm. Hooton made a number of tape recordings 
before his death from cancer in 1961, and when the Cantrills returned to Australia to 
take up a Creative Fellowship at ANU in 1969 they used these to construct their tribute 
to him. The film was worked on for fifteen months and represents the Cantrills' 
evolving attitudes towards film over this period. The result is a tour de force and a 
stunningly energetic visual interpreta tion of Hooton's words-passion and energy 
applied to the materiality of film. 

Unfortunately there is much that these two screenings omit, most notably recent 
works which are mostly on Super 8, and the extensive experimentation with multiscreen 
and expanded cinema. Australia sorely needs a national circuit that can show this type of 
filmmaking on a regular basis. Now that most state art galleries have cinemas this should 
be relatively easy to implement if there is the will. After one hundred years it is certainly 
about time the art institutions opened their doors to film. 

Brian Doherty is a /ilmloue r and was coordinator of Sydn ey lnterm edia Netw ork from 
1989 to 1995. He has recently w ritt en a Ma ters paper on lh e emergence of underground 
film in Au lrali a and co-curated a relrospecliue of lhe work of Au tra/ian experimental 
film maker Paul Winkl er a l lh e Museum of Contempo rary Arl, Syd ney , in I 995. 

The Sydney Film Fe Liva/ tribute lo the Cantril/ will be on Tuesday -Wednesday. June I/ . 
12. Contact the Festival on (02) 9660 3844. In 5eptcmber and October the National 
Cincmatheque tvi/1 be show111g a different prog, 1111 of Lile Cc111trill~ · work in Melbourne 
and Hobart . /11 Melbourne conLact (03) 9650 2565 and in Hob.ut (002) 346318 . Fo, 
subscriptio11s and back issues o/Cantrills Filmnotes: Box /295L. GPO ,"'lclbowne Vic 3001 
01 fax /03) 9380 64 /6. 
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Feature 

Austenticity 
David Matthews explores the re-visioning of Jane Austen 

I have been among blushing cheeks and trembling lips. Tear-filled eyes, widened 
eyes and downcast eyes. Flared nostrils and heaving bosoms. A world in which a 
series of bodily metonyms takes the place of emotions , but which is also strangely 
non-physical: no one touches anyone (except in the closing kiss) , no one raises so 
much as a hand in anger, and the extremes of emotion result not in physicality but 
complete bodily collapse . I have been in the strange world of the screen adaptations of 
Jane Austen's novels. 

The near-simultaneous appearance of Sense and Sensibility, Persuasion, and Pride 
and Prejudice has provoked two sets of questions. Why Austen, why now? Which is the 
most "authentic," most true to "Austen"? When Berlei, the bra manufacturer , announced 
that the Bennet sisters' secret was the Wonderbra (ladies, you too can heave like a 
fictional heroine) , a slightly aggrieved-sounding BBC (according to The Australian , 
1/5/96) explained that the costumes in question were entirely historically accurate, down 
to corsets and Empire line ties. The special claim of Pride and Prejudice on realism was 
that even the bits you can't see are authentic . 

In another respect , though , Persuasion makes a strong bid for authenticity , with its 
filthy dirty realism : streets filled with horse shit and farmyard animals, and an 
unglamourised hero who clearly shaves by candlelight with a bluntish razor, and 
doesn't discard a decent riding coat just because it's ingrained with mud and falling 
apart. But this more reflects ideas about the early nineteenth century than anything to 
be found in Austen . 

No, the obvious answer, the truly authentic Austen film, must be Clueless. Very 
loosely based on Emma, this is the story of a rich and spoilt girl (Cher), shopping, 
partying and matchmaking in modem Los Angeles. At times-a s when Cher tries to line 
up her dowdy friend with a man she later realises she loves herself-the story is not 
utterly unlike that of Austen's novel. What is so brill iantly Austen-like about it, what 
makes the story of an otherwise painful person so amusing, is the ironic distance the 
script sets up by its use of Cher's voice-over narration. 

The internal monologue this allows gives a strong sense of the interior world of the 
main character, an aspect of narration crucial in Austen , but very difficult to do on 
film. Cher's is an intimate monologue, addressed to the viewer: "That's my mother," 
she tells us when the camera lands on a painting of a beautiful woman; "she died 
tragically during a rout ine liposuction." All completely deadpan, comp letely without 
self-knowledge . The film's turning point comes when Cher is walking down a shopping 
boulevard, meditating on the way in which all her plans seem to have gone wrong . It 
dawns on her that she might not be clever, but "totally clueless," a moment of 
introspection immediately crowned when she walks past a shop window: "Ohh! I 
wonder if they've got that in my size." 

Not a lot happens in Clueless: girl meets boy, boy turns out to be not quite what girl 
thought, girl realises other, better boy has been under her nose all along. But then not a 
lot happens in Austen, either. Waiting for Godot. famously, is a play in which nothing 
happens twice; surely an Austen novel is something in which things always appear to be 
about to happen, and then don't. When something does happen-two characters come 
together-the novel has to end. 

What really happens in an Austen novel is a series of intense mental , interior dramas, 
represented in the characters' thought processes. Here, for example, is what happens 
around the dialogue when Lucy Steele, in the novel Sense and Sensibility, tells Elinor 
Dashwood that she is secretly engaged to Edward Ferrars, whom Elinor loves. As Lucy 
reveals this, Elinor's "complexion varied" and she is for a moment speechless with 
"astonishment." Elinor responds "with a calmness of manner which tolerably well 
concealed her surprise." She is "greatly shocked," "in a most painful perptexity ," but "her 
self-command did not sink ." She speaks with "a firm voice." Finally convinced that 
Edward loves Lucy, Elinor's "heart sunk with in her, and she could hardly stand; but 
exertion was indispensably necessary, and she struggled so resolutely against the 
oppression of her feelings that her success was speedy, and for the time complete ." 

Almost all the drama here is interior. The point is that Lucy must not detect Elinor's 
anguish, because Elinor now feels that she must defer to Lucy's apparent prior claim to 
Edward. This is how Elinor conducts herself, and how people conduct themselves is 
entirely the point ~f these novels. So, despite suffering under "an emotion an'd distress 
beyond anything ,she had ever felt before" the only visible sign Elinor gives is a slight 
blush at the-beginning of the conversation . 

How do you put thi s on film? How does the actor convey all this drama , lettin g the 
viewer see-it but not Lucy Steele? It is simp ly not possible . The attempt to reproduce 
this kind of thing on the screen results in all the bodily gestures I began with . The 
body stands in for emotion , and the heaving bosom , the firmly set jaw , become part 
of a bodily code for various mental struggles, which the viewer quickly learns and 
decodes accordingly . 

In order for this to happen, the viewer has to be persuaded that the interlocutor in the 
scene is somehow missing the gestures, which is why there are so many facial close-ups 
in these film s. The camera closes on Jennifer Ehle's Elizabeth Bennet, and we see her 
purse her lips, or exhale heavily, or raise her eyes to heaven at her mother's latest 
inanity , as if only the viewer, and not the people in the room with Elizabeth, can see it. In 
Persuasion, Anne Elliot is so distressedly wide-eyed so often that it is difficult to 
remember that she is supposedly the most self-possessed of characters. It is hard not to 
wonder why Frederick Wentworth can't read her like a book. The viewer certainly can. 

These necessities result in a curiously hybridised kind of screen drama. On the one 
hand, authenticity is the keyword. The BBC and Ang Lee's team have burnt their 
Wonderbras and brought us the costumes, architecture and speech of the Regency. 
Persuasion goes farthest, and despite its quite un-Austen-like dirt, it provides a pleasing 
shock of difference when we are shown the low-gloss version of how people lived. In 
Sense and Sensibility, we learn little things about obsolete technologies (such as how to 
make a silhouette of your loved one), which have no narrative function other than to say 
"authenticity is happening here," and are not in the books because they would have been 
taken for granted by Austen's readers. On the other hand, the transition of written realism 
to screen produces something highly mannered and artificial, in ways which largely 
sacrifice realism and believability, and also lose a lot of the delicate narratorial irony. 

- -. 

' I 

Why then Austen , why now? Her world is the nearest in time to ours which is 
nevertheless definit ively other to ours. Austen writes of a pre-industrial green and 
pleasant land as if unaware of dark Satanic mills. Her realism is of a very narrowly 
directed kind. There is no horse shit in her streets. There are not even many horses 
(Willoughby is out walking when he first meets Marianne, not thundering around on 
horseback as in the film), though there are a dozen different kinds of carriage, because 
these are markers of social status. Many of Austen's characters are types (her villains 
often helpfully alliterate with "wicked": Wickham , Willoughby , and William Elliot) , and 
she certainly doesn't dwell on what they wear. Perhaps most strikingly of all, the events 
which convulsed England in Austen's time are almost entirely neglected. Despite the fact 
that returned soldiers and sailors are often critical to her plots, Austen barely mentions 
the Napoleonic wars except to refer to peace. 

The screen versions have to put all this detail back in. Sense and Sensibility gives us 
a rolling green land and magnificent interiors. Persuasion, apparently more hard
headedly, frames the story with ships sailing back from, and off to, the wars, and gives 
us more dirt. It is still a pastoral dirt , however. Rather than rehistoricising Austen territory, 
the films amplify its artificiality . They further a vision of a vigorous and thriving pastoral 
world which was, in fact , all but finished in Austen's time. 

At the same time , because of the reduced narratorial irony and satire, relations 
between the sexes become less the object of ironic scrutiny , and more the vehicle of 
timeless romance. It is interesting that Austen's narratives always seem to lose interest 
the moment the heroine decides on marriage, whereas film supplies a much more 
conventional romantic closure, in the form of a passionate kiss, and a wedding scene. 

It is not that I think Sense and Sensibility, Persuasion and Pride and Prrjudice weren't 
highly pleasurable recreations of the Austen world, but they owe their great success less 
to a renewed interest in a particular literary mode than to one of the surest of box-office 
draws: the timeless romance in an evergreen world. 

Multimedia Fund 
Industry and. Cultural Development 

limited funds are available for commentary , documentation and analysis 

of multimedia ; exhibitions and' festivals which enhance access to 
multimedia work ; travel by cultural practitioners who contribute to debate 
on multimedia as well as industry seminars , award screenings and 
conferences . 

The deadline for submissions to the ICD multimedia 
program is 31 July 1996. 

Guidelines are available from Lucy Hall , Industry and Cultural 

Development or the AFC web site : http://www.afc.gov.au. 

Contact: 
AFC Sydney Office : 150 William St Woolloomooloo NSW 20 11 
Tel 02 321 6444 Toll Free 1800 226 615 Fax 02 357 3737 
Email: info@afc.gov.au. 
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Feature 

Nothing ever succeeds as planned 
Robert Turnbull finds dilemmas in screen funding policy in WA 

It has to be said that things are getting better. But it's not as if everything is getting 
better. Some things are getting better more quickly than others. It comes down to a 
simple proposition: those areas in which time, effort and funds are invested may prosper, 
others almost certainly will wither . The question is one of balance. 

There is a wonderful line in Good as Gold written by Joseph Heller (the author of 
Catch 22). Uttering a few simple words the main character creates a new adage, 
"Nothing ever succeeds as planned". One wonders whether, in the long run, this might be 
the West's epitaph. 

Developing a screen policy for a state with a population as small as the West's, and a 
location distant from major centres, is always going to be a tough call. For economic 
reasons alone, production and screen cultural activity in the eastern states dominate the 
Australian scene. 

At least screen policy in this state benefited from a recent review, and an overhaul. In 
1991, a committee including representatives from a number of film organisations and the 
tertiary sector conducted a wide ranging review of the WA film industry. The committee 
was chaired by Sue Milliken. It first reported to government in November 1992. In July 
1993, the government accepted the committee's final report and directed that it be used 
as a blueprint to guide the future development of the WA film industry. 

Screen West was born of the recommendations of the review. It has taken over as the 
architect of the state's screen policy, but if the report of the review committee is to be 
given credence, then it is by reference to the findings and recommendations of the 
committee that the performan ce of Screen West will, ultimately, be measured. 

In its report the review committee made the following observation: "The creation of a 
lively and informed screen culture is an integral part of a viable film industry. As such the 
WAFA [now Screen West) should ensure that Western Australians are availed of the most 
up to date and comprehensive film culture including [but not limited to) exhibitio n, 
distribution and debate surrounding the motion picture in all its forms. Most cultural 
activity will be promoted through funding non-government organisations and individuals 
to undertake specific programs of activity" . The latter was clearly a reference to 
organisations such as the Film and Television Institute (FTI) which has played a pivotal 
role in the development of local filmmakers. 

In recent times, the West has achieved success in the production of documentaries 
and children's TV series. At the time of writing, Paul Barron's Sweat and Ship lo Shore 
are in production . The FTl's co-production with Open Channel, the video diary format 
documentary series, First Person, is being broadcast on SBS. 

Barron films has long been a stalwart of Western Australian production and the FTI 
has provided the platform from which many of the West's filmmakers have launched 
their careers, including Paul himself . It continues to play this important role. 

(OMIAOllWEAllH 8AHK NAllOHAL SHORT fllM (OMPEllllOH 

CALLING ALL 
FILMMAKERS! Load your cl appara 

and gat raady to roll tillll. 
Thi• i• your chance to vin $1000 in tha 

fir•t aver •zn ra•t rJJa competition! 

You have ju•t 56 day• in vh ich to vrita, •hoot and edit a •hort 
fila and bring it to u• for judging at a public •cr-ning. Pir • t prize i• 

$1000 c-n-alth Bank Straaalina account, and • acond prize i • a $500 
Straaalina account. p, 11 4 I y 5 , 11 s I r 1 4 ~ y 

Thar• are only t .hr- rul••· • 
C 1dll Oln< 

1. Your ti.la auat be le • - than five minute• long. 

2. Your fila au• t include a cloc k Ht at aidnigbt .-vher• other than th• opening 
and cloaing credit •• 

3. You IIIU• t be the copyright holder and/or have all naeea • ary copyright 
paraia • ion • • 

You have from. 1 June 1996 to 27 July 1996 to 111aka your filaa and gat it to ua at 
tha Faatival Offica. 

Peaturas of this year•• programllMI include: 

Stanley iubrick retrospective 

· Late night Bong Kong Action spotlight 

· Dusk to dawn Rock Muaic Film Fest . 

This year's Festival will comprise of over 140 features, short film• and 
docuaaentari••· As in previous Festivals, there will be a strong World Cinema 
compo nent, featuring titles from Britain, the us, Europe and the Midd le East, 
with a spe ci al German silent film section and a Canadian focus. BIFF'• Asia 
Pacific component will also i nclude several new Australian features . 
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Clearly , the current expansion in production activity has been fostered by Screen West 
and its Chief Executive Debra Allanson can take credit. Credit must also go to the 
resilience of the relatively small number of filmmakers that populate this state, 
determined to stay in business and develop their craft, despite the absence of an 
"industry". For all of that, filmmakers in WA are dependent upon the support they receive 
from public funding . 

There is litt le doubt that WA filmmakers have the makings of an agreeable 
environment. Schemes such as the Lotteries Commission film employment scheme herp 
cash flow filmmakers, balancing out the peaks and troughs. The scheme provides back
end funding for producers based on points allowed for using WA production personnel. 
Despite some difficulties it has the general support of producers. 

If anything , the problem is the amount of funding required to get even one TV series 
production launched. Inevitably funding must appear to disproportionately favour one 
form of production activity and perhaps, at times, even one producer , over others. There 
is never enough money to go around, and can a small industry afford to jeopardise the 
successes that it has? The answer is more funding for other forms of production , as well 
as other activities . 

This may require Screen West to designate any additional funds it receives away from 
TV series production and into other areas. Increased funding could be directed to short 
film making, documentaries and feature films, all of which will serve to broaden and 
enhance the skills of local filmmakers so that they do not become typecast. It would be a 
tragedy if insufficient attention is given to growing the new entrants into the industry, 
broadening skills and funding screen culture development. 

Screen West's September 1995 business plan, The Big Picture, states its mission as 
supporting "the development of a commercially viable and artistically vibrant film 
industry in Western Australia ". This statement is drawn directly from the report of the 
review committee. Without apology to any who might consider that film or TV has 
attributes other than product , the business plan then enunciates its goal as follows: "By 
the year 2000 the Western Australian film industry will have a prolific and successful 
production of a diverse range of product and will be quoted as an outstanding example of 
what a small industry can achieve". The plan goes on to say that "(WA Industry) will be 
positioned to become a market leader in generating quality screen product for the 
domestic and export market. Western Australia will be widely recognised as an extremely 
commercial and conducive environment in which to make and distribute screen 
products". 

A laudable objective and wonderfully phrased; it will please economic rationalists in any 
government, federal or state. It is, perhaps, the reference to "quality" product that provides 
the link back to "artistic vibrance", and a recognition that there is more to film and 1V 
production than "product". Again, quoting from the business plan: "Screen West proposes 
to break the cycle of intermittent production by pro-actively supporting a number of key 
productions to assist the Western Australian industry to overcome barriers to production". 

And Screen West's method of doing this? "The most viable course for growth over the 
next five years is domestic and export television product across a whole range of 
formats . Increased television production will fuel the development of the industry by 
generating sustained levels of production activity and talent bases within the industry ; 
continuous television production in which higher profile, one-off projects will stand a 
greater chance of being realised". 

Clearly, Screen West's business plan is about production, and TV series production at 
that. Implicitly, it tends towards the idea that feature films are outside the scope of 
potential achievement for the West's filmmakers unless, perchance, the economic mass 
of TV production creates the opportunity . One-off documentaries and series (the 
mainstay of many of the West's producers) and short films, are reasonably well 
supported by Screen West, but there is the obvious battle to j ustify such production if 
measured by criteria that require an economic return on investment. 

Regrettably, apart from the funding that was passed over from the Department of the 
Arts to Screen West to administer for the Film and Television Institute, no additional 
funding was allowed either for the lnstitute's expansion or for screen culture development. 

Funding for the lnstitute's operations has remained static for some years. As a matter 
of government policy, capital funding has been eliminated. Therefore, the only way the 
Institute has been able to upgrade its equipment and facilities is from earning income. 
Consequently, the availability of low cost, developmental resources for filmmakers, who 
hardly constitute any commercial or industrial notion of "industry", is threatened. 

The problem for Screen West in supporting screen culture appears to be threefold . 
Firstly, screen culture is not specifically funded. The Lotteries Commission is _an obvious 
source of funding. Secondly , with a business plan that focuses on TV series production, 
it's hard to see that screen culture exists beyond the box in the living room-but of 
course it does. Finally, there's the perception that , as the art house film circuit has 
spread beyond the confines of one or two cinemas, there is no requirement for screen 
culture development. 

That last perception is the most insidious. It imp lies that there is no longer any need to 
promote filmmaking and develop audiences. However, if we ever forget that we need to 
promote a screen culture as an exercise in maintaining cultural diversity , then we can 
kiss goodbye the notion of self expression in a global market dominated by American 
product , a society that has few cultural barriers to such product. 

Finally, the idea that the WA "industry" will somehow become self supporting, self 
sufficient and economically viable (or any other expression that will please the economic 
rationalists) is a nonsense. Some organisations, and some talented, creative , indivi duals 
will achieve success beyond even their expectations. By and large, however, the WA film 
industry will require continuing support. It will perhaps forever be "in development", even 
when achieving its greatest successes. 

The trick is to accept thi s and to ensure that organisations like the FTI are 
sufficien tly well resourced to cont inue to provide a platform from which creative and 
talented filmmakers can launch careers, to avoid pumping too much funding into one 
area to the detriment of others, and to recognise the importance of maintaining a 
vibrant screen culture . 

Robert Turnbull i '£xeculiv e Manager of lhe WA Film and Televi ·{on In ll (uie 
• • l • ) I , 't t : I 
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Preview 

Taking the system seriously 
Annemarie Jonson previews the 1996 Sydney Film Festival 

In this year 's program , Annemarie Jonson discovers a rich vein of documentaries 
about (ilm (Dreyer, Kiese/owski, Fuller , Vertov, actor Jean Seberg, one about the final 
years of Orson Welles and another on Randolph Hearst 's response to the making of 
Citizen Kane). More /ilmic treats are on offer in the program of early short films by famous 
directors Australian and overseas. As well she appraises Michael Benson 's Predictions of 
Fire and finds valuable insights into the cultural politics of the former Yugoslavia 

"I dreamed of being a stoker. " So says the late director Krzysztof Kieslowski in 
Krzysztof Wierzbicki 's documentary I'm So-So, screening at this year 's Sydney Film 
Festival. Thankfully for cinema Kieslowski embraced a directing career instead, after 
several failed attempts to pass the Lodz film school entry exam. Through a series of 
frank interviews, Wierzbicki 's compelling film (produced in the year prior to Kieslowski 's 
death in March at age 54) illuminates the intellectual and spiritual lebenswell of the 
melancholy , chain-smoking auteur. Kieslowski 's post-retirement credo ("all I aspire lo 
now is calm") is a Zen denouement lo a career which spans the social realist 
documentaries of the late sixties and seventies, the early features, the Decalogue series 
and the recent films including the colours trilogy, all of which are touched on in I'm So
So. Juxtaposed against his prodigious output , Kieslowski 's self-assessment on the eve of 
his early death is profoundly moving : "I 'm in a row further up than I deserved," he 
concludes. Though unprepossessingly conventional in form , this doco is a rare 
opportunity for an extended audience with the Polish pontiff of deep cinematic soul. 

Torben Jensen's Carl Th. Dreyer: My Metier, also on this year's program , documents 
the uncompromising Danish grandmeister-auteur (Le Passion de Jeanne d'Arc , Day of 
Wr~ih and Ordet etc.). Jensen's film situates the silent masterpiece Jeanne-based on 
transcripts of the 1431 trial , and filmed in extreme close-up, a technique unheard of at 
the time-in Dreyer"s 45 year oeuvre, spanning The President ( 1919) to Gertrud ( 1964) . 
Jeanne, (which Andre Bazin described as a 'prodigious fresco of heads' in which 'the 
whole of nature palpates beneath every pore'), was an extravagant commercial disaster 
which temporarily stymied Dreyer's career (Dreyer had at great expense reconstructed a 
vast chateau as the set, which is all but invisible in the film). A feature of Jensen's doco 
is an interview with the daughter of Renee Falconetti , the acclaimed stage actor who, in 
her only ever film role, played Jeanne. A must for those who crowded into the screening 
of Jeanne at last year 's SFF. 

Wierzbicki's and Jensen's documentaries are part of an outstanding lineup of films at 
the '96 festival focussing on filmmakers and artists . Vassili Slivovic 's Orson Welles: The 
One-Man Band chronicles the last twenty years of Welles' life, and includes dips from 
unfinished films and television appearances. Thomas Lennon and Michael Epstein's The 
Battle Over Citizen Kane documents William Randolph Hearst's attempt to destroy the 
young Welles and his film. In Adam Simon's The Typewriter, The Rifle and The Movie 
Camera, actor/auteur Tim Robbins meets and interviews independent US director Samuel 

Kr?ysztof w,erzbicki's Krzysztof Kieslo wskl rm So So 

Fuller. The polymath , 
inventor of the 
tetrahedronal geodesic 
dome, and hippie guru 
Buckminster Fuller , who 
described himself as an 
'explorer in 
comprehensive 
anticipation design', is 
Karen G~man 's and 
Kirk Simon 's subject in 
Thinking Out Loud . 
Documentaries on 
Danish grande dame 
writer -Baroness Karen 
Blixen (Out of Africa), 
Russian cineaste Dziga 

Vertov (Man With a Movie 
Camera) and actor Jean 

Seberg (Breathless) are also programmed . An innovation this year is the Short 
Films/Major Directors program, a brilliant opportunity to view early shorts from 
Kieslowski , Truffaut, Welles, Atom Egoyan, Aki Kaurismaki , D. A . Pennebaker, and 
Australians Peter Weir, Phillip Noyce and Geoffrey Wright amongst others. Check out 
George Lucas's seminal sci -fl short THXl 138:4EB. 

The feature line up also looks promising. Scott Hicks' acclaimed Shine chronicles the 
life of eccentric Australian piano prodigy and stream-of-consciousness extemporiser 
David Helfgott. Hicks' film, which sparked a distributors ' bidding war at the recent 
Sundance, opens the festival. Neophyte director Emma -Kate Croghan's ultra-low budget 
feature Love and Other Catastrophes, the rights to which Fox snapped up at Cannes for a 
cool $1 million, is also on the bill. Peter Greenaway's new feature The Pillow Book, based 
on the writings of the 10th century Japanese Sei Shonagon, premieres at the festival (see 
Noel Purdon's interview with Greenaway in RT#12) . At the other end of the socio 
aesthetic spectrum of Britfilm is Mike Leigh's Secrets and Lies, fresh from Cannes Palme 
d'Or glory; Leigh is also a festival guest. Australian Shirley Barrett's Love Serenade, 
which took out the Camera d'Or against some stiff competition (directorial debuts by 
Angelica Huston and Dustin Hoffman) is also scheduled. Todd Solondz's comedy 
Welcome to the Doi/house and Jeanne Jordan's Troublesome Creek, which shared the 
Grand Jury Prize at Sundance 1996, are also featured. In the retrospective of Indian 
cinema, Mother Indi a, this year's festival presents a rare opportunity to experience the 
Hindi epic on the big screen. The other major retrospective focuses on the great post-war 
director Roberto Rossellini, and includes his Germany Year Zero, Paisa and Europa '51. 

Following up last festival 's ex~ellent films on the former Yugoslavia from the Sarajevo 
Groups of Auteurs (Man, God, Monster) and Marcel Ophuls (The Troubles We've Seen) is 
Michael Benson's stunning Predictions of Fire. Benson expl ores the nexus between 
eastern European politics, art and media through an examination of the controversial 

Slovene arts collective 
NSK, comprising the 
industrial rock group 
Laibach, the visual arts 
collective Irwin and the 
performance group 
Noordung. Cutting 
between rarely seen 
archival footage of the 
tumultuous politi cal 
history of the region, 
interviews with the 
group , and performance 
excerpts , the film's 
thesis is that NSK's 
provocative 
appropriation of proto
fascist iconography 
reveals the inexorable 
forces subtending the 

Michael Benson's Predictions of Fire 

irruption of nationalism in the recent war. In fact , Benson suggests, NSK's anti-agitprop 
anticipated the cataclysm . Set against the bloody backdrop of 20th century conflict the 
group's 80s sloganeering ("We believe in the future and will look for it in the past if 
necessary") proves horribly prescient. A feature of this film is an impassioned analysis of 
Laibach by hot philosopher /c ultural theorist Slavoj Zizek. Do Laibach take themselves 
seriously (that is, are they fascist propagandists) , is their art ironic? asks Zizek. His 
provocat ive answer: it is the condition of late capital ism per se not to take itself 
seriously-the ideal subject at the end of the 20th century is ironically detached. NSK 
and Laibach are subversive precisely because they take the system more seriously than 
it takes itself. Not lo be missed. 

The Sydney Film Festival. June 7-22. Call 02-660.8244 for further details. 
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Preview 

It's a Y1rap 
Anna Dzenis previews festival director Tait Brady's final Melbourne 
International Film Festival. 

It is a year of change for the 45th Melbourne International Film Festival. Tait Brady 
has announced that this will be his last year as festival director , crowning a significant 
nine year achievement. The festival returns to the city centre, to the very heart of 
Melbourne, taking advantage of the fortuitous re-opening of two of the city's grand movie 
houses, The Old State (aka The Forum) and The Capitol. Brady says "Our major aim for 
1996 was always to create a vibrant central-city festival precinct , using a number of 
venues all within easy walking distance. The move to two medium size venues rather 
than one large screen allows us much greater flexibility in programming and reflects 
more accurately the mixed nature of the real festival audience ". The dates of the festival 
have also changed, and it will now occur later in the year. This will take it out of the 
tertiary -exam period which should mean greater accessibility for that sector of the 
audience . It also means that the Melbourne Film Festival won't coincide with the Sydney 
Film Festival. Brady notes that the national media have profiled the two festivals in terms 
of the films they have had in common, the guests and the events that they shared. The 
fact that they no longer coincide should encourage a recognition of their unique and 
distinctive programs , character and accomplishments. Melbourne 's later date will also 
locate it more favourably in the international film festival calendar so that now it will be 
able to include the most recent films screened at Cannes. 

Wild Bill Hollywood Mavenck , William Wellman in France. 1918 

A festival is always looking forward and backward at the same time. Last year 's 
celebrations of the centenary of the cinema continue. In fact 1996 is the Australian 
centenary of cinema, marking the arrival of the medium on our shores. On Saturday 22 
August 1896 the stage magician Carl Hertz opened his Australian tour at the Opera 
House, Melbourne , with an act which included a demonstration of R. W. Paul's film 
projector, the Kinematograph (Bertrand f, Routt , The Australian Screen). While the 
Festival has always premiered many Australian films , in this centenary year it is int;nded 
to draw particular attention to contemporary Australian cinema as a discrete section 
Australian Panorama-to celebrate the achievements of a very active and fertile industry . 
There are also a record number of Australian entries in the Festival's Short Film 
Competition . 

Last year's centenary motivated the collec tion and preservation of many rarely -seen 
early examples of 'the cinema of attractions ' as well as spawning contemp~ry work 
relating to the beginnings of the cinema . It is now understood that the Skladanowsky 
Bros., Max and Emil, can claim the first public projection of motion pictures at the 
Wintergarten in Berlin, 1 November 1895 , using their Bioskop projection system . The 
program was 15 minutes long , and eight of the movi ng-image items were filmed 
vaudeville numbers. This inaugural Winlergarlen -Program, consisting of nine film strips , 
will be screened this year . In conjunction with this, it is hoped that Wim Wenders' current 
project - a documentary about the Skladanowksy Brothers- will also be available for the 
festival. 

Associated feature film s of interest include a documentary about the work of Alice 
Guy Blache, who directed most , if not all , fictional films produced l>y Gaumont , and 
continued to work prolifically in the silent era up until 1920 . In this attention to origins 
and beginnings, there are also some fascinating postmodern spin-offs. Lumi ere and Co. 
is a French feature -length project involving 32 modern filmmakers - Bertolucci , Spike 
Lee and David Lync h to name a few- who were commissioned to mak e films of less than 
two minut es under the same condition s as their predecessors the Lumi eres. The train 
departing the station at Lyon instances a very different machine . • 

A long overdue Ida Lupino Retrospective is another feature of the MIFF and will most 
assuredly prove to be one of its major highlights . Lupino was the only female director 
making feature film s in mainstream post sec·ond world war Hollywood . Between 1949 and 
1953, she directed six feature films for her own compa nies, Nol Wanted ( 1949), Neuer Fear 
(aka Young Louers) ( 1950), Outrage ( 1950), Hard, Fast and Beautiful ( 195 1 ) , The Hitch
Hik er ( 1953), and The Bigamist (1953) . The core of the retrospective is this work by 
Lupino as a director . After 1954, she turned to television , directing for such series as Haue 
Gun Will Trauel, Twilight Zone, Four Star Playhouse (aka Star Performance), Screen 
Director's Playhouse, The Untouchables , Breaking Point, and Gilligan's Island . It is hoped to 
include in the retrospective some of Lupino 's television work as well . In the obituary section 
of the Oscars this year, Lupino was acknowledged and credited as an actor . This points to 
a serious failure on the part of the film communit y to recognise a considerably larger body 
of work. A selection of film s showcasing some of her acting performances will also be 
screened as an elaboration of the directorial achievements . These films include The Man I 
Loue (Walsh, 1946), Road House (Negulesco, 1948), The Hard Way (Sherman, 1942), On 
Dangerou Ground (Ray, 1952), High ierra (Walsh, 1941 ), and Deep Valley (Negulesco, 
1947), concl uding with a brand new 35mm print from the BFI library of Peckinpah's Junior 
Bonner ( 1972). The objective of the retrospective is to consider the many parts of a 
complex, diverse and si~nificant career. 

Lupino scholar , Ronnie Scheib , has been invited as a guest of the festiva l to 
contextualise the Lupino material. Scheib is the author of key Lupino scholarship , in 
particular 'Ida Lupino: Auteuress ' (Film Comment, 1980) and the more recent essay on 
Never Fear from that important book ~ueen of lhe B 's. Scheib herself has also written on 
Charles Schnee, Fuller 's Shock Corridor, Hitchcock 's Shadow of a Doubt, Wim Wenders , 
Tex Avery , and most recently has been writing on cartoons with Greg Ford . Many of the 
Lupino films are from Scheib 's collection . "Not that I started out to collect them , but it 
was the only way to see some of them ", says Scheib . There will also 15e a forum on 
Lupino with Scheib in attendance . 

What would a film festival be without Orson Welles? There are, in fact , two 
documentaries motivated by the work , the life and the fascination still engendered by this 
man. The Ballle Ouer Citizen Kane is a documentary which examines the parallel lives of 
Orson Welles and media magnate William Randolph Hearst, inviting audiences to 
reassess the film Citizen Kane in its original context. This re-reading of the wide ly studied 
auteurist text is very lively and much more than hagiog raphy . One Man Band is yet 
another film depicting Welles as a martyred genius . What differentiates it is its attent ion 
to Welles ' work as a magician , an illusionist, and the fact that it contains some previously 
unseen, self-contained short works by Welles. The Festival is also trying to bring out F for 
Fake ( 1973), as part of its focus on Welles. 

Amongst the innovative, feature-length documentaries are some extraordinary 
biographies of artists . From lhe Journals of Jean Seberg by Mark Rappaport is a highly 
experimental biography , examining the professional and the personal through a playful 
techn ique of video -layer ing. The New York-based photographer Nan Goldin-a chronicler 
of the Warhol period-has created an annotated slide film I'll be Your Mirror. Michael 
Almereyda (Twister, Another Girl, Another Planet, Nadja) documents the Sundance Film 
Festival in Al Sundance . Almereyda , renowned for using footage he shoots on his 
'Pixelvision ' toy camera , blends 35mm footag e with 'pixel' stock . He wanders around the 
festival , interviewing filmmakers about the future of the cinema , and presents a wildly 
tongue-in-cheek vision . There will also be a feature documentary on William Wellman
Wild Billy, Hollywood Mauerick--executive produced by his son William Wellman Jnr. , 
as well as a study of fashion photographer Richard Avedon-R ichard Auedon : Darkness 
and LighL 

Dancerama is a dance program presented in association with Melbourne 's own 
international dance festival and conference , the Greenmill Dance Project . The core of the 
program is an examination of the two forms of film and dance and the ways in which 
choreography merges with cinematic language . Films in this selection include a histo ry 
of dance from the Cinematheque de la Danse in Paris, a Frederic Wiseman documentary 
on the American Ballet Theatre and a grand -scale Carlos Saura documentary Flamenco. 

As well as through Robolica (see box this page) , the festival also engages with the 
new technologies through Digita , a program motivated by a desire to explore the 
relationsh ip between the cinema and multimedia . Experimental work of cinematic origin 
will be screening on CD-ROM, video and live from the internet. Negotiations are under 
way to present New York independent video artist Adrienne Jenick and her interactive 
feature film Mauue Desert-a roadmovie merging cinematic art , multimedia and video. 
A forum will also foreground and discuss contemporary imaging practices and their 
implications for cinema as we know it. As the festival moves into the new multimedia 
age with the rest of us, the digital program will also be on-line, with links to other 
web sites. 

In a discussion about the curatorial strategies involved in bringing an international film 
festival to Melbourne screens, Brady describes it as a process of moving on your feet, 
going with the flow, grappling with the unknown . Brady says that when you're talking 
contemporary , it's brand new, and as a result it changes all the t ime . For this reason 
some of the festival's highlights are still to be confirmed. However, it is already clear that 
this year 's festival, with its new centralised location and diverse program , will cater for 
many broad as well as specialised audiences. It is going to be full of history , inspiration , 
innovation and much of the best in contemporary cinema. Stand by for further updates . 

Melbourne International Film Fesliual, July 25-Augusl I I. For details call 03-9407.201 I. 

Robotica is the linked exhibition, 
installation and film/video/multimedia 
component of Experimenta's major project 
for 1996-Machine Visions-and it will 
take place under the umbrella of the 
Melbourne Film Festival. The focus of 
Robotica is the humanoid robot in popular 
and cinema culture, the relationship of 
cinema to robotics and the mechanical, and 
the questions that arise as fantasy 
becomes part of reality. Co-curated by Dr. 
Peter Morse and Shiralee Saul. the project 
brings together metal men, cyborgs and 
gyndroids in a multimedia eXlravaganza, 
drawing robots from commercial and 
entertainment conteXls together with the 
creative explorations of the subject by 
Australian artists, animators, filmmakers 
and per1ormers. Two two hour screenings 
will include a range of films about robots
from Ballet Mechanique, Tetsuo, and 
documentaries about robots, to 
contemporary digital animation. One of the 
innovations of this year's Melbourne Film 
Festival will be the Rim Festival Club in the 
Lower Town Hall- a gathering place for 
festival goers. Robotica's physical 
exhibition will take place in the space 
adjacent to the Rim Festival Club. It is a 
space that has to be traversed to get into 
the club. but a space that is also easily 
accessible to the wider public. Special 
features of the Robot,ca exh1b1t1on will 
include robots from Babe. Bugs Bunny and Tweetie Pie, a video wall stmwcasing cutting edge animation, 
human-sized pneumatic1nteracllve robots. moving canine robots. a chairbot, an interactive data glove and 
internet access to the Robot,ca site. AD 
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Interview 

The obscure charm of grammar 
Cassi Plate talks with Suzan-Lori Parks, screenwriter of Spike Lee~ Girl 6. 

Somewhere in between writing plays and 
writing novels lies the screenplay. Suzan-Lori 
Parks is a 32 year old African -American 
writer based in New York, and right now she's 
very busy. Her new play Venus is being 
directed by avant-garde writer-director 
Richard Foreman, her (first) screenplay, for 
Spike Lee's new film Girl 6 is about to come 
to life on screens all over the world, and she's 
writing her first three novels simultaneously 
plus a new play and another film . 

Girl 6 will be our first taste of Parks' 
giddy writing . Instead of traditional narrative 
structure , her many plays written over 
thirteen years are propelled by the 
movement contained in the speech itself . 
According to American Theatre journal her 
plays are "as confrontational as they are 
poetic, as forrnally difficult as they are 
intoxicating". When asked if people not 
from the dominant culture are the ones who 
can challenge things, she replies that 
"everybody can, but if you feel that the 
traditional shape of things doesn't 
accommodate what you're doing, then it's a 
more organic and natural process . Suddenly 
you find yourself doing something else" . 

That something else is a nuid way of 
working with structure , creating a sense of 
progression through repetition , with echoes 
of Gertrude Stein. To get a sense of her 
work , listen to how jazz solos are sculpted 
around a repeated theme. Suzan-Lori : " I 
realised how much this method is an 
integral part of the African and Afr ican
American literary and oral traditions .. .Its not 
just repetition , but repetition with revision. 
And in drama, change is the thing ". 

She's suspicious of plot and narrative but 
also sees these things as a natural function 
• ... winter/ spring/ summer/ fall/ that 's a story , 
that 's plot, it's natural to our understanding 
of the world. Repetition is also a natural 
function of the way we understand the world : 
winter/ spring/summer/ fall". She writes within 

that suspicion by work ing "plot or forrnal 
narrative structure for all it 's worth . Instead of 
saying that it 's a given, a story", she really 
digs in and mines it for all its possibilities 
"instead of throwing it on the story like an 
old overcoat to cover a dead body". 

In a play written in 1990, The Death of 
the Last Black Man in the Whole Entire 
World , she also dispenses with characters . 
They become figures, with names like Black 
Man with Waterrnelon , Black Woman with 
Fried Drumstick , Lots of Grease and Lots of 
Pork, Voice on thuh Tee V and Yes and 
Greens Black -Eyed Peas Cornbread : vessels 
inhabited by a person bursting with 
possibilities instead of being limited by a 
journey. In this play , Parks implies that the 
greatest death of the Black Man is his being 

Suzan-Lori Parks 

written out of history. By addressing themes 
of self-narration and the way language can 
confer autonomy , history is rewritten . Like 
the forrn of the play , history itself becomes 
round . "The worl usta be roun; the Black 
Man with Waterrnelon says, "before 
Columbus ". And then "they put uh 'd ' on 
thuh end of roun making round . Thusly we 
set in motion thuh end. Without that "d" we 
coulda gone on spinnin forever . The "d" 
thing ended th ings ended." More than that , 
Yes and Greens Black -Eyed Peas Cornbread 
replies, "Them thinking the world was nat 

kept it roun . Them thinking the sun 
revolved around the earth kept it satellite 
like. They figured out the truth and scurried 
out. Figur ing out the truth put them in their 
place and they scurried out to put us in 
ours . Mmm. Yes. You should write this 
down . You should hide it under a rock ". 

Suzan-Lori Parks writes down plenty and it 
all feels very alive. She says sound is one 
thing which charrns her. "A long time ago in 
English Literature classes in college a teacher 
taught us that the words 'grammar ' and 
'charrn' are etymologically connected and 
that stuck with me in a big way. I do believe 
that the structure of language and the sounds 
language makes are connected to some 
deeper, richer more exciting thing than just 
getting your point across. I think it can dazzle 
and transform you and make you happy." 
The deeper, richer vein Parks mines is the 
particular workings of African-American 
language (although she's only recently won 
acceptance from the black theatre 
establishment after being considered 'too way 
out there'). The way they "lay things down is 
unequalled in its brilliance and power; just 
turning a phrase, the way the phrase is 
shaped ... The real love for putting a little shine 
on it, just for fun or because it better 
communicates what they're trying to say". 

A girl with a great way with words. What 
more could you want from a screenplay? She 
was sought out by talent scouts for Spike 
Lee's company and this is the only film 
directed by Spike Lee which he has not also 
written or co-written. Quite a vote of 
confidence. Girl 6 is about phone sex and the 
complicated life of an aspiring 
actress/working girl. Was Suzan-Lori able to 
expand the film medium? "The trickiest part 
is that not all of the script gets onto the 
screen. Either its not shot or edited for time 
or sense .. .it 's ended up as a comedy with 
some of the more serious bits taken out ." 
And work ing with Spike Lee? "I found him 

Spoke Lee. Jenifer Lewis and Theresa Randle in Girl 6 

very generous and kind and funny . For a film 
director who's also the producer he was 
pretty nice about the whole process, inviting 
me in and giving me the sole author credit , 
not trying to take over my job or things like 
that often happen. But at the same time he's 
a very opinionated , strong-willed artist , like I 
am, and he had a certain idea and a certain 
way he wanted it to go so ultimately it went 
that way, you know, and that's the business." 

Girl 6 is Spike Lee's eighth film since he 
directed She 's Gotta Haue It a decade ago, 
and the first since then to feature a woman 
as its main subject , played by Theresa 
Randle. Madonna plays the owner of the 
phone sex establishment and the film also 
features Naomi Campbell , Isaiah 
Washington IV, John Turturro , Quentin 
Tarant ino and Spike himself. 

Venus , Parks' new play , directed by one 
of Amer ican avant-garde theatre's key 
figures Richard Foreman , (who also usually 
only directs his own work ) is opening soon 
in New York . It features The Hottentot Venus 
paraded as a freak -show exhibit to a 
Victorian England fascinated by exotica, in 
this case by "her butt , her gluteus 
max imus". Venus is as much about her 
agency in the process as it is about her role 
as an exhibit , and it 's a love story . Could we 
see Venus at the next Adela ide, Melbourne , 
Perth or Sydney Festiva l please? 

Girl 6 will be released by U/P Distribution in 
Syd ney on August 18, other states to follow. 
Cassi Plate is a writer, researcher & former 
presenter of Radio Nalional's Screen 
program . 

S T D N I Y Special Nights 
at the 

IILM HSIIVAL 43 rd Sydney Film Festival 

Lar2er Than Life Sunday 9 June 5.30.pm Pitt Centre 
SpeciaYprogram of three different documentaries on great thinkers and 
dreamers - Buckminster Fuller, Karen Blixen, Douglas Coupland. 

The Cantrills Tuesday 11 June 5.45pm & 
W~dnesday 12 June 6pm Pitt Centre 
A film tribute to Australian film artists, Corinne and Arthur Cantrill's 36-year 
international film and publishing collaboration. The Cantrills are guests. 

Directors on Film Saturday 15 June 6pm Pitt Centre 
A special program of films about film-makers - The Typewriter, The Rifle & 
The Movie Camera (Sam Fuller), Kieslowski: I'm So-So, Wild Bill 
(William Wellman), At Sundance. 

The Festival is also featuring films on Dziga Vertov, Carl Dreyer, 
Orson Welles, homosexuality in Hollywood Films and a comprehensive 
Rossellini retrospective. 

Bookings and Festival brochures 660 3844 
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Reviews 

Closed circuit 
Jacqueline Milln er reports on Digital Aesthet ics-One 

Digital Aesthetics -One was held at the 
University of New South Wales in April 
1996. The symposium was convened by 
Contemporary Art and Technology (CAT), 
an independent Melbourne-based group 
"dedicated lo the promotion of critical 
inquiry and debate of issues surrounding the 
shift from analog to digital paradigms". 

If there's one thing that the cyber
conference circuit can agree on, it's the 
urgent need for a critical theory adequate to 
our new media landscape. If there's one 
thing such conferences appear to 
consistently fall short of, it's the substantial 
progression of such a theory. For while 
speaker after speaker at Digital Aesthetics 
One identified the problem, vehemently put 
by Paul Virilio as the lack of a theory for 
technological art. few proposed any fleshed
out strategies for tackling it. Moreover, for 
all the palaver about the fluidity and 
openness of cyberdebate, the sense of 
closed circuit was underlined by the 
continual reappearance of familiar names, 
familiar arguments, none more in-your-face 
than Professor Allucquere Rosanne Stone, 
"performing" the precise same anecdotal 
musings on liquid identity for the umpteenth 
time in Australia (the last only nine months 
ago al the Biennale of Ideas), musings 
which in any case you can read pretty 
much word for word in her latest book. 

While suffering from some dilemmas 
common lo similar symposia, Digital 
Aesthetics-One was also saddled with the 
particular and difficult task of addressing its 
title . Peter Chamberlain from the University 
of Hawaii asked at the wrap-up panel, "Did 
anyone really talk about digital 
aesthetics? ... there ain't no digital aesthetics, 
it's just too complex", and certainly few 
speakers actually addressed the notion of 
aesthetics as such or the impact which 
digital technologies have had on traditional 
aesthetics. And this despite a brave attempt 
by conference organisers CAT to represent 
both theorists and artists in equal measure 
at the symposium, let alone in the series of 
surrounding events including performances 
at Artspace and an exhibition at the Ivan 
Dougherty Gallery. 

Regardless of these general problems , 
there were some star turns, the brilliant 
presentation by American cultural theorist 
Mark Dery, the indisputable highlight. With 
a masterful turn of phrase and a relentless 
stream of pithy and hilarious metaphors , 
Dery through his language alone was able 
to evoke a sense of a digital aesthetics , 
and at the same time further a salient 
critique of the politics of the new media . 
Beginning with a colourful description of 
Wired-"the mighty morphin ' power book 
with the sheen of a turtlewaxed Formula 
One roadster", its day-glo fused 
photographs like an "irradiated monitor 
turned up too high"-Dery went on to 
surgically dissect the magazine's design 
and its ideological implications , seducing 
us first into believing in Wired 's avant
gardism before convincingly undermining 
this status in the next breath. 

For while Wired positions itself at the 
forefront of a push to crack the US military 
industrial-entertainment complex through 
the democratising gestures of netsurfing and 
hacking (a "let them eat laptops" 
mentality), what it really does is provide a 
safe vehicle for the Silicon Valley 
establishment to live out its fantasy of 
rebellion . Wired's design, steeped in the 
Uriah Heep iconography of the early 70s, 
works to affirm the hipness of the 
magazine's core demographic (average 
income $US 81,000 a year, male, white and 
employed in the communications industry) ; 
facilitates the transition of the flat-footed 
IBM nerd to latter day uberlord prowling the 
net after hours (in other words, an 
affirmation that "corporations are cool"); 
and perpetrates a kind of "info-machismo" 
whereby one's worth is judged by the ability 
to handle information overload (as in 
Johnny Mnemonic's directive. "Hit me!") . 
Dery's facility to range from popular culture 
to sociological texts to complex 
poststructuralist theory with wit, spontaneity 
and a concern to be understood, made for a 
most entertaining and edifying session. 

Another pertinent contribution was Jane 
Goodall's critical consideration of the 
aesthetic credentials of the digital. 

• 
Coding the possible 
Mike Leggett at The Language of Interact ivity conference 

The Language of Interactivity conference, 
held at the ABC Ultimo Centre, Sydney , 
April 9-11, was the third of a series of 
annual events organised by the Australian 
Film Commission, designed Lo 'bridge the 
gap ' between the o{len separated groups of 
computer specialists, creative 'talent· and 
entrepreneurial risk -takers. The conference 
chair, Michael Hill, AFC Multimedia Projects 
Coordinator, one of the few people in 
Australia with significant experience of a 
mu/Litude of mu/Limed/a production 
proposals, suggested that this year was the 
International Year of Multimedia Cliche 
(following on from last year , the 
lnLemaLiona/ Year of Multimedia ) : terms lik e 
'content', 'interface', 'prototype ', 'non-linear ' 
were up for reconsideration if "we are to 
make projects which satisfy and challeng e 
an audience hungry for something they 
haven 'L yet seen. " 

"Artists often have sudden ideas, want to 
try different possibilities within the structure 
of the project , so you have to be flexible 
and your code needs to be very flexible . 
You have to be able to adapt and respond 
lo different situatio d be very open lo 
changes. Too often in commercial projects 
I've coded, people know w al is on the 
market and they kno what they want.. .and 
it's a very limit ed approach." 

Gideon May was a guest speaker from 
Amsterdam and one of several within the 
' industry' who actively pursues the 
unknown alongside the rent-paying yakka . 
• As the demand for programmers able to 
write code for multimedia projects 
increases over the next few years , their 
ability to succeed will be related to their 
ability to work in close collaboration with 
the full range of other specialists engaged 
in a project. I don't think that there will be 
a place for just one director who is in 
control and who delegates everything ." 

Will the control freaks, artists and moguls 
back away from so much shared territory? 

The conference topic of 'interaction ' 
was imaginatively extended from 
'responding lo screen prompts ' to focusing 
as much on the interactions between 
production teamwork models . Several of 
the overseas guest speakers, whilst 
demonstrating the appearance and 
'functionality ' of their works , came from 
quite distinct production environments. 

Glorianna Davenport came from the MIT 
Media Lab cocoon where. working with in
house staff and students, she has developed 
story -telling / listening agents with cute 
names like Lurker and Thinkies. These 
respond to the choices made during an 
interactive encounter on a computer by 

Contextualising her analysis in the history of 
digital programming , with its desire to 
obliterate human agency, and the late 19th 
c tury synaesthetic movement , with its 
sensorial theatre, Goodall elegantly argued 
that digital art remains sensorially 
challenged. For Goodall, "there are more 
interesting questions to be raised about the 
limits of digital art than its imagined 
megalopolentialities ... (and] the most 
significant limitation is the restricted 
possibilities for sensory engagement. 
Multimedia is not synaesthetic-it 's bound 
to an audiovisual axis, and the literally 
digital aspect of it-fingertip communication 
by the user-offers a hopelessly reductive 
approach to accommodating the sense of 
touch". Describing her visit lo the CD-ROM 
exhibition Burning the Interface, Goodall 
observes, "There's something very 
unsensory about this activity or 
interactivity , as you stand there watch ing it, 
waiting for a tum with the mouse. And the 
art, far from liquefying and going global and 
dissolving and cancelling the social field , is 
all boxed in its monitors" . Ultimately for 
Goodall, the only way to create a digital 
aesthetics-with the emphasis on aesthetics 
as perception by the senses-is lo combine 
digital media with live performance , as 
Stelarc and Orlan do. 

Stelarc and Orlan certainly came away 
as the anointed royalty of digital aesthetics 
from this symposium. Not only Goodall. but 
other speakers including Nicholas 
Zurbrugg-whose keynote address was a 
good opener, its ambit so wide that it 
prefaced many of the ensuing issues, its 
emphasis on the traditional genealogy of 
digital art salutary-found few better 
exemplars of what the future might look 
like. Orlan 's agent/publicist / theoretician . 
former paediatrician Dr Rachel Armstrong , 
however, added very little to the debate. 
stringing together a swag of cliches to say 
nothing more than that Orlan confounds the 
institutions of art and medicine and evades 
the strictures of identity by using her body 
as a canvas. The bodgie 'live' link up to 
Orlan in Paris-which consisted not of video 
or even net conferencing but simply a trunk 
call-was only outdone by Dr Armstrong 's 

, tortuous French which frustrated the 
audience's attempts to elicit nuanced 
answers from "the world 's first practitioner 
of carnal art". 

Stelarc's contribution was far more 
substantial. Dismissive of the "outmoded 

presenting options calculated most likely to 
be needed next by the individual. 
(Unfortunately a classic faux pas, with the 
status of an aphorism, undercut her 
presentation: "I was shocked when I 
discovered many of my students barely 
knew that the Second World War took 
place. I mean I know that it wasn't very 
influential in Australia but it turned out the 
Second World War really changed the world 
a lot.") 

A contrast was the artisanal production 
approach of Chris Hales, whose interactive 
touch-screen installation was shown for a 
short time at Artspace. Using Hi8 video and 
working from his London home when not 
teaching , whimsical portraits of friends and 
children are woven together on the 
computer into an example of 'interactive 
cinema', a 'genre' which seems to owe a lot 
to a history of cinema. Hales avoids the 
'classic narrative' interactive approach 
adopted by Graham Weinbren, who spoke 
at the 1995 conference in Melbourne, 
revisiting instead the cinema of pathos and 
slapstick comedy . 

Another contrast was the Stevie Wonder 
of interactive game design, Osamu Sato, 
head of one of Tokyo 's' " leading multimedia 
firms", who inscrutably demonstrated the 
intricacies of "the most popular CD-ROM 
adventure title in Japan, Eastern Mind ·· 
Sato's presentation highlighted the gap 
between eastern and western traditions of 
visual coding and meaning construction. 

Jonathon Delacour created the links 
that he has achieved in previous AFC 

metaphysica l yearnings" of some net surfers 
for a "mind to mind communion" , and 
disowning the notorious World Ari interview 
in which he asserted the obsolescence of 
the body ("this does not imply a body 
loathing, nor the desire for a utopian body 
that achieves immortality"), Stelarc went on 
to outline his latest project: the generation 
of a "fractal flesh" by performing the body 
sticred and startled by the remote whispers 
of other bodies-displaced presences on the 
net-prompting the body lo perform actions 
without previous memory or desire. This 
loop of stimulus and response becomes for 
Stelarc a metaphor for awareness, which in 
the artist's schema is due to gross and 
small muscle movements. 

The symposium also invited a number of 
emerging local new media artists lo discuss 
their work, among them Patricia Piccinini 
and James Verdon whose latest digital art 
was concurrently exhibited at The 
Performance Space and Ivan Dougherty 
Gallery respectively . Also on show at the 
latter was British artist Graham Harwood's 
Rehearsal of Memory , a poignant CD-ROM 
record of the personal scars and histories of 
inmates from a high security mental 
hospital. There is a raw energy about 
Graham Harwood and his community 
oriented projects which is exhilarating , 
particularly in a cultural climate still hostile 
to artwork which wears its politica l heart on 
its sleeve. Harwood admits that he's never 
been interested in technology so much as 
where technology acts on people. Like 
Dery. Harwood drags the cyberdebale back 
to where it counts, to the realm of the 
social, contextualising his work by 
reminding us that "while one third of the 
national income of the UK is generated by 
cultu re, there is no cultural voice for people 
below a certain level of income" . 

Considering its lack of heavyweight 
institutional support-no credi ts lo the 
Australia Council , nor for that matter the 
AFC which ran a rather more lavish event 
across town at the same time-D igital 
Aesthetics -One did well to attract some 
leading new media players . Certainly 
CAT's attempt to pull together artists , 
designers and theorists was laudable , even 
if a more compact program might have 
separated the chaff from the wheal. 
However, coming away from the 
symposium only underlines the still urgent 
need for cogent theoretical approaches to 
the new media . 

conferences between diffe rent cultural 
traditions . The negotiation of roles and role 
play in on-l ine game environments , he 
suggested, rehearses personality 
development and the centring of the self. 
Richly illustrated with 'habitats ' populated 
by •avatars ' and other identities , the history 
of this development went back to the 
Lucasfilm Habitat established as far back 
as 1985. 

The tension between on-line and off-line 
delivery and development was present 
behind most of the papers and panels, in 
this, the Year of Wwwebness. Also , as John 
Colette succinctly put it , this tension reflects 
the distinction "between whether we are 
seeking information or experience". 

A Sydney team developing an interactive 
soap opera 'transformational game', 
Strange Fruit, revealed the collaborative 
workshop approach taken to an ambitious 
project. The 'big-picture/ little -picture ' 
relationship and the defining of roles for 
team members, including the relationship of 
the writer and performers to the whole, gave 
an insight into the brave comp lexities of 
exporting established narrative traditions 
into digital environments . This was in 
contrast to a high point of irony which was 
reached when 'in terface consultant' Fiona 
Ingram gave a flawless presentation of eye
watering bullet points depicting a 
multimedia -by-numbers approach to the 
production process, and then used as her 
example the CD-ROM of the Doors of 
Perception I conference Amsterdam, 1994 
(part of the Burning the Interface exhibition, 
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At the time and space of interface 
forgetting. There's some nice play with 
silhouettes which reminds you there was a 
time pre-cinema (engagingly on show in the 
Phantasmagoriaexhibition in the next 
room) .You work your way in, feel where you 
connect if you do at all. With the pressures 
of time , an audience watching you fumble 
your way in, it's easy to get impatient with 
The Swear Club and tfiat's not the fault of 
the artist. 

Virginia Baxter and Keith Gallasch do the interactive at Burning the Interface, Cybercultures and No Exit 

Are galleries quite the right places for 
exhibitions like Burning the Interface, 
Cybercultures and the Luc Courchesne 
contribution to No ExiG You have to ask. At 
the MCA's Burning the Interface at 11.30 on 
Saturday morning the room is already full of 
people quietly tapping away. What's the 
alternative? The private booth? 
Appointments at your local gallery? 
Certainly some kind of ticket that allows a 
couple of visits seems to be indicated. It's 
depressing to think the only solution is back 
home in front of your own computer 
because there are some pleasures in being 
with other people in a sea of CD ROMs
though not many. This artform would seem 
on the one hand to be the least social but, 
let's face it, the more adventurous works 
will always need public space. The answer 
is some as yet unimagined place. 

As with any art you can scan images 
but here it's not just seeing that's at stake 
but more the time of cinema, the textuality 
of books, the pleasures of sound and most 
importantly time to choose from a range of 
options . You're likely to spend much 
longer with an engaging CD-ROM than a 
painting or a sculpture because it requires 
you to. And watching over other people's 
shoulders is no fun for them or for you. 
With some, non-interactive works, like 
Peter de Lorenzo's Reflections, Abstractions 
and Memory Structures all you do is watch 
as frames become flames, images unfold 
and fragment, transform through twelve 
minutes that slowly focus and transform 
and sometimes look like 'pixelist' 
paintings. 

A room full of CD-ROMs and similar 
offerings is like being at a party where every 
person in the room is talking about 
something different and everyone is inviting 
you over to talk. So you move from 
machine to machine and you know the 
room is bound to contain a few bores who 
will never let you go. A couple of women 
are having trouble exiting from the jaws of 
the very insistent and confronting seedy
ROM Necro Enema Amalgamated in the 
comer. They're trapped until we start to 
hover and they make their escape. 

MCA, Sydney). While stuffed with elegant 
visual approaches to a static documentary 
(by "cutting a lot of buttons"), it certainly 
had nothing to do with the production 
process described. 

Tim Gruchy delightfully demonstrated 
Synthing, the "wetness of interactive 
experience", as the outcome of distinctive 
teamwork flowing from the traditions of the 
plastic and musical arts. Using modest and 
dated Amiga technology , the path to 
"unencumbered interfaces" gave a glimpse 
of a cultural tool which may become as 
ubiquitous as the sound synthesiser. 

Other inspired individuals like Jon 
McCormack, Michael Buckley and Graham 
Harwood seemed much less concerned with 
the value that can flow from the integrated 
interactive production team. Can the 
imagination that such artists deliver ever be 
attracted to work with others in such a way? 

The benefits of such collaborations are 
two-way according to programmer Gideon 
May: "It helps me a lot for writing good 
code because there are many times when 
you have to come back to correct or 
amend. And well structured, well laid-out, 
readable code makes this process easier 
and more rapid". Also visual artists have 
often objected, for instance, to the clean, 
well-rendered surfaces beloved of games 
makers. "It takes a lot of computing power 
to make something dirty ," said May. But 
clearly such interaction has meant that code 
is now being written, for a variety of 
purposes. which will begin to remove some 
of•that surface gloss and glittk 1 
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a small movie with the sound of the object 
performing its function . That's it. But what a 
pleasure as the everyday object and its 
sound and movement become epiphany 

Bill Seaman offers a similar intense 
proximity to the object, though he also 
takes in roads, buildings and landscapes 
(even then miniaturising them) . In his The 
Exquisite Mechanism of Shivers, 

Cybercultures at The Performance 
Space Gallery , is like walking into a 
Japanese pop playground . At first sight , 
it's all primary colours-Troy Innocent 's 
Jawpan and Techno Digesto Fetishism , 

With Luc Courchesne's Portrait One you 
feel you'd like to be alone. A young 
woman speaks intimately and offers you a 
set of responses and questions with which 
to address her. Courchesne's other work 
Hall of Shadows for the No Exit exhibition 
at the Art Gallery of New South Wales, is 
like being in a room full of holograms and 
you know, because you heard it on the 
grapevine, that if you push the right 
buttons, you can get these laser-disc -video 
images to actually speak to one another. 
Just like the host at a real party . 
Somehow, these naturalistic/theatrical 
works are the most confronting because 
they are the least like paintings and the 
most like engaging with real people. And 
you need to be alone or nearly alone with 
them. A crowded gallery room reduces 
Hall of Shadows to four duets. 

Seaman hands over the controls 
to a Chomskyan generator of 
sentences and a string of objects 
in shifting juxtaposition , which 
you in tum can play with. 
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The word is firmly and 
playfully with us again in Felix 
Hude's Haiku Dada. You conjure 
up a classical haiku in delicate 
woodblock print settings by 
capturing, with a move and 
click , a dragonfly , a falling leaf, 
or a passerby. Or you can call 
up the personal files of the 
cartoon host, lchi Ni San, a 
sumo wrestler ("Rank: Behind 
the Curtain"), his female friend 
("Degree in Education; Degree 
in French Literature; Wish: White 
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In another intimate work at the MCA's 
Burning the Interface, Nino Rodriguez' Boy, 
a woman offers you fragments of memories 
of her childhood "as a boy", "as a tomboy", 
when "my mother was always throwing 
picture frames at people". As she speaks, 
her words unfold on the screen and you can 
click on an earlier word and phrase and 
she'll repeat that passage. You don't get 
into an exchange as you can in the Luc 
Courchesne, but by using the mouse you 

Eric Lanz. Manusk rlpt (Switzerland/Germany, 1994 ) 

wedding, Sydney Opera House") and his 
dog ("Variety: Cute") , or visit them floating 
around in a spaceship and shooting out 

haiku doggerel. from a bag of 
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lines, you can make your own 
haiku. Animation and reading 
pleasures abound with a choice of 
interactive experiences. '.~1if C Sw, ""' '"~"""' m,m , n "I'..f i:f.i: 
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Information is everywhere if you 
choose to read it. As well as lots of 
background from the artists on 
how and why the work was 
created, Bill Barminski 's De-Lux 'o 
gives you a mock training course 
in advertising. You move through 
the nostalgia of 40s and 50s 
products ("SubVert, the fish 
flavoured cereal") packaged with 
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Nino Rodriguez, Boy (United States . 1994) 

can get her to repeat and re-order what she 
has said. You, in tum , play with what she 
says, creating an even quirkier poetry of the 
everyday. There's no animation, no collage, 
you simply choose to watch and listen to 
someone speak. You can even make her 
disappear and just read or listen to what 
she's got to say. All she requires is that you 
be with her for a time . 

There's quite a lot of reading on offer on 
these CD-ROMs, though the kinds of 
reading experiences vary . Something like 
Jean-Louis Boissier's exquisite Flora 
Petrinsularas needs an hour. It's like 
reading a precious book in which words 
become flesh . The text comprises sixteen 
quotations from Jean-Jacques Rousseau's 
The Confessions. You move from sexual 
encounters between I 8th Century 
characters in Quick Time movies- breasts, 
faces, delicate clothing in surprisingly fine 
images-to a catalogue of plants in nature 
to close up specimens of the same that 
press against the screen. The urge to touch 
is irresistible . Who said we were 
mousebound? This one requires patience 
and a delicate hand. If you push too hard, 
you'll just find yourself back with the 
relentless lapping of water over pebbles 
that lies behind every image and you'll 
miss the eroticism of the work . Again , the 
human figures exert a personal 
directness-gazing into your eyes, flushed 
with near orgasm in a QuickTime loop of 
heavy breathing . Only when you think you 
encounter perhaps too obvious a 
connection between woman and nature do 
you feel the pull to another machine. 

You can read Erik Lanz' delicate 
Manuskript like a visual encyclopaedia . It's 
a collection of small images of hand tools 
that first look like rows of words until you 
move in ,clQ er ~i<:l<ing on j!ach tqo! tq.9et 
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surreal images, like the advertiser's 
dream-a face with two mouths 
("That guy with the two mouths, 

he would drink a lot of beer"). Brad Miller's 
Digital Rhizome wittily extrapolates complex 
theory with multiple Quick Time movies 
(which you can stop-start-card shuffling, 
riots, curious helixes) but you can still have 
a great time without dipping into the 
Deleuze and Guattari passages (though the 
challenge is to do both) . 

Playfulness is everywhere at the MCA. 
Anti -Rom is a brisk fun parlour you are 
seduced to enter. A map of the heavens is 
home to stars like Jacqueline Onassis and 
Myra Hindley, the Moors murderer. Here 
you can get a little girl to pull a face and 
say something rude at one click and then 
something poetic like "Time sleeps in 
thunder". 

like the Dutch Mediamatic contributions, 
these works are quick, rude grabs that 
subvert expectations and stretch the limits 
of mouse abuse. 

Also for the speedy, the afore
mentioned Necro Enema from New York is 
a fast and insistent prayer for sexual 
liberation through interactivity : "I love you 
interactivity, my one and only proclivity ." 
The crude rhyming argument runs that if 
interactivity lives up to its promise then the 
speaker will give up molesting children and 
other deviant practices . Ironica lly , though, 
the work itself is not interactive . Once 
you're in you 're in. 

One of the demands of an exhibition like 
Burning the Interface is that as you move 
from ROM to ROM you have to learn a fresh 
set of usually simple rules, not hard but 
requiring some patience. quite a bit of 
laterality and, again, time. Michael 
Buckley 's The Swear Club yells, "The way 
inside a house is usually through the door!" 
until you click on the door. Once inside, 
you are in the company of cursing children, 
old pe9ple ,talkjn9_ about ~alµl'\Q and 
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created with Elena Poppa, use dense, rich 
colours and Potato Man graphics. Martine 
Corompt 's Sorry (part of a larger CD-ROM 
project called The Cute Machine) offers a 
fight to the death with four cute cartoon 
characters on a giant children's toy . You 
don't click, you hit and stomp. Patricia 
Piccinini's Your Sperm Our Egg Our 
Expertise invites you to cost the mutation 
of your own computer-animated baby and 
then to take in her fleshy mutant innard 
images on the wall . In the comer 
Josephine Starr and Leon Cmielewski 's 
User Unfriendly Interface pulls the rug on 
your sensibilities, a very clever relative of 
some of the speedier CD-ROMs at MCA. 
Cybercultures is a curious mix of the 
straight interactive experience, the old 
gallery pleasure of looking at things on 
walls , and a bit of real physical 
engagement. It points towards a multi 
experience 'gallery ' of the future, a rich 
playground of dark themes and critical 
ideas behind a techno -pop exterior. 

The MCA's Burning the Interface, on the 
other hand, although of the sit -down-and
interact variety, poses even more 
significant questions about interactivity 
and the future of the gallery experience. 
Revelations from the CD-ROM experience 
include the power of the word on the 
screen, the variety of reading experiences, 
emerging new forms of the book , a more 
alarming and seductive intimacy than that 
offered by the movies, simple interactivity 
that can be profoundly pleasing, the sheer 
inventiveness of the artists. Despite 
impatience in many quarters , the mouse 
and the CD-ROM (or whatever replaces it) 
still offer a wealth of experience fast and 
funny or reflective and deep(in the layering 
of choice) . Interactivity in the form of CD
ROM may only be an interregnum between 
cinema and something else, but Burning 
the Interface suggests a rich experimental 
domain drawing together image, film , video, 
sound, the word and the book with new 
ways of reading, scanning and choosing. 
How best we should enjoy these new 
pleasures and how galleries will 
accommodate us as audience and 
participators is right on the agenda. 

Burning the Interface, cura ted by Mike 
Leggett and Linda Michael , Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Sydn ey, March 27-July 
/4; Cybercultures, curated by David 
Cran wick and Kathy Cleland for Street 
Level, The Performance Space Gallery, 
Sydney, March 21-April 13; Luc 
Courchesne, Hall of Shadows, part of No 
Exit, curated by Victoria Lynn, Art Gallery 
of NSW, May 22-June 30 
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Beyond lntencity· 
Keith Gallasch talks to the seventh gatekeeper Hunter Cordaiy, director of Film West 

HC I've been directing Film West for two 
and half years since initiating it. There was 
a community need for some intervention in 
film in western Sydney where life is built 
around multiplexes and shopping centres 
and local independent cinemas are dying . 
The product coming into the multiplexes is 
pure product and there are over a million 
people and funnily enough not all of them 
want to see Robocop or Dropzone. 

KG How did you become alert to this
you weren't silting in inner Sydney 
thinking 'poor old westies' , were you? 

HC I've been teaching at the University of 
Western Sydney since 1987 working within 
the faculty as a film teacher and script 
teacher , and the Dean , Professor Des 
Crawley, is very attuned to these things . He 
gave me the opportunity with faculty 
funding to create an organisation which 
would give to the people of western Sydney, 
at least in some small degree , what 
everyone in the centre of the city takes for 
granted . That was a challenge and one that 
comes rarely in one's life. So I said yes. 

KG Haue you grown with the festiual? 

HC I've developed a broader vision of what 
is possible in a film festival. Already by the 
second year I think I was quite frustrated with 
the notion that this was a film festival and we 
could only show films, and we could only get 
art-house from Europe and maybe one or 
two token films from Japan or India . I've 
looked at possibilities in cultural terms and I 
think as an organisation we can do 
community screenings, which we do 
fortnightly, and we can present screen works 
in gallery spaces. But we're also about to 
launch a TV program on cable across 
western Sydney. Even though we started as 
a film organisation we have all these other 
things to do. I think the classical model
what I might call the Jurassic model-of a 
film festival has to go. No-one wants to hear 

that , of course. The image is developing and 
I think we should develop with it. The 
important thing about Film West is we're 
small enough and we 're bold enough . 

KG How small? 

HC Very small . There's me and some staff 
and a lot of volunteers-mainly exploited 
students . 

KG Who are happy lo get to see the films , I 
suppose? 

HC Absolutely . And they get to work on the 
development of projects. We rely on a 
narrow funding base. There is no tradition of 
cultural sponsorship in Western Sydney . 
Businesses are very generous to the Spastic 
Centre, the spina bifida kids' pony club, very 
generous , but that hasn 't translated across to 
cultural disadvantage , and western Sydney is 
still looking at the basic stuff that needs to be 
done . There is a complete class structure 
here. There are some extremely wealthy 
people and out of a million people you 're 
going to get an enormous middle class who 
are interested in food, who want to go to 
bookshops, go to the movies-upmarket as 
well as populist. It's wrong to assume that 
from Hurstville out there is only one sort of 
people. When we launched Film West in 
1994, a major national radio station invited 
me in for an interview and they decided the 
topic would be "Film and Class"! 

KG What is the biggest problem you {ace, 
sponsorship aside? 

HC Access to films. Every fortnight we 
show films in western Sydney that, w ithout 
us, would never be shown. These range 
from Underground and Bumi by the Sun 
right across to Mighty Aphrodite. I don 't 
know if many people know this but you 
can't see Woody Allen in Western Sydney. 
Woody Allen is deemed too difficult, too 
Jewish , too radical, whatever , for Western 

Trust me, taste this 
A first -glimpse of the 1996 Brisbane International Film Festival 

Anne Demy Geroe has been with the BIFF as 
a prime mouer and director for most of the 
years since its 1991 inception. The fesliual 
also runs a New Film Makers Award in 
February-March and is the Brisbane co
ordinator of the Nalional Cinematheque. 
Demy Geroe's biggest task. she says, Is to 
expand audience taste for film in Brisbane. 

ADG The way we're trying to expand our 
audience is with a thematic program rather than 
the more expansive models of the Sydney and 
Melbourne festivals. We don't have a big 
audience. We're still building one and that will 
take some time. They don't trust us yet. But 
that's starting to change. Distributors now tell us 
that they release a whole lot more product in 
Brisbane than they used to before the festivals. 

KG For the specialist you haue quite a range 
from the esoteric to the popular-from Gennan 
silents to Stanley Kubrick to Hong Kong action. 

ADG I'm keen on silent film myself. I wanted to 
close the Centenary of Cinema celebrations with 
something interesting. These German silents are 
coming to us through the Goethe lnstitut. 
Surprisingly they also happen to share a 
thematic consistency in foregrounding women's 
experiences. They 're all pre- 1920, a lot of them 
I 9 I 2 and I 9 I 3 films that I doubt many people 
would have seen. They're 35mm and they need 
to be projected at 18 frames per second which 
for Brisbane is a tricky exercise. We're lucky we 
have Ron West who runs a Silent Cinema. He's 
preparing organ scores to play live with the 
German silents. We've also got some pre-1915 
Queensland footage in Liulng Queen land. a 
documentary made by local film-maker Pat 

Laughren with Chris Long, a ~e lboume-based 
researcher world-renowned in this area. 
Queensland has arguably the oldest 
Government film unit so there's really 
interesting footage they've unearthed from that. 

KG What about the Asia-Pacific component of 
the festiual? 

ADG Tony Rayns, the Sight and Sound writer 
from London is our curator for the East Asian 
section. He comes out to the Festival most 
years, though not this year. I can't say yet what 
the films will be but his selection always keeps 
me on the edge of my seat. It's also been a 
really interesting year for Australian films, by 
comparison with last year. We'll be screening 
What I Haue Written and Shine. I would hope 
we'll be doing Loue Serenade, Life, The Quiel 
Room and Tom Zubrick i's new documentary 
which was shown at the Documentary Festival 
last year as a work -in-progress. 

KG What compelled you to do the Kubrick 
retrospecliue? 

ADG I saw Dr Strangeloue again. It's a film I 
really like and hadn't seen for years and Kubrick 
is a film-maker whose output is so interesting 
and so diverse-he can move from Barry 
Lyndon to visions of the future and back again. 

KG Are you screening Barry Lyndon? 

ADG That 's going in our cinematheque 
program which opens about three weeks 
before the festival. What I'm thinking of 
screening are the three war films, Paths of 
Glory (I'm trying to organise a new print ol 

Sydney. We did a survey around January . 
There were 39 feature films screening in the 
CBD . There were 19 in Western Sydney and 
of those 18 were American . Now , that's a 
very clear statistic. Somehow , everything 
other than American cinema drops off the 
truck at Hurstville ; ironically, that also 
includes better American product. So our 
community screenings are being doubled 
and we're going fortnightly , and hopefully 
we'll go weekly . We also show an Australian 
short with each feature. 

KG For your community screenings, 
what's the attendance like? 

HC It ranges from 40 to 100 on Sunday 
afternoons depending on the film, whether it's 
been advertised well or not in its initial season 
in Sydney . One of the other problems is that 
we can't get the films concurrently with the 
city. Four months after it's finished in Sydney 
and Melbourne then the "provinces" can get 
it. There are about six gatekeepers and they 
decide which films will go to Western Sydney 
and which won't. On what assumptions they 
base these decisions I have no idea. If 20 of 
the 39 films don 't get here, there must be 
some pretty clear assumptions to start with . 
And it's not just the main distributors. We 
can't get arthouse product either, can't get a 
recent release for a Sunday afternoon and get 
it back to the Dendy or the Verona. They 
won't do it. 

KG So it 's not just a problem of cre.ating a 
uenue, it 's actually getting the produ ct? 

HC Yeah , but we ' re doing it and we 're 
risking the money . We have to pay fees for 
the cinema and film hire and I go to every 
screening . I introduce the film, welcome the 
audience and I'm there at the end and thank 
them for coming . The only thing I don't do 
is sell them a choc-top. 

KG What if you 're le.aching film in the 
west? What do you do? 

HC Tell me about it. Everything that's 
available at the local Civic Video. It's about 
disenfranchisement. The cultural power 
elites in the centre of the city, who do a lot 
of interesting work , forget that beyond 

that), Dr. Strangeloue and Full Metal Jacket. 
War is a major theme of his work but I'm 
actually working through the condit ion of the 
prints at the moment . On the other hand, I'd 
love to show Lolita. 

KG As a bonus for Kubrick fans, you'ue also 
lnuited film writer and historian John Baxter 
from Paris lo talk about Kubrick . 

ADG While he's here his Spielberg book will 
come out but he'll certainly have completed 
the Kubrick book so he'll be able to address 
whichever films we end•up screening and will 
have a lot of significant Kubrtck stories to tell . 

KG Who are you hoping to draw for, the 
Hong Kong action films? 

ADG People who haven't seen that kind of film 
before. Brisbane doesn't have Chinatown 
cinemas like Sydney and Melbourne so I think 
it's really important for us to broaden the 
audience for those films . I know that Jackie 
Chan's got an audience out there because 
every time I go to the video shop to get one of 
his films , they 're all out. I had this idea last 
year and it seemed really left of field, so his 
sudden leap to fame has put me out! I think 
they 're films a lot of people wouldn 't normally 
contemplate seeing but should see. 

KG What about your World Cinema program? 

ADG It's the little films I really like . Th is year 
we've got Lum/ere & Compagnle which 
features about forty international directors 
including Claude Miller, John Boorman, 
Japanese directors and many others shooting 
a one reeler on a Lumiere camera and talking 
about the experience. I've got a really 
wonderful Czech fairy tale feature called The 
Man Who Read .Mu le From Plates. 

Hurstville there are a million people and 
they're bilingual, often multilingual. 

KG Just pastlntenclty? 

HC Beyond lntencity. 

KG Your 1996 fesliua/ is an electronic 
euent, not a film festival . What kind of an 
audience do you anticipate for the fesliual? 

HC We're hoping for a predominantly 
young, technologically literate audience 
plus the technologically curious who are 
prepared to cross-over, if I can use that 
term, from the art house and progressive 
ideas into technology . We don't know if it'll 
work because it's never been done . We're 
commissioning Australian CD-ROM artists 
to create new works . That's one layer . 
Secondly , we're going to have a live see
you-see -me link, and on the third level will 
be international web sites which we're 
selecting. We have some sponsorship. And 
the connections are facilitated through the 
university 's computers. We' ll use their 
servers and their microwave links between 
Liverpool and Campbelltown. It's a 
sophisticated network we ' re creating here 
which we're joining up for the first time. But 
basically the facilities are already there and 
what we' re doing is re-wiring existing 
circuits. And it's free , whereas with film 
festivals you have to charge for tickets . 
I think there is a problem in terms of the 
traditional film festival market and I think 
that market is a cultural construction and I 
think that construction is changing and 
festivals will have to acknowledge all the 
demographic changes that have taken place 
in forty-three years-even in ten years-in 
terms of who's living in the city and who 's 
not and the income and cultural changes 
that are taking place. You don't have the 
same audience every year or every five 
years on a cycle, and film festivals in my 
experience don't know how to respond to 
that. In western Sydney we're inventing 
things . We have no tradition. 

1996 Film West Festival, Kahanamoku f, 

Beyond , Casu/a Powerhouse and 
Campbel/t own City Art Gallery, Jul y 12-26. 
Enquiries ph/fax 02-774.2043 

KG When you say "little", you mean in 
respect of budget or profile? 

ADG Both. They're the films I always think are 
special. We've got two Iranian films this year 
which already have releases. The White Balloon 
will be screened shortly by Dendy and Gaby is 
already released. They're both what I'd call 
small films. A couple of years ago you'd only 
ever see an Iranian film in a festival. 

KG The Chauuel Award-who won that last 
year? 

ADO Gillian Armstrong. 

KG These awards are important? 

ADG The year we gave the award to Paul Cox 
he said that this was the first real recognition 
he'd received in Australia . We get a huge 
audience for the presentation . It 's a trophy and 
the Lord Mayor presents it. When David 
Stratton does the onstage interview, we like to 
show clips from as many films as we can get 
and it highlights every year titles that are 
unavailable in this country . Last year , we 
couldn 't get My Brilliant Career. and the year 
before we had to import a copy of The Chant 
of Jimmy Blacksmith from London. There is 
now a print in the country. 

KG Is there a competition component to the 
festiual? 

ADG An audience uruey. No prize. Ten best 
features, ten best shorts. We'ue had idea for a 
competition but I want it to be someUiing that 
work for new, preferably young film -makers 
in the A la-Pacific area. We'll~-

Brisbane International film Festival, 
Augu t I -I I. Enquiries. 07 3220 0333, 
e-mail , bri (ilm@mpx.com.au 
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Oz Shorts-Two Timing Shorts 
distrib uted by AFI 
Chauvel Cinema Paddington , Sydney 
April 24 and 28 

Oz Shorts. The phrase might conjure for 
you a particularly unflattering genre of low 
couture worn by Australians on the weekend 
and in the warmer months. It is also the title of 
the latest batch of short films distributed by the 
AFI. The problem with the former is that it all 
too often reveals too much , and becomes 
unflattering to its subject. The problem with 
the latter is that it often reveals too little which 
can be equally unflattering . The art of a good 
short , whether it be apparel or a picture , is not 
to keep the viewer in the dark but to let them 
see just enough to keep them guessing. 

In Audaciou , Stella (Dee Smart) tries to 
jump on the information highway car named 
desire and take her 'big lug' of a husband Tom 
(John Polson) along for the ride. At work she 
logs into a fantasy site for married couples and 
tries to download the excitement into her own 
bedroom. The hapless Tom is tied to a pylon, 
covered in feathers and assaulted with a strap
on, er, prosthesis . This is one of the longer 
shorts in the program at around 30 minutes . 
There is a slow crescendo that leaves the 
characters as well as the audience satisfied . 

Quickies can also be fun, as Roland Gallois' 
Vis for Virtue reveals. This series of short sharp 
shots is based on the seven (yes there are that 
many) virtues. Each segment could be an 
advertisement, if ads were ever that clever. I will 
not spoil the punch lines by giving any more 
away but these sassy little vignettes make you 
wish there were more virtues in the world. 

Andrew Sullivan and Moira Moss's Code 
Blue is beautifully realised and cleverly plays 
with audience expectations with an 0 . Henry 
style twist. Its not just the cinematography that 
is beautiful, everything in this film is beautiful. 
There is a beautiful nuclear family (man with 
gorgeous wife and child) and it is set in lovely 
North Sydney . Everything in the film is blue, 
which is also lovely because it's about a car 
accident and frankly I think we are all a little 
bit tired of seeing red splashed about film sets 
with gay abandon. Blue is calmer, more 
reserved, and less confronting, something 
purveyors of feminine hygiene products have 
long been aware of. So even though this piece 
threatens to be about horrible things like death 
and the destruction of the family, we are 
reassured that it won't be too harrowing. Blue 
is also a good colour for shorts . 

Black is the colour of this next film's heart. 
Dancing Foot and Praying Knee is a bizarre 
and disconcerting journey into teenage angst 
and escapism. A girl, simply called Girl, is 
alienated by her father-a preaching chemist
and her mogadon mum. She seeks solace with 
her new friends , Sal, a worn out country 
singer. her deranged boyfriend, and Lucy, a 
cross dressing ex-convict. From revivalism to 
hooligan hi-jinks , the impassive Girl is drawn 
into an equally disturbed world where each of 
the characters inhabits their own private hell. 
While her new friends try to reach out to her 
they are as dysfunctional as a praying knee. 
The meaning? Elusive as one hand clapping . 

Neither self-conscious nor twee, Robert 
Conolly's Mr lkegami's Flight takes us up 
where short films belong. A Japanese 
businessman comes to Australia for work while 
his pregnant wife is at home. He experiences a 
peculiarly modem form of displaceme nt, 
remote but also attac hed by the invisib le 
umbilical of modern communicatio ns systems 
and mobile phones. He seeks comfort in the 
tangib le, crafting a note to his unborn child in 
fine hiragana and, in a quixotic gesture, 
sending it v ia a homing origami crane. A 
delicately fashioned film that leaves you 
feeling as if someone has drawn cool silk 
across your face to wake you from an 
afternoon nap. 

There is no unifying thread holding this 
program of shorts together . Although most of 
them are.AFTRS productions (Praying Knee 
is from Film Victoria) they offer a diverse 
sample or new Australian filmic talent. For 
this , it seems, has become the realm of the 
short film . The short film is an audition where 
the aspiring dir ector. with spit -polished shoes, 
tap dances their littl e heart out for the unseen 
but envisaged. bleary-eyed producers . They 
mig ht not be famo us yet but th is is where 
ome of the most innovativ e Aust ralian 

cinema is found. Befor th y get the gig they 
will t ry out their fanc iest footwork to impr ess. 
Afterwards perhaps, it's str ictly ballroom . 

A1111cmc11 ic Lopez 
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Writing in the dark 
Vi rginia Baxter at WIFT's Women on Women 
Film Fest ival , Sydney 

In 1982 a group of women in NSW 
committed to improving the position and 
representation of women in the film and 
television industries established Women in 
Film and TV (WIFT) . Now there's WIFT 
Australia and independent state-based WIFTs 
which maintain the extensive network , run 
workshops and seminars, directories, a mentor 
scheme and once a year , a festival. During this 
year 's WOW Festival a petition was circulating 
to save WIFT's national funding because of 
threatened cuts to the federal budget of the 
Office of the Status of Women. 

I didn't get to the opening night screening 
of Josiane Balasko's French Twist but the 
word next day was good . I started with The 
Shell Encrusted Toilet Seat (Leonie Dickinson) 
a 27 minute film in the quirky socio-doco 
genre on the subject of ' lawn saling', the Alice 
Springs equivalent of the garage sale. The 
film -maker picks up some interesting subjects 
whq. are philosophical about transience in a 
place like Alice where the yanks arrive 
regularly on the Starlifter for contracts at Pine 
Gap carrying with them exotic air-fresheners 
and Elvis collections, and where you cope with 
the grief of losing people by meticulously 
foraging through what they leave behind . 

More fascinating insights for me in 
Shinjuku Boys (Kim Longinotto and Jano 
Williams, UK) focussing on a group of 
onnabe (women who identify and dress as 
men) who entertain female customers at New 
Marilyn, one of a number of such night.clubs 
in Tokyo 's Shinjuku district. One identifies 
herself as a "tough talker", another 's "a 
good-time boy", another is "the cuddly type " 
and they make some forthright revelations 
on their highly complex sexual lives : two are 
in longstanding relationships, one with a 
male-transsexual, another with a woman. 
The third plays the field among customers 
who she knows will ultimately reject her for 
conventional marriages . Sex in one case is 
confined to petting and in another , the 
onnabe remains clothed so the deception is 
convincing for both partners. For another in 
a stable relationship , the decision to remove 
her clothes during lovemaking was "like 
jumping off a clifr . Easily the most 
interesting film of the weekend on gender 
and sexuality. 

The major component of the festival, two 
days of short films t, videos sponsored by the 
AFI began with Swallowing (Sofya Gollan) a 
five minute film about a little girl who doesn 't 
like swallowing pills, a nice change these 
days, with some surreal touches and good 
camera work by Mark Lapwood . In Acquiring 
a Taste for Raf(aelle (Sandy Lepore) an 
adolescent girl is convinced by her aunty that 
she can win the heart of her true love by 
giving him biscuits that contain ~ ree drops of 
her menstrual blood. The director is a third 
year AFTVRS student and Raf(ael/e is a 
confident film that dips a bit deeper into the 
menstruation taboo (a little audience gasp as 
the drops of blood hit the batter). 
Disappointingly, she pulls back in the final 
frame but Sandy Lepore deserves her award 
for the Best Short of the weekend. In her 
animation Smalt Treasures, Sarah Watt uses 
14 minutes to say a lot about the pleasures 
and anxiet ies of childbirth, even opening the 
door on the things that go wrong. 

Mind/au{ (Luci Dayhew) is, surprisingly, 
the on ly film of the weekend that plays with 
real t ime. A student at Sydney 's University 
of Technology, the film -maker has shot ten 
minutes of video in which a woman walks 
from left to right through ten minutes of 
early morning light, the camera moving 
backwards and finally for wards as she 
moves out of frame . The viewer is offered a 
real sense of the camera, the film . the light. 
The techno -track which includes samples 
from The Family and Crang contrasts with 
the minimal emotion in the face of the 
woman as she "journeys through streets and 
mind ". Thi s one stayed with me. Wher eas I 
found Code Blue (Moira Moss ) a slick but 
somewhat manipulative film in which the 
rhythm s of a ci ty (i nvent ively score d by 
Matt hew Fargher) are interrupted and the 
audience only mo men ar ily challenged to 
co nsider the real possibi l ity or accident. This 
was one of a number of films over the 
weekend made with the support of 
organisations such as the RTA and TAC 
l~surance : another was c.i,, : I Rebecca the 

first of two short documentaries made by 
Annabelle Murphy for the RAW series 
dealing with the most obvious evidence of 
accident, the scars . Real stories of accidents 
are inherently dramatic and these two were 
11oyeuristically chilling . 

Memories and Dreams is like some precious 
object , a lovingly assembled tribute to its 
subject , Czech refugee Johanna Kilma 
Ocenaskova , made over seven years by the 
director Lynn -Maree Milburn and 
cinematographer Andrew de Groot. I look into 
black as images of another 's life burn into my 
own memories , voices whisper and shudder 
with grief , documenta ry merges with 
animation, sometimes the film seems to 
disappear altogether . "Everything I don't want 
to remember happened from now", says 
Johanna as slowly and painstakingly , 
fragments of her life are lovingly called up and 
assembled into a poignant story. Speaking of 
the Prague winter she says, "I don 't want to 
see it, I want to remember it ". Acclaimed at 
festivals around the world , this film hasn't yet 
had a general release in Australia. The 
screening is sponsored by AFTVRS Training 
Fund for Women . 

Beeban Kidron 's Great Moments in Auialion 
will probably have no trouble getting a release, 
but unlike Memories and Dreams it was a low 
point in the festival for me. Jeanette Winterson 
has used all her skills to come up with bad 
Agatha Christie. Despite the lush colour 
treatment, the star cast (John Hurt, Vanessa 
Redgrave, Dorothy Tutin , Jonathan Pryce), the 
I940 's recreations of shipboard life, this film 
had me staring at the noor in embarrassment. 
The team "that brought us Oranges Are Nol the 
Only Fruit" has brought us a lemon this time . 

Acqu,r,ng a Tasre for Raffae/la 
photo : Dom Downing-Hickey 

Longford and Lyell's The Woman Suff ers 
(while the man goes free) would have made a 
nice double with Memories and Dreams . On 
Sunday morning, in a very entertaining 
prologue , Marilyn Dooley from the National 
Film and Sound Archive conveyed all her 
excitement in the act of reconstructing this 
film made by Raymond Longford and Lottie 
Lyell in 1918 . The film had been lost and was 
recovered (minus two reels} in South 
Australia at the time of the Archive 's Great 
Film Search of 1983. "Enjoy the 76 minutes , 
16 seconds and 11 frames of suffering" , says 
Marilyn Dooley and I do. Watching this daring 
melodrama of seduction and betrayal (it was 
still officially banned in NSW until this 
screening), one of only three remaining films 
of the eighteen starring Lottie Lyell, I thought 
of Lynn-Maree Milburn's equally loving 
reconstruction. Parts of the film are tinted and 
as with Memories' black holes, damaged parts 

FROM THE LEADING EDGE ..... 

A series of meetings presenting 
reports from the Conference 

TOW ARDS A SCIENCE 
OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
Held at Tucson, Arizona 

April 1996 

Vid eo talks from some of the 
Conference presenters, 
discussion and documents. 
Presented b Stephen Jones 
at 

PERFORMANCE 
SPACE STUDIO 
August 14-18, 1996 

of this film disappear . In this case, memory is 
reconstructed in the inserted frames , a 
mixture of stills and text taken from the 
original script. Donald Hollier's score was 
composed for the first and only publi c 
showing of the film in 1992. 

Johanna K1lma-Ocenaskova . Memor,es & Dreams 

Darlene Johnson 's T,, • ·ot• Mrrm aid is 
now showing in cinem ;- ver Australia , 
signs of a resurgence in i, )pJ1u t I r the short 
film in cinemas and on tek ~ion a curding to 
Cynthia Mann from the AFI- "even Village 
Roadshow are supporting it" The tale of I950s 
racism has a somewhat implau s ,)le storyline 
(an Aboriginal girl passing for white in a small 
country town} but it 's well made with some 
nice detail in the girl 's obsession with Esther 
Williams and her movie Million Dollar Mermaid 
and some great underwater footage. Guru 
(Salina <Jberoi) begins promisingly with scenes 
from the suburban life of an Indian-Australian 
family preparing for a festival , Bombay masala 
movies blaring from the TV. The arrival of the 
Aussie girlfriend introduces a crisis which the 
film in its 12 minutes can 't quite handle and it 
all dissolves into colour and movement. Trees 
al the Crossing (Georgina Wills} is a popular 
film with the audience. With Two Bob Mermaid , 
it was runner up for the Best Short Film prize 
but I found its environmental message too cute 
for words. Eyeballesque(Tina Havelock
Stevens} is a curious documentary on the 
subject or eyes (most interestingly the glass 
ones} assembled from eye-to-eye closeups 
with voice-over. NegaUue Volume (Yvonne 
Kowler), like Luci Dayhew's Mind/au{on day 
one is alone in this program in its elegant 
experimentation with abstraction. 

In the forum Whal Is Cinematography? 
Martha Ansara introduces cinematographers 
Erika Addiss, Kathryn Milliss, Lorraine Stacey 
and Jan Kenny (one of only two 
cinematographers admitted to the Australian 
Cinematographers Society-Jane Castle is the 
other) . They all talk about the still fragile 
position of women in the film industry , the 
position of the cinematographer within the 
hierarchy and the importance or women 
getting hands on exper ience and importantly , 
declaring themselves as professionals. Lorraine 
Stacey recalls her own reluctance to put 
herself forward for a job she was well and truly 
experienced to handle when her male 
opposition had shot two weddings and a band 
video . There was brief discussion of the impact 
of digital technologies , finishing with a call to 
women cinematographers to move with 
integrity into these new areas. 

Finally, Gillian Armstrong and co-producer 
Jenny Day introduced their new documentary 
Nol Fourteen Again, stage four of a twenty 
year project beginning with Smokes and Lollies 

• continue d pag e 26 
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one of eight short films made with minimal 
funding from the South Australian Film 
Corporation . Though never intended, the project 
continued with /4's Good /B's Better and Bingo 
Bridesmaids and Braces. It's her own and her 
audience 's interest in the three subjects (Josie, 
Diana and Kerry ) that leads Gillian Armstrong 
on. This time, three different sources of 16mm 
have been converted to 35 mm and the lives of 
the three women seem to change accordingly . 
Their grainy adolescence makes way for their 
more fixed 16mm maturity and it's the switches 
in time that provide the fascination-a limited 
view because the film -maker's framework is 
necessarily restricted . After the screening , 
someone in the audience whispered to a friend, 
"I wonder how these women vote?" However , 
given that the relationship between filmmaker 
and subjects must withstand long absences, the 
women are remark ll ty intimate about their 
personal lives Th ?} rf' ~11 in more secure 
relationships nrv • ,, > generations of 
children l<' ; ,roI 1t. o ch expresses 
contentme nt and a :rt ah boredom . This film 
was meant tc, comi, •et the circle but already 
you can see filn -mJker's eye drawn to the 
women's dilem 1a1a and beyond it to the faces of 
their daughters now making up in mirrors . 

This was a generous festival presenting a 
range of work by established and aspiring 
professionals. In a festival otherwise dominated 
by short works , I was curious at the 
programming of two overseas films in the prime 
time slots which meant smaller audiences for 
the screening of the recovered The Woman 
Suffers and Lyn-Maree Milbum's excellent 
Memories and Dreams. The strong emphasis on 
narrative cinema over the weekend was 
disappointing . Films that experimented with 
time, space or non-narrative form were thin on 
the ground. Good to see CD ROM works 
included in the program though their placement 
in the foyer made them difficult to view in detail. 
The overall attendance at the festival and the 
full house for the forum with three professional 
women cinematographers were reminders of the 
im portant work that organisations like WIFT do 
in providing focus for the concerns of women 
working in an industry which is still 
overwhelmingly male dominated . A fitting close 
to the festival was the screening of the Gillian 
Armstrong documentary. Here is a major 
commercial film-maker who can make L/We 
Women in Hollywood and still tum her hand to a 
low budget documentary on the slowly 
unfolding lives of three Australian women. 

Women on Women Film Festival (WOW), May 
17-19, Chauvel Onema, Paddington, Sydney. 
WIFT NSW, 02-332.2408. 

In Spaces Unsuspected 
curated by Cecelia Cmielewski 
for the Media Resource Centre, 1996 
Adelaide Festival; 
selection screened by Sydney lnterrnedia Network 
Art Gallery of NSW, Domain Theatre, May 18 

A theme of ambiguous geopolitical 
boundaries (of recent Europe) and emotive 
force linked these six films selected from the 
Adelaide Festival program . 

Three short films by Gary Lane have a 
certain weight, portraying the desperation of 
people caught in impossible equations. The 
Lake is a particularly dark piece, its implied 
violence lingers for too long . These three films, 

part of the Bosnian War Protest Film Project , 
engage with the anxiety and process of film 
writing European history . 

From Lane's textured black and white to 
Zombietown by Mark Hawker . A full -blown , 
video-Belgrade where 'underground' youth 
culture finds release through radio. Quick 
edits, interviews and 'artifice footage' define 
Zombietown , where it seems Western music , 
not politics, provides a unity these young men 
(and few women} desperately crave . 

So it was a relief to be immersed within the 
transfer colours and textures (S8 to video to 
digital etc} of Kazuhiro Shirao's Industry and 
Sex Doll, an abstract tale of a tortured night drive 
through an industrial area. This is filmmaking 
that risks a play of its constituting form. 

Dominik Barbier 's I Was Hamlet presented 
a docu -biography of theatre director Heiner 
Muller (and his East/West crossings through 
the 50s to the present} . Readings and 
production footage offset sometimes verbose 
anecdotes; nonetheless a confident working of 
the documentary frame. 

In Spaces Unsuspected presented a balance 
between strong filmmaking and thoughtful 
curation, its screening made possible in 
Sydney through the positive efforts of the 
Sydney lntermedia Network. 

Daniel Cole 

Sydney lntermedia Network's website address 
can be reached at: 
http://www.ozemall .com.au- s/nslte 

Circuits open, closed and 
indifferent 
Colin Hood responds to theoretical issues 
raised at New Media Forum 4-Closed 
Circuit at The A rt Gallery Of NSW, May 26 

The differences that count the same-the 
ones that, In themselves do not add up to, or 
make, any difference-are a matter of 
indifference to us. But can the same be said of 
assertions of Indifference?. nmothy Bahti 

In his forum paper Utopia: Coming or Not, 
John Potts ouUined a number of relational 
scenarios (conceptual, historical and aesthetic} 
between modern ist technological utopias and 
contemporary administered information 
culture . The question might be as simple as 
this : "Compare and contrast the technological 
utopias of Microsoft's Bill Gates and Futurist 
F.T . Marinetti ". Or as complex as: "In what 
ways did the Utopian Socialism of Fourier, 
Saint-Simon and Owens influence the will to 
action and community of the historical avant 
gardes . How have the concepts of messianic 
pathos (Benjamin} and heterotopic epistemes 
(Foucault) changed our attitudes to progress-
social , intellectual and technological?" 

The Histor ical avant gardes-blending art, 
theatre, architecture and music into 'model ' 
communities and performancas-provided a 
working model of an aestheticised life-world . 
Problem is, the National Socialists and also 
Hollywood stole the blue -print. They made it 
happen bigger, better and faster . 

Potts is certainly correct in drawing a line 
between Marinelli and Gates on the issue of 
ownership and copyright. Both travelled the 
world spreading the good word and their 
respective claims to authorship and extended 
franchise. The technological dreams may have 
changed dramatically , but the "will to dominate" 
reads as all too familiar, both then and now. 
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The forum became more fruitful when
leaving aside the 'bit players' of speed and 
hybrid communication, we shifted into 
discussion about terminology, etymology and 
history. Utopia-Dystopia? What's the 
difference? Nothing. Today, conceptual 
oppositions dissolve into a relational flux (the 
affirmative deconstruction of the history of ideas 
demands it}. Good for a moment or two of 
speaking or writing this or that. Then subject to 
cancellation. An ideological fix is installed when 
conceptual dyads are set up, naturalised and 
given flXed tenure. 

A quick example : the Apollonian/Dionysian 
distinction has been thoroughly abused by those 
seeking to glorify the 'participatory' excesses of 
certain media while assigning poor Apollo to 
shifty scientists and technocrats. Problem is, as 
Nietzsche clearly pointed out in The Birth of 
Tragedy, we have need of lies, dreams , illusion, 
Hamlet and delay-lest we perish of Truth (to 
live life at its ultimate extremity which is, dare I 
say, a hyperbolic limi t) . 

John Conomos relieved the congestion 
around the prime word topos by suggesting 
that a more critical relational matrix-of 
objects and concepts-requires an 
engagement with particulars that bypasses the 
subjugation of conceptual regimes . Utilising a 
Derr idean 'opposition ' (derived from AristoUe) 
between topos and chora (logical space versus 
sacred personal space) . Conomos suggested
to me at least-that certain forms of new 
media work us over faster than we can think
that they are 'across' our understanding before 
we muster the conceptual force to render them 
'aesthetic objects '. 

New Media Forum Four coincided with media 
artist Luc Courchesne's ulsit to Australia and 
the Installation of his interactive Hall of 
Shadows as part of the No Exit exhibition at 
the Art Gallery of NSW. Katherine Byrd-c o
producer of the Booth Project (a mutant photo 
booth), together with Courchesne and artist 
Rosemary Laing discussed their work on an 
artists panel as part of the same euenL 
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Der A lptraum Des Fabrlk anten 
(The Industria l ist's Nightm are) 
by Martin Heine and Gunnar Mueller 
w inner of th e City of Freman tle Awa rd fo r 
Experiment al Work at the Tenth WA Film 
and Video Festival 
also at Cafe Bo hem io In Sm ith Street 
Collin gwood , Mar ch 31 as part of Allgauge 's 
weekly program 
The work is on austere and unforgiving single take 56 nilule 
video tour of the abandoned Bolex Foctory in Switzerland. That 
ii is the Bolex fooory whose carcass is being inspe<ted 
transforms my reactmg of the work. The video's relentless drift 
through emptied and peeling rooms, shadow, deserted spoces 
and crumbled walk meditates on the aftermath of progress 
itself. Indeed, ii becomes a quite timely reflection on the end of 
film given that film does seem to be ~ipping into some 
bockwoter akin lo The Zone from Torko¥Slcy's Stollcer. 
The soundtrock, ueated by distorting, breaking up and ~ 
the hum and low level sound recording mode by the video camera 
during shooting, suggesled lo me imaginory troces of fin's 
hislory. Its industrial drone and muffled beat suggesl the hiss of 
sleam and the piston's turning lfflOCiated with a slowly moving 
sleam locomotive. The inoge of a sleam locomotive, il5 blodc and 
sUver melal, its pistoned and geared wheek, also has 
c01Tespondences with the internal aslert1blies of the movie camera, 
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the Bolex camera especialy, just as the rmway tra<k itself is o 
melaphor for the fin sq,. The image from the early lumiere 
wnt fin of a train entering a railway slalion also ccme lo mind, 
on imoge that is part of the opening senlence of fin history. 
So where does inspecting progress's aftermath fit into the 
scheme of things? The aftermath of progress is that lime, that 
moment in the slate of things, that is upon us now. That moment 
when the loco-motive of progress, the mod-charge of tedmique, 
has hurriconed by and sucked the breath out of the landscape. 
This is the engine that has morphed out of the hiss of sleom into 
the very fast blur, the smudge of speed. This engine has now 
gone di;tol and imploded into hyperspace, mudi as Star Trelc 
and SlrK Wars predic1ed and depicted in their visual FX of the 
antHxplosion. It is III engine, 111 excitement, that is no longer 
in the ploce looked at here. The engine has passed this ploce by. 
It is the morning ofter. In this nightmare we ore in the deod zone 
of il5 consequence and Heine has invited us here to examine on 
archaeology af the loss of Im itself.......,i15 space and il5 time. 
From the beginni,g the tension and onlicipotion build as the 
corne«1 folows o figure wandering through the conundrum of 
the abandoned fodory. This figure is presumalily the industrialist 
played by Gunner Meuler. There is tension because we ore, ofter 
all, as the title suggests, entering a ,,..imore. I om reminded of 
the sinis1er spaces of film noir 111d the tensions of the seor<h and 
destroy sequences in AMIS, for example. What waits for us 
around mry comer in this flick, ii plualy dawns on us, is the 
greotesl monsler of them al: emptiness itself. 
Yet, a you take the time, a lime is no objed, this emptiness 
continualy reveals it5elf in .. 115 chaotic complexity. This reality 
died! builds and builds Iii we are bock in Snown ogrin, inside 
a type of -chic W~ . We hem 1o tel ourselves, 
however, that we ore at a &ent point in the His Story of fim. 
We ore not at 115 centre but ot il5 end. Where Mi<hoel Snow's 
Wavelength moved meticulously forward, this nightmare 
wonders oroood in a seord, for ~ from the past. It conjures 
them up sparingly every time Meuler passes in front of the 
camera or is caught in the comer of the frame, and registers as 
a kind of shadow or doppelganger of the cameraman or of the 
comero itself. Or, is ii the other wvy around? Perhaps it is the 
camera that is the doppelgonger. let us not reflect loo long on 
that or we will never escope the moze. 
There is something of the epic oct in the production of Der 
~ITIUII Des Faldanttn thol is also apparent in Heine's other 
WOil Even his raw and p-ecise saot<h fins AJ No T#lle(3' 15" 
19951, Framed linilsl2' or 19961 and vO(I.QII Signisl3' 13" 
1995/61 sugges1 1ong and cnuous c1oys and nights ovs the '9if 
box. Consequently Heine ads partly as a recormng modn in the 
making of these 16mm fins and the video. Heine has mentioned 
the marathon concemotion required lo exewll ~ 56 mnrte 
take. This resolve is al the more telng silce the cocudrolion 
spans of m.dences hem mn mork..ty Mr the past two 
decodes. Heine has taled abaul a cWague betwN1 the eyes as 
he was shaoling: the viewfinder eye 'dng' slraiFI «nod into 
the spoce being recorded, and the other eye looking off lo the 
side, secrching for lOfflllhing else, builmng phy<,iological tension 
that would resolve itself with molion fonml or lo the side. 
This is the mechonics of recomamance. As wel as movement 
through the londscope, recomamance is also about o wvy of 
looking ot things. Der .44,traum Des Faldant,n evokes this idea 
of recomamance, of patrol through enemy tefrilory, which the 
ecner Aieiis reference also aluiles to. It is o form of IMilory 
~lo-.yt combat-that reached o peak in the 
inoge of house-to-hous., bui!Gng-to-luding comlJot that took 
ploce during WWII, and ads as the bockdrop for mole bordng in 
so many war stories. The recomamance is the type of on the 
ground war patrol that Gulf Wor technology was meant lo 
supersede. In that media event General Schwornopf held off 
deploying grunts on the ground ijj that lost sweep of or1ilery 
and tonks. The passr'bility of house-to-house combat had to be 
eradicated from the scenario. Nevertheless, ii is a form of 
combat that anticipated the idea of cyborg, of invincile robocop: 
the armour with a technological centre. 
Der A/plrOlltll Des Faldonten of coooe, not only examines the 
rubble left by progress but also predicts the phoenix, the cyborg, 
that rises out of the ashes of rniblry-industrial technology. The 
lobyrinthine searching on display here is what mo1ors computer 
gomes from the now p-imitive Poe Mon lo the more recent 
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• r rom previous page 
~otform games like Super Mario Brothers, Sonic the Hedgehog 
and Aliens inelf, beot-em-ups like Streets of Rage, RPG's like 
link or a game like the popular Doom. Yet it is the disarming 
notion of time that remains quite different, quite intact in this 
video, compared to the hyped up, speeded up reoction time that 
these games. Time remains to be savoured. Time is no o~e<t. 

Dirk de Bruyn 

Simonne Pengelly as teenage Tessa & Graham 
Moore as Mitch In Vacant Possession 

Vacant Possession 
directe d by Margot Nash 
distribute d by AFI 
Chauvel, Sydney; Lumiere, Melbourne; 
other states to follow 
Botany Boy was never settled by the first Aeet in 1788. Sydney 
Cove was every convicl's reality; Botany Boy the mythic site used 
to terrorise children. T ransportalion to it fatal shore was the leDf 
of every human by-product of dissent in lole 18th CenlUl'f Britain 
(in retraspe<I, mass recolonisation was o benign late compared 
with other European modek, for example France's reign of terror). 
But the cast was high: the near extinction of one of the human 
roces. Reading the observations of the fim colonisffl we realise 
the human roce we nearly onrnniloted held spiritual advantages 
unknown in Europe: ecological bolonce allowed for spiritual riches 
and the leisure lo embroce the gihs of the land. 
Seen from this poignant position Vacant Possession becomes a 
cotchcry for generations block and white recovering from the 
shock. Margot Nosh has mode a brave creative step toward the 
observation and isolation of a very painful wound in the 
Australian soul. 
Nosh deak with the classical European Judeo-Ouistion religious 
experience: that of mother and lather. She attempts to give it 
mythic universality by not lying down dotes, eras, episodes. This 
was a huge risk because current audiences need chronologies to 
anchor their understanding. Despite this flow, some wi11 see the 
ancestry working through this tole. 
A woman of Anglo-American origin and Australian character 
returns to Botany Boy oher a twenty yeDf absence. The ~oce is 
home lo the house of her chUdhaod. II is a respectable colonial 
worker's cottage, the interior redesigned for easy living and 
extra light. Called 'Irene', the house is merely o site in the 
landscape for Auntie Beryl (Rita Bruce) and her lam~. Amee 
Beryl. That's more like her nome; why do we have lo Anglicise 
everything? The questions start lipping forth: it's so Engtish to 
Anglicise; why not Aboriginolise? Arnee Beryl is the grey haired 
lady next door; she's the community worker, the mother, sister, 
daughter, citize~n elder but equal lo the task of 
regenerating a sense of community amongst dispirited people. In 
this film those with huge spiritual problems are white: the 
returning Tessa (Pomela Robe), her lather Fronk (Jahn Stanton) 
and sister Kate (Linden Wilkinson). I.J1e Twelve Monkeys, Vacant 
Possession is a human site where bog ladies ore high goddesses. 
Tessa is o poor gambler. A goad gambler would have come home 
sooner, gambling on reconciliation with mother, lather, and 
Aboriginal society. Fate has written Tessa o low score on this lest. 
Margot Nosh re-writes the mother's role so she remains eternally 
the same age as Tessa. In this guise, mother and doughier 
resolve what the lather destroyed: on Aboriginal bay, his baby 
and Tessa's Australian identity. 
The~ of Tessa's baby is mode minuscule when we whiff the scent 
of wartime burning flesh which hoooted her lather tlwoughout the 
Tessa's du1cliood. Dur fathers experienced war in one way or 
another. For Aboriginal Mitch (lifohom Moore) ii was the lifog and 
the trip to the Big House caused by l#lknowin;y breaking a white 
man's taboo: a wlite man's daughter must procreate with his own 
likeness. In the telling, Vacant Possession recognises the great 
wounds of Aboriginal inlegl'olion with while settlers by exploring 
the pain of a white womoo's lave for on Aboriginal men 
Vacant Possession in mony ways explores the relationship between 
Deoipus and Antigone, Romeo and Juliel. Go to the dead and lave 
them is the message of this h1m. It is the story of wounded white 
people savaged by war and alcohol; the woo of white f:IKopeons 
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Cyclo 
directed by Tran Anh Hung 
distribute d by New Vision 
released nationally in August 
Tran Anh Hung ond Tran Nu Yen Khe are back, quite the Zhang 
Yimou and Gong Li combo, but with a distinctive BDs Euro
ffavour. (ydo begins where De Sica leh off, realistic depictions 
of family routine and survival in a still economically shell
shacked Ho Chi Minh Gty. In debt, aher his bike is stolen, to the 
Chinese merchants who own the machines, the cyclo folk into 
bad company to support his !amity-ind later-his awn 
ambivalent obsession with gongsterdom. 
Tony Leung (read Jahn Woo action her~ly mis-<asl for this 
film) ~ the brooding, chain-smoking poet. The story turns 
from realism into a mish-mash of bizarre symbolism all too 
quickly. Hung describes the mixed mood he set out to create, 
"The Poet is an analytical character, someone who has 
delibera1ely sold his innocence for something easier in the world 
of crime. He throws the cydo and the sister into the world of 
crime to see their innocence in a difficult world.• 
So Brother becomes a junior mobster, Sisler becomes a fetish
only prostitute, with the Poet as her prole<lor. The mast 
memorable scene, set in a nightclub, has Sister handcuffed, Poet 
about to sell-destrud on the tableaux he has conslruded, and 
Roc5oHead's Creep sounding out descent into self-abasement 
and sell-loathing. Benot Delhamme's cinemalogrophy is superb 
on street level but laik to make any serious impa<I in those 
moments allotted to symbolic grandeur. While Hung insists on 
Mizogurni and Ozu as inAuences far his work, it seems more 
likely that a Besson/Corox comparison would be more opposite. 
And while Carox (in Les Amants du Pont Neuf} succeeded in 
meshing doco-reolism spiked with surreal and comic 
grotesquerie, Hung ends up spo~ing a lair portrait of modem 
Y-ietnom with too murn g~t and too little loUow-through. CH 

Richard Ill 
directed by Richard Loncraine 
distributed by New Vision 
screening nationally in July 
This Shakespeare adaptalion scores high marks for ambition. 
Richard Ill is set in a 1930s England torn apart by civil war, with 
European Fascism as a backdrop. Commonder-in-<hiel Richard 
plots to install himself supreme leader by murdering every one 
of his rivok. The h1m's opening gambit is equally audacious: 
there is no dialogue for the first ten minutes. When the opening 
speech is mode, Richard declares the first, famous lines, "Now is 
the winier of our discontent ... • to o royal assembly; the second 
half of !he speech is muttered to himself in the mirror, as he 
relieves himself in the Gents. 
The strategy of this film requires o certain co-operation from the 
viewer. The effect is initially disconcerting, o«asionolly 
irritoting--but dire<lor Richard loncroine has a number of 
factors in his favour. first is the ploy inelf, which is perfe<t film 
material. The ~t is one dastardly deed oher another, the 
language flows melliffuously. Everyone says that ii Shakespeare 
were olive today he'd be o Film writer-but ii Joe Eszterhous is 
paid by the million for his formulaic pap, then there's no way 
Hollywood could afford Shakespeare. This film's deferences lo 
Hollywood ore the inclusion of two American actors (Annette 
Bening and Robert Downey Jnr) and the spicing up of sex and 
death scenes to suit a Tarantino culture. 
None of this is offensive; and the set design and costume aid in 
smoothing viewer resistance to the nature of this adaptation. The 
greatest strength of the film is Ion M<Kellen's performance as 
Richard. His evil is more charming than anything else; he is a 
man of weahh and taste, seductive in his inte[igence. The !Um's 
flows ore not enough to torpedo McKellen's slilful acting-but 
the final battle scene is over-the-top ludicrous, and there is on 
annoying tendency for McKellen lo speak his soliloquies dire<I to 
camera. This device is too theatrical; the camera reveak 
characters' private moments well enough without such blatant 
recourse. John Potts 

Ewan McGregor as Renton in Trainspo ttmg 

resanote down the line while the genetic soup refuses to be diluted. Tralnspotting 
Botany Boy become Sydney's bock door; ony performing art that directed by Danny Boyle 
explores ii as on Australian experience is unique. In this sense screenplay by John Hodge 
Vacant Possession is a pioneeri1g film which wil probably be a Distributed by Globe Films, screening 
must on festival programs world-wide in the next year but local nationally 
ouctiences will find problems, criticisms. The shock of the new is Trainspotting & Shallow Grave 
ohen responsible for misinterpretation. Bede~was a hard movie screenplays by John Hodge 
to understand but ii survives as a br&nt si1ence breaker on the Faber and Faber, London 1996 
big screen. More films about mgenous Australian spirituo@y is ISBN 0-571-17968 - 1 
the way of the future. Margot Nosh might have to forgive some Three gaunt youths heh down on Edinburgh oley, contraband spiling 
audiences their distasle of the subject of this film becouse although from junkie apparel, polle gaining. You seffie defeat as physical 
the experience is o local one ii is foreign lo stotus quo sensinility. within straining, sunken, chests. The row sound effecting the 'music 
Vt1iite people don't like to see the. !other lip-es crying on screen video' mimicry is lust for Ufe, Iggy Pop's~ classic, heralding your 
about personal sadness; ii is much easier to admire a Bob Hawke inmersion in the marginal world of "sincere and truthful jook 
his public tears over foreign issues. The best moment in this h1m is habits" - Scots urban drug ~e . Images precisely composed and 
John Stanton yelling "bullshir because it's the first time in the lam briskly edited, inffflpffled with anti-hero Renton's heroin revering 
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Predictably, TroinspoNing's unrestrained acknowledgment of 
the pleasure heroin con provide users hos drown strong 
reactions from both the conservative and 
youth/music/slacker press; the former condemning ii as o 
blatant incitement to heroin use, the latter rejoicing in a 
fashionable example of apathy and wilful sell destruction 
articulated as resistance lo the mainstream. Director Donny 
Boyle (of Shallow Grave), avoiding a social realist approach, 
steps without superficiality around the cliched representational 
traps drug stories usually invoke. The broken landscape of 
Edinburgh's urban poor offers an appropriate context for drug 
consumption, but the four lads (and it is very much a lads' 
perspective) ore not victims. The enemy is boredom and theirs 
is o considered solution-• ... an informed, healthy, and 
democratic decision to get on smock•. 
The extremities of addiction become fertile material for block 
comic excess, corefully constructed through o slick script and the 
strong physical performances of Ewan McGregor (Renton) and 
Ewen Bremner (Spud). A stylised lilmic language, al times dehty 
surrealistic, negotiales bath the comedic and bleaker spaces of 
junkie survival. In one scene Renton plunges head firsl down on 
unflushoble, excrement-<hoked toilet in search of his highly 
regarded opium suppositories, his dive liberating him lo on 
,oceanic underworld, the objects of his desire swaying invitingly 
,on the sea floor. 
Such perversely block, and al limes farcical humour is routinely 
avo~oble in equally arresting episodes of lifestyles of the 
depraved and addictive, and this storytelling prowess is 
Troinspotting's strength. It's these fragments which prove more 
engaging than the central narrative-Renton's redemption/ 
escape from the identity of on aging, increasingly sleazy 
junkie--iJroviding the best reasons lo go and see o film which 
has become a fashionable cinematic event. 
Jahn Hodge's screenplay is o carefully dish11ed version ol lrvirie 
Welsh's more 1111u1istic and philosophical novel The absence of 
book's gravity is replaced by on exact economy of words designed 
for screen perf ormonce, plus a strong oworeness of mmic timing, 
o combination so accurately conceived that the final h1m cuts few 
of the scripted fines and only one or two minor scenes, a rarity in 
a major release. Included also is o foreword by John Hodge, on 
interview with Irvine Welsh and the script of Sha/law Grove, now 
in the video shops and worth a fresh look. DV 

Dead Man 
directed by Jim Jarmusch 
distributed by Globe 
currently screening nationally 
There are same films that we ore not sure of having really 
seen, which we must go and see again to reassure ourselves. 

visions of 

A robotic 

future 

from the 

pnst nnil 

present 

Johnny Depp as WIiham Blake ,n Dead Man 

Such is the latest film by Jim Jormusch. Toke o protagonist 
whose late is already foretold, thus rendering the customary 
unfolding of the narrative unnecessary. In its place another 
type ol lilmic logic emerges. Because we know that William 
Bloke is going to die, and he spends a goad deal of the film 
doing so, we ore prevented from investing too much emotion 
in him-we know this would be unwise. Nor con we be 
shacked by his death. 
Hoving short circuited same of the conventional engines of the 
narrative film (character and plot), Dead Mon must rely on 
other means to maintain our interest. It does this by creating 
o unique choreography of time and space. We wonder through 
the badlands, through o foreign landscape stripped of its 
attachment to realism, washed only in block and white. It 
combines a mixture of the commonplace and the 
supernatural, the spiritual and the humorous. 
Faces become skulk, corpses become religious icons, and our 
only guide through this wild and terrifying landscape is called 
Nobody. There is o chase but without suspense, William Bloke 
is not running from anything, he is running towards on end. 
Each moment, each scene accumulates detoik of o landscape 
marked by time. 
When Johnny Depp points o gun towards us he recolk one of 
cinema's first Westerns, Edwin S. Porter's The Great Train 
Robbery. When his baa1 Hoots out across the water ii might carry 
us to Mizogurni or Kurosawa. Neil Young's music intensifies the 
ritualistic, incantatory effect. 
As Bill Bloke wonders where the lroin has deposited him, we 
might wander what type of film we hove fallen into. Jormusch 
evokes, sometimes with humour, and sometimes sadness, the 
ghosts of our cinematic memory and of America's history. It is 
the space of the past but one we hove yet lo crass. The fireman 
prompts us to wonder: Is ii the sky that is moving while !he boat 
remains still? Annemarie Lopez 
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Film reviews 

Catwalk 
directed by Robert Leacock 
distributed by New Vision 
screening nationally 
Maybe not everyone though! thot what was missing from their 
lives was o film on supermodels at the Milon, Paris and New York 
colle<tions but I, for one, hod been looking fonvord to the 
release of Catwolc for ages. Leocock's documentary dcims to go 
backstage for o behind-the-s<enes look at o woild that is 
impossibly glamorous and unoshomedly superficial. 
Unfortunately, this ollempl at scrotdring the surloce of surf0<e is 
about as exciting as a broken fingernail. 
The best scenes reveal the symbiotic relationship that exists 
between model ond designer in the <reation of fantasy. As when 
John Galliano directs Kole Moss lo "Think Prin<ess l.uaetia 
fleeing from wolves! Think Anna Karenina escaping from Russia! 
Think Irving Penn!" while she runs down the cotwal in o 
cmolined ski1 wider than your average doolway. There is 
genuine talent in monaging to elfedively evoke all these images 
without looking confused ond Galliono pniises her • genius" -
before <he<king a she con remember al that. 
reri. it's oofair lo expect supermodels lo display o high 
degree of inlelligence or wit, nobody expects Susan Sontag lo be 
breathtakifVy beautiful or make twenty centimetre stilettos 
worn with metre high wigs look ~ke o reosonable thing to do. 
Nonetheless, as o viewer you have the right to exped that the 
dimocli< s<ene wil be something other than Christy Turlington 
removing her make-up. Cotwul/c's obsession with its star al the 
expense of the more interesting dtaroclers, meons that tt 
achieves the olmosl impossible feat of making fashion boring. 
Neither does tt do anything to dispel stereotypes. The lasting 
impression of Christy ond her pols is that behind all the 
norcissism, ploy-ground colliness ond self~ of the 
supermodel there is an over-indulged little girl who, rather than 
ever i,owing up, just grew loU. Koren de Perthuis 

Newsreel 

Women in Motion 
Women in Film and TV Victoria wiH be hosting o rnm festival and 
meers forum to assist seconclory s<hool students, media 
students, women thinking about a career change or anyone with 
on interest in women working in the media industries. Included 
will be the sessions Jobs for the Girls, fO<USsing on how women 
ore establishing careers in film and TV, You Twisted Blead,ed 
Blonde Bag, o screening of short films and panel discussion 
examining the ways in which women relate to eoch other on 
1~m, as well as s<reenings of outstanding short films by women 
and proclicol demonstrations of film making. Speakers will 
include Moree Delofski (Screen Studies, AFTRS), Sue Turnbull 
(Media Studies, lo Trobe University) as weU as independent 
directors Sarah Stephens (Untold Desires) and Darlene Johnson 
(Two Bob Mermoid'i. VCA and State FUm Theatre, June 17-19. 
WlFT Y-Kloria Tel: 03 9525 4922 

Photography , Low Budget Film and 
the Law 
The Arts low Centre in Sydney recently held seminors toVering 
legol issues relevant to filmrnoking and photography. The 
photography session topics included copyright, moral rights 
legislation, commission agreements, reproduction licence 
agreements as well os new can<ems specific to advances in 
multimedia and on~ine publishing. The low budget !nm program 
outlined many of the commonly foced and frequently ignored 
legol areas that filmmakers should be aware of-J oising 
finance, distribution ogreements, release rights, minimum legal 
requirements for funding bodies and minimum controctual 
obligations for crew and cost. A pack of sample contrO<ls for film 
makers induding relevant bO<kground legal information for 
eoch controcl is avaUoble from The Arts low Centre of Australia. 
Forum papers from Photography and the Law is also ovoiloble. 
Tel: 02 356 2566. 

Short Alf airs 
The AFI continues its progrorn of short film screenings with a 
collection examining ideas of •love, life, loss and light". Short 
Affairs , Chouvel, Sydney, June 26 &30, and Lumiere, Perth, 
August 8. 

Red Garde 
The Art Gallery of NSW wi11 screen o program of early Russian 
film works by Dzigo Vertov os port of the Kandinsky and the 
Russian Avant Garde exhibition. Also in<luded will be The 
Refracting Glasses by David Perry. Art Gallery of NSW, June 8-
August 18, free admission. 

Jurassic Technologies 
Part of the 10th Biennale of Sydney, 
Jurassic Technologies Revenant 
wifl IO<US on the vast potential contemporary artists continue to 
find in photographically-hosed methods and principles, al o 
moment when the prevailing forms of visual representation ore 
undergoing rapid revision. In addition lo still photography, a film 
program wi11 be in<luded and gallery-based work that revisits 
landmarks in the history of 20th century film. Nearly 50 artists 
from 24 countries will be represented. Ivan Dougherty Gallery, 
Art Gallery of NSW, Arlspo<e, July 27 to September 22. 

Documentaries on TV 
Good lo see so many new documentaries on television. ABC TV's 
The riew From Here series (Thursdays 9.30 pm) recenrly 
featured tlOllO Hergslrom's excellent Hollywood Hotel and 
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Newsreel 

coming up on June 13 is Men and their Sheds, o love story about 
that curious Australian phenomenon directed by Jomes Manche. 
Meanwhile, SBS who already s<reen the only Australian TV talk 
show thot permits o range of people to speok for themselves 
(front Up, Tuesdays 7.30 pm), now offer first Person 
(Wednesdays 8.30 pm)-the videocomeras ore given to the 
people who wont to do the talking. 

Screenplays pay 
Sin<e the publishing success of Toranlino's Pulp Fidion, Penguin 
Books Australia joins Faber and Faber in continuing lo pave the 
way with film ond TV scripts releasing such titles as Strange Days, 
Get Shorty, To Die for, four Rooms, L«mng Las Vegas, Dead 
Man Waling, Troinspalling, Shollaw Grove and Casino. They're 
already announcing the release of fwf, the script for Hal 
Horttey's new movie. Scripts ore supplemented by handy brief 
essays ond interviews. 

Eat Carpet 
SBS's Eat Carpet disappears in June for a sporting fixture (does 
the reverse ever 0<rur, I wonder?), returning Saturday June 29 
11 pm with on Australian series on modem romance featuring, 
among other notables, the always interesting Eva Cox. Australian 
work in the July program includes Miss Taurus by Graeme Wood 
and Mugs by Teren<e Hommond (July 6). There's o rare 
opportunity lo see South African William Kentridge's wonderful 
C,optive of the aty on July 13 ond on the same night Nothing 
Leh to Soy o dance piece that uses the body and Auslon 
(Austra5on sign language). Maidenh,od, Morie Craven's world 
of opposiles screens July 27. 

Queensland Voices, Queensland Styles 
QScreen 2 omoun<es QueemJand Voices, Qflffmland Sly/es--il 
Film ond Television Conferen<e, June 14-16. The conferen<e will 
cover most aspects al the development program from idea lo 
script to sales, with a doser exorninolion of where the future ties 
in the ueotive development of the Mm and TV industries in 
Queenslond. The guest list comprises over 30 guest speakers 
with experience in features, TV drama, documentary, short film, 
animation and muhimedia and in<ludes: Steve Ascher & Jeanne 
Jordon (US), winners at this year's Sundon<e Film Festival 10< 
their documentary Troubltsome Creelc: A Midwestern; Jonothon 
Shteinman, producer of Angel Baby; Andrew McGahan author of 
the Vogel prize winning novel Praise; documentorisl Mike Rubbo 
I Wailing for Frdel, Sad Song of Yellow Slcin); Jill Cohen (US) 
production lawyer fDf 20th Century Fox and Touchstone; Robert 
Gibson ( rtdeo Fool for Love); Jockie MdCimmie (writer and 
director of Wailing) and Chris Brown, producer of Mano Lisa ond 
All Men ATe Uors. The Conferen<e is filling fast but there ore still 
same places. Information Jone Creasy 07 3220 0444 

TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT 

FOR 
THE ARTS 

Installation 
of works 

and facilities 

Video 
Camera work 
and Editing 

Custom 
Electronics 
I can develop and 

build what you need 
for your art and 

production work. 

contact 
Stephen Jones 
(02) 211 1561 
(02) 281 7554 
sjones@real.com.au 

- ... 

TRAINEESHIPS• ARTS ADMINISTRATION • TEllVISION OPERATIONS• INDIGENOUS TELEVISION AND 
VIDEO PRODUCTION • INTERACTIVE MULTI MEDIA• MEDIA AND JOURNALISM• COMMUNllY RADIO 

• TEAME GROUP TRAINING ANNOUNCES INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA• 

INDUSTRY EMPLOYERS CALL (02) 9904 7215 

Putting on an Act 

Healthway Performance Week 

Tueaday • Saturday July 16 • 2 @ 8pm 

explores whats raw, whats cooked • 

whats hot, whats not • whats fresh, 

whats happening In live art In Perth , in '96? 

tickets: $5 nightly or free to PICA members 

Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts 

Exhibitions focussing on photography and East 

Timor ; Time-Out by Fieldworks Performance Group ; 

Mas c ulin ity/Speed/Violence : deterrltor ialising 

Hong Kong Act ion Cinema - a symposium ; 

Workshops : Lighting with Mike Nann ing ; Performance with 

Deborah Pollard; Writing with Keith Gallasch & Virginia 
Baxter ; Butoh with Cheryl Heazlewood ; Dance & Design with 

Sue Davies and David Buckland(UK); Putting on an Act -

showcasing new performance ; Visiting U!< speakers : Sandra 

Percival and Tamar Garb and Art Medicine .. . 
and the Body, e ncompassing exhibition , 
performance and symposium . :Ji · 

Dir ec tor : Sarah Moller 
q,tllt:-'ry t, \cl,...., fut·.,.d<1y ~u r1d:l y 11,,tPl H~irn 

51 Jzin1es Street Pprtt~ lJILircll l, nte dl() Hox P17)1 PP1tt1 ,VI:... '>U0 1 
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Making [too many] .things of words 
Colin Hood plays lost and found on the border s between performan ce and wr iting at a one da y event at Art pace 

---

HJ Wedge Kinkarra Tea 

~ hy always the word when the thing 
itself ha d1sappet1red? 

Discourse, 1992 
Jo etre Feral rypcd these ten tediou 

word in J 992, in yet another hour of angst 
over rhe urrcncy of the word 
'performa nce' and 'performance art'. 

In the land of many voice , bodie , 
ago ni ed writerly beginning , and 
hyperbolic non -endings, performative 
trat egie are now hared between textual 

'ex tro crt ', abaretti t , mu ician and a 
co-operative bound in the margin of 
theatre and the vi ual arts. Par ing this 
a ortmenr of performarive objects, 
di cipline and curatorial rrategie , the 
thcoreti al pin on performance as 'the 
di tin tive appearance of productive 
differen e' cem to have lo tit edge and 
vigour in both textual and dramatic 
rendering . The 'performative', not unlike 
it fellow traveller 'b lurred boundarie ', ha 
come to mean everything and nothing. 

Meanwhile, not many que tion are 
being rai ed-or 'pe rforums' convened-
oncerning the politic and micro

economic of 'a ademic performan e' 
(word en con ed within managerial and 
' ervant" di our e on 'quality a surance'). 
With an anticipated 5-12 % cut to 
univer icy funding the future big picture, 
academic performers may re t a ured of a 
larger audience share in years ro come--
tudent bur ring our of tutorial room and 

lecture hall in the mini-citadel they have 
allowed to be con tructed around them. 

To enter into some ' paces-for
presentarion' these day is to encounter the 
fourth wall transformed into a kind of Mona 
Lisa mile: "I see you looking at me and
Hey! I'm comfortable with this-
presentati n-here with my family, friend 
and colleagues". The curatorial framing of the 

Art pa e event only 
increased my d ire to see 
less performan ea 
' avant-variety theatre'
and more peaking 
di placed from the polite 
puncrualiry of the cultural 
calendar. 

Thi ideal locus vocal 
would conraj.n: no 
lectern, no tage, no 
forum, nothing even 
vaguely intera rive. You 
wouldn't even have to be 
there on nme. You might 
not turn up ar all. But 
you'd know there wa 
omerhing funny, 

aggrc 1ve--darc I ay 
unrepre ed-about what you mi ed. 

ly de ire for less-is-more-performance 
wa atisfied th is day by Brenda roft and 
Harr y J. Wedge for two reasons: a 
remarkabl e ollaborarion in the fir r 
in tance; econd-their appearing to want 
the 'thing' to be over with a oon a 
po ible. Harr y peak , pulling bit of 
tyrofoam off hi · coffee cup . Brenda 

speak , Jeep-deprived, giving her dry and 
rapid deliver y a pleasingly our edge. 

Truth i : they did have another pr ing 
engagement after rhe Arr. pa e gig. They left 
the premi e fairly promptly. or o much a 
performance a a brief voi e-mai l m age 
saturating the pace with an irritable, radiant 
half-life, a "c hild' game of disappearance 
and return" -ro which I could only re pond 
by chru ring a carte-de-v,site in the trajectory 
of their pa ing-out-the-door. 

I at rhere the re t of the afternoon 
feeling a little re tie my elf, Ii tening to 
word lift from the page only ro ee them 
fall ba k with a re ounding era h-stuck 
back there in a fixed silen e. I thank 
Edward olle for at lea t providing a 
readable play cript. 

It wa a grey and airle s moon cape that 
I now oc upied, a no -man ' land between 
word and audien e a in Beckert' Texts 
For othing: "They are up above me, all 
around me, a in a graveyard. I can't rai e 
my eye to them, what a piry ... Do they see 
me ... whar do they ee of me?" What 
prevailed wa a taking of the word in 
di engaged 'show time' rather than the time 
of the colloquium (where at I• t one could 
enter into the spirit of polemic). 

Boomalli by name (to trike, to make a 
mark), Boomalli by nature. roft and Wedge 
left ir brighrer and funnier, no polite embrace 
of the "performative a pccr of the event and 
the writing proc itself" (curator ' blurb ). 

Here, an audience member might urely, ju r 
for once, encounrer something of rhe 
realpolitik of difference between literary and 
non-literary performance. 

Harry J. Wedge can neither read nor 
write. He compo e poem for a da y and 
promptly forget them. Hi torie arc 
different howev er. The y materiali e and 
endure in the same manner, in the ame 
pace-rime a hi painting and drawing . 

This <lay, I larry' mo r pre ing oral 
composition detailed hi beginning a~ an 
arttsr: a naughty choolboy encouraged, 
then <l1 ·ouraged by hi teacher , ent off to 

.i home, then to a mi ion, taking up the 
pension and ,1t o rhe grog, before finding 
his way again with lavi h painting and 
abundant sror -rime . 

Painting 10 a ryle imilar to Ian bdulla 
(with whom he ha co-exhibited), Wedge 
ha dictated narrative to accompany hi 
painting for the la t ix year . It' a 
plea ure to ee work which blend the 
poken word and rhe painted ur fa e into a 

texture which e cape rhe tedium of theoria 
at play. 

Wedge con ummate both an innocence 
and power that i rarely achieved , ithin rhe 
pro enium or forum allorced to vi ual 
arci r . Brenda roft now takes up the HJ 
Wedge cory abo ut Paradise-lo t and found: 

When they went to have a look they 
fou nd a beautiful snake coiled around the 
fruit tree. And the snake said in a soft cool 
voice, "pick the fruit and have a taste ". 
And Adam said, " o, we're not al/0111ed to 
touch anything from this tree". And the 
.snake said, "Go 0 11, don 't be a square". 
And Eve said to Adam, "This fruit won't 
hurt us at all". o Adam watched Eve put 
the fruit to her sweet soft lips. he really 
enjoyed eating the fruit. As she was eating 
it, she passed it over to Adam and the 
snake said to Adam, "Take a bit of this 
love ly juicy fruit". Adam took a bite and 
sudd enly there was a big electrical storm 
and a big raging voice came and told them 
to FUCK OFF OUT OF THE GARDEN, 
to leave the place and never retum. As they 
walked away, Adam said to Eve, "You 
fuckin' happy now?" 

Then two dark people came into the 
garden. They came across this tree. The 
beautiful snake was still there. They could 
hear two people in the di.stance rowing a11d 
fighti11g. The11 the snake attracted their 
attention wanting them to taste the fruit 011 

the tree. Whe11 they started looking for 
something 011 the grou11d the s11ake became 
curious. "What are you looking for?" One 
of them turned to the snake a11d said, 

we·r e looking for t1 Boondi stick and we're 
going to 80011di you and eat you". Then a 
big black beautiful spirit popped out of 
nowhere, frightening the llvo dark people, 
and said to them, "This garden 1s your home 
for the rest of your generations to come. 

HJ Wedge, Adam and l::.11e Celling Evicted 

I c.wght up with I l,1rry about .1 week 
later. The rory, full of quc rion\ and 
,in wcr , would con,ume all rhe,e pages and 
more. How doc, one \peak, ,ind remember 
whar one poke when you c.:an only ,1,cak, 
think, and paint? How to rcc,111 a time when 
,111 \ emed lost: an ac.:coum of farm funding 
dispmsc\ ed and akohol rcg.1incd, b.ic.:k on 
the M1\s1on 10 owra; hm ro ,pc,1k of ,1 
furure where paint and word would fill 
)Our day from beginning ro end Ill th1\ truly 
eventful paLe they call Boomalli? 

We will never understand these things 
rvhat yo11se actually destroyed, so before it's 
too late why don't we 111st stop and leave 
things alone the way they should be ... This is 
u1hat I feel abou t this lt111d I love so much. 
Will you stop and wake up to yourself 
before we lose everything else? HJ '. edge 

HJ Wedge w,radjurl 

Thanks to HJ Wedge for pennissi on to 
reprodu ce Adam and Eve erring Evicted. 

A collection of paintings a11d writings by 
HJ Wedge will be published by Arts Press 
later this year. 

Making Thing of Words featured HJ 
Wedge, Brenda Croft , A11ne Ooms, Laleen 
Jayamanne, Anna Gibbs, Edward Co/less 
and Li11da Marie Walker and was jointly 
curated by Abbie Mellick and An11e Oom.s. 

The Perlommce Space's 
annual festival of 

prlormance by emerging 
and establshed artists 

The Performance Space's Annual Party 

NIP ~UC~ 
'n' 

The Performance 
Space 

199 Clew/and St Redfern 
Boolcings 

Tel - (02) 3 19 5091 
Fa" - (01) 699 1503 

email <tps@merlin.com.au> 
The Big Makeov e r II 

ponsored by 

0 
Week 1: Wed July 3 - Sun July 7, 8pm 
Week 2: Wed July 10 - Fri July 12, 8pm 

THE BODY 
DJ's 

Admission: $12 full, $10 concession, 
Greg Clarke 
Jules Darling 
Matt Jacket FREE for TPS members 

SPECIAL OPENING NIGHT 
Wed July 3, 8pm 

· ~ Sond GIid performcace evet1t in 
<ffiN<tioll with 2SER107.3FM Pre-sale: $15 full , $10 concession 
FREE to 2SER & TPS • & TPS memb ers 

· · .. I' ·· memllers At the door. $20 & $ 15 

PERFORMANCE 
DOCUMENTATION 

WORKSHOP 
June 24-28 

TPS in association with METRO TV offer a 5 day 
video documentation worlahop for perfonnance 

practitioners and video program makers. For further 
details contact Julianne Pierce on 698 7235 

... 
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Monstrous family show 

ikki Heywo d and Keith alla h m a dialogue about Burn onata 

Claire Hague. Clare Grant. Dean Walsh and Benjamin Grieve 

At the beginning of our talk, ikki Heywood 
shows me a series of photographs of the 
performers from Burn onata, realistically 
cost11111ed and posed as a family gro11p in front 
of a fire in a 44 gallon drnm in a suburban 
backyard. The performance looks at the 
monstro11s in us and in domestic violence 111 

partic11lar. I'd just been to see Hilary Bell's 
emotionally and morally demanding play 
Wolf Lullaby at The tables (Griffin Theatre 
Company) in which a nine year old m11rders a 
yo11nger child. 

KG Yo11r work has a rich symbolic power, 
archetypal female figures and chams of 
metaphor like the human-insect analogy in 

rearure ur elve . Tins new work looks like 
a leap into something more social, more literal. 

H I don't ee it a a departure. I think 
Creat11res grew out of a big que tion I had 
about how women u e their power and 
rran ferred rhat into looking at in e t and at 
human being a creature . Women have 
occupied a place of no power and, given 

power, rherc' something 
very terrifying chat 
happen . Ir' an area 
people like .amille Paglia 
have looked at, and he 
ha proven very 
unpopular with a lot of 
femini r . But I think it 
could bear a lot of further 
inve rigarion. I wa 
looking at what we 
con ider co be mon rrou 
and how we relare ro ir, 
and whether or nor we 
place ir in ide or our ide 
our elve . Ar rhar rime 
there wa a lot in the 

photo: Heidrun Lohr media about erial killer . 
Like a lot of people, I am 

very intere red in that impul e ro kill. 
I'd been thinking abour my father and the fact 
that I'd decided I didn't want to ee him again 
for quire a long rime, if ever. Then l heard rhar 
he wa in ho piral having an operation. f 
cour e, if called on my en e of guilt and of 
duty a a daughter. I ar chinking, well, if I go 
ro the ho piral and vi it him, what will happen? 
I imagined him lying in bed, and I imagined 
him on a life upport y rem, whi h of ourse 
he wa n't be au it wa n'r char riou . But 
rhar was rhe image I had and I ju t ler the rory 
run. And the rory went rhat I walked inr the 
room, felt norhing for him and witched off hi 
life upport y rem. Ar that moment, I thought 
"That' really ati fying. Thar would ju r 
complete omerhing for me, to do that. kay, I 
know I could kill omeonen. And I remembered 
I had dream about killing my father when I 
wa a child. 

KG Archetypal father or actual father? 

NH The actual father. I'm not alone in that . 
There are a many people who've had rhat 

• 

Whenever you1and 
in a new place you 

wait a while 
for yo ur heart 

to c atch up wi t h you. 
bu t the hin9 that is you 

is a 1on9 way behind. 
!Liane Anb-xuan, IIOrel • IIOnica Wulff • llawunt Jabo • Ta Duy Binh 

difficulty with one or orher of their parent . A 
lot of murder happen in familie . Bur rhe 
intere ring rhing i , ir' very hard r find a 
ca e where a daughter murder her father. 
And rhar eemed 10 me ro be like a big raboo. 
Even in reek mytholog)', I rill haven't really 
found the rory. The father I od. If rhe 
daughter, in term of hierarch), was ro rurn 
the rabies and to kill od, what happen ? 

KC I'm c11rio11s about the nattrr,11ism of the 
photo images yo11·re showing me. 

H ~ ell, the inclination's there and I'm 
trying co ubvert it and find other than 
naturali ti wa to occupy the performing 
pace rhar re-create rhar energy of violence, of 

dy fun rion. hen , e're nor fun rioning well 
a adult we-all oc upy again the place of rhe 
child. There a chi m created for u through 
a childh od experience, and rhar e perien e 
will continue to operate our of that fracture 
in ome \ ay or another, until we find a way 
of re olving it. 

KC Wlhen Open City performed 
Promi cuou pace : Table Talk at A 
Progre ive Dinner, (The Performance pace, 
April) I spoke about my obsessive horror• 
story-telling behaviour at the dinner table, 
about how here I am at -o behaving like 
someone who ivas traumatised at an earl)' age. 
8111 it 111as11 ·1 a big one-of( trauma. At one 
performance, because the work is se111i• 
improvised, I suddenly invoked artre's notion 
of serial trauma, of recurrent events (like a 
decade of family rows over meals) that 
cumulatively shape the psyche. 

H I thought I might look at whar happen 
when a child tell a tor or doe a drawing, 
rhe act of tran feren e where they become 
anorher character ran animal. ne of the 
performer , laire Hague, ha worked a a 
vi ual artist, o I've been ralking ro her about it 
e pecially in e in the performance he occupie 
my pla e a a hild, that pla e of no power, in 
a en e, like char of rhe younge r daughter. 

KG In Wolf Lullaby, as soon as you enter the 
theatre yo11 see. the walls that s11rro1111d you are 
covered in a dense child's blackboard scrawl 
along with the erased shape of a 11101(. The child 
is a m11rderer. Her parents are not oppressive, 
they just have no idea what their daughter is, 110 

way of responding to her 'cries for help '-her 
nightmares are 'comfortingly' dismissed. They 
haven't created a 111onster, they 've got one. Of 
course, sooner or later they suspect the 
·monstrous' is in them, that their daughter has 
inherited it. 8111 there is no genetic or 
psychological consolation from the writer (or 
either the parents or the audience. Because the 
parents share a kmd of bland optimism, a belief 
in childhood i1111oce11ce, they both figuratively 
and literally don't see the ivntmg 011 the wall. 
The moment when the child played by Lucy 
Bell, furiously draws a wolf on the wall, is tmly 
frightening. I haven't been frightened by 
anything in conventional theatre for years. 

H I don'r want rhe pace ro be cluttered 
with drawings. I wane ir ro be meaner than rhar. 

KC It helps the stage play because it's a real 
challenge to convey the enormity of the child's 
vision, the 11101( which she both is and fears, 
witho11t resorting to too many words or a 
symbolic poetry. It's a beautifully spare text . 

H What do you a a child do when you 
recogni e char you're living with a mon rer, 
whether it your elf or a parent? an you 
re ogni e rhe mon trou for what it i ? 

KG It 's bound 11p 1111th a((ectio11 and the 
desire to love the parents. \Vhen I per(ormed 
Phoroplay m 19 8, c1 work about my 
relationship with m emotionally tyrannical 
mother it was a very di((iC11lt experience even 
tho11gh she was lung dead. The work turned 
out to be an exorc1Sm•m·progress. 

H jean/L11cretia ( 1995) my w()rk a hour my 
grandmother was a very private, per onal 
thing, a lament. Thar's when I tarted ro 
recogni~e that I really don't feel I ·an make 
work until 1r rii,e~ almo r like ,ome orr of 
bubble. TI1e focr that ir's ahour mr fomilr i 
not pre-determined. Ir' JU r that ,r•~ happening. 

K , Your work is 11ery di tmctit •e, it doesn't 
read as Butoh i1,e11 tho11gh 011r tra111mn I 111 

that area through the Body \'(leather 'school' 
of Mm Tanaka. Is Burn onara going to 
combme the archetypal power of your ll'Ork 
with the ei•eryday? /'111 back at the nat11rabsm 
1ss11e again. 

H What happen in ordinarr life i far 
more exrraordinarr 1han what we creare a 
high arr. That wa what ,mere red me in Meg 
ruarr' dance work ar the Adelaide Fe rival. 

K A ydney choreDgrapher said to me 
that t11ar1·s dancers weren't su((iC1e11tly in 
their bodies! 

H he roral oppo ire wa the ca e for me. 
I felt chat I wa in rheir bodie half the time. I 
noticed char one of the dancer had worked 
with Mm Tanaka. I made a deci ion a couple 
of year ago rhar I wa n'r intere red in doing 
Buroh anymore bur Body earher training i 
ba ed on everyday en ation and movement . 
It allo\ you ro acce condition and rare 
on a phy i al level and rran fer that into a 
work where you're dealing with a ort of 
reali m. Ir' like raking a micro ope to the 
real, or accelerating it by u ing a different 

Lucy Bell and Tara Morice m Wolf 
Lullaby photo: Robert McFarfane 

peed, or by amplifying it. 
KG Yo11 have had some classical vocal 
training on and off (or a couple of years, you 
perform with the Cafe at the Cate of ah1atio11 
gospel choir and you work with sounJ designer 
Gt1rry Bradbury. Lately in ydney it's been 
, lnlaratmg to hear the voice emerging i11 
/Nr/ormance works yo11 usually expect to be 
physical and silent. The vocal work in 

reatures ur elve and Jean/Lu reria was 
both natural and heightened. 

H Bod Weather doe n'r really addres the 
voice, bur I think ir ha influenced m 
approach ro the voi e. I feel I'm ju r 
crat hing the urface. ound i a fundamental 

pare of the wa)' I con rrucr the imagination of 
rhe performance. arry Bradbury i ome ne 
I've found who I can work with in a very 
intuitive way. I talk to him abour rhe rhemaric 
ontent of the work and he invariably ha a 

conn crion with it. We , ere working on 
jean/L11cretia and I wa talking about my 
grandmorher's hou e and her pianola and my 
childh od relation hip with it. He' reall>• 
fa cinated with pianola so he' looking ar 
'decon eructing' a pianola and making ne\ 
roll ba ed on elecrroni and po ibly v al 
ound. The performer have great voi e and 

I'll want ro u e chem roo. 

K , \Y/ith words? 

H I'm nor urc how much. I'm ju r 
beginmng ro wrire text, another urpmin 
development, another way of working. The 
ubjecr marrcr i uch a juicy area: ~ har i rhe 

relation hip between the archetypal and the 
real. The older I get, the more fertile rhar 
rerrirory becomes. I remember ralkmg ro a 
p ychologi~t yc:ir ago, who aid your l.:ue O , 
early 40 i acru:illy , hen the unccm ious ran 
ro really becomc ... well, no longer ,o separate. 
The dream ger rronger, and anything that\ 
nor resolved actually become bigger. 

K , Yo11 can resolve it thrcmgh your art? 

H I think you c,111. 

1kki 1-fe)'ll'tJtJd, Burn onata with lam! 
I /ague. Tony Osborne. 8C'11ja111111 Grh•11e, 

/are Grant. Dean \ al h, sound des1t,:11 hy 
;arr)' Brad{mry, The: l'L'T(orm,mce Space, July 
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Sleights of mind 
Z uz anna oboslay interrogate the power of puppetry in Philippe 
Genty towaways 

I give child-friend in uburban anberra 
a huge brown bear. They plop it in a 
troller and neighbour pause a furry paw 

and belly lide aero the pavem nt in a 
ure canva ride. Huge bear with little 

children. Linl hildren with huge bear . In 
Latcho Drom, the Gyp y movie, I e a 
dan ing bear leer out of the ring wher he 
dan e . hildren hriek and aner. Then 
chey laugh; it wild toorhine i conrained. 

uzzled only its ize and proximiry are 
what really confront . lllu ion play with 
proportion, a it hift and hallenge 
per pc rive and errainry. The ruff of 
fore r dream and oft (nighr)mare : 

And from ... 11othi11g shall come life
even as we watch, i11 the very centre of that 
void a si11gle atom seems to stir-to rise-it 
ascends like the awake11i11g of a thought in 
a dream ... the slow, deliberate ascensio11 of 
a single form-near it, yet further back, a 
second and a third atom seems to have 
come i11to a half existence ... slowly shapes 
co11ti11ue to rise in endless numbers-to rise 
and fall while still the folds unfold and 
close, mou11ting one higher than another, 
others falling until there stand before us 
vast columns of shapes, all single yet all 
1mited-none resting. 

Edward Gordon raig, 
The Art of the Theatre 

Many of Gordon Craig' 1920 vi ion 
were pie-in-the- ky cumber ome, 
impo ible; a theatre replacing actor 
(whom he called .. an in uperable difficulry 
and an expen c") wich column and cube 
of hape ri ing, multiplying, and wapping 
uncil they ettlc "like a dew". Philippe 
Geney, che grand illu ioni c who cite 

ordon raig a a our e, ha the re hnical 
re our e imp ible for raig. towaways 
i rande Theatre a Grand 1llu ion-a 
pr cidigitarion, a reliance on nimble finger 
co hift rime and pace and play with the 
p y he a a child play wich toy . 

Huge pocket hide big and linle rhing . 
Ernie, rhe cencral chara ter/enfanc 
terrible/ entral pre tidigitator, ha 
• towa\ a ' (rhe un on ciou pa ion rhac 
drive h11n) appear from wtthm fold in hi 
c ,H and lide off him no matter how hard 
chey cry co cling. There i a legles woman, 
an armle girl, a hipheavy buffoon of an 
Afri an afan-man; and one, ho could be 
an rabi monkey-grinder complec , ,ch 
ape and fez. The y bear him, rum h, fo c 

around h, ankle, play wich him, r a e and 
cormenc him . The y au e him co ear hand 
crave) under wacer and over loud s. 

Linlc Ernie e ape from irhin hi 
fold : a puppec-boy in a crench coat who 
chink he' in conrrol. He lam the door of 
hi mac h nck hou e, hi mac h ri k home, 

huning out che huge Facher' face a ic 
loom in the do r. Linle Ernie de ide co 
burn che hou e down-it' imple, it' 
paper, he can draw flame around ic like a 
balloon around a word and burn burn bum 
ic mall, rem cc, a problem in a pockcr char 
can be laughed away. Th threac mad 
in endiary then a h chat an fir in hi 
brief a ea he walk away. 

ne object i u ed for and een a many 
thing . I it a brain, or a worm? I it a bird, 
or a plane? Are we on ea or land? welling 
and hrinking a puppet' dough-face i 
made and remade a cording to the de ire of 
ea h per on who remake ir. The puppec 
dan e or ic elf pu he a different dan e 
a ording co who hold ir. 

ln towaways, there i a cele coping of 
earth and ky; of the legle and armle , of 
meannes kindne , lu tine , inro a 
que rioning of r aliry. ency' proce i 
one of rea ing out layer and layers of 
meaning (how much can one do with 
paper? how mu h wich flour?) with 
meaning derived from chc cexture of 
materials char compo e an image, rather 
rhan a meaning derived from p ychology or 
word . Who is real-rhe puppet, rhe 
puppeteer, or che puppet' oul? I ee an 
equal tempering of puppet ro player; it' the 
relation hip ic elf being explored. 

There i a texture of ruffled ilk against 
rolling human kin. Of ea and bone. A 
brearhle ly beautiful moment where ky 
be ome ea and Meredith Kitchen' back i 
bared to bathe. 

I wi h the program and pre-publi icy 
didn't pompou ly hint ac ome major 
epiphany for ency a he travelled around 
Au tralia in the evencie . The e hint at 
( elf-)reali ation are a di ervice co boch 
depth analy I and hi own work. 

The value of towaways i it lightne 
ic nimble tran lucen y it cone of 
equivalen e. Perhap the mo r u e ful 
segment i where Kit hen dance with rhe 
naked puppet in the e ond half. Th re i 
her mu le ver u hi kin: her 

3 to 6 July 1996 Canberra Youth Theatre 2 & 6pm 
$5 & $7 Gorman House Arts Centre Batman St Braddon 2485057 
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What of che human · one 
eking co achieve? 
If I chink abouc chings 

u h a che dough-face, I 
can cea e our meaning , 
bur I do nor do o during 
che performan e, here 
mo tly I ic chinking 
about the how, nor rhe 
why (judging by whar I 
hear from the audience, 
o do chey). Though ir 

hide ic nimble finger , 
the performan e focu 
mo r often i ic elf rhe 
wonder of appearan el Compagn,e Ph,hppe Genty. Stowaways 

di appearan e and nor 
what it expre e or 
onrain . 

The u cralian rehear al proce wa a 
tretching and conden ing-on rhe one 

hand, for u tralian a tor u ed to up c 
ix week ' rehear al, an elongation of rime 

and exploration; for enty on che other, a 
rele oping of proce , conden ing and 
worrying about che quartering of hi u ual 
rehearsal time. 

This tel oping, for me, contributed to an 
odd n of luxuriant (and perhaps 
indulgent) tret hed time within th 
performan e itself: how many cri ks around 
the same idea can an audience ustain? How 
many lid and tea ings i it worth ustaining 
(a opposed ro how many you can get away 
with)? Many imag for me repeaced what I'd 
seen in Geney work from years before. 

There i no doubr about Geney' technical 
achievement, partly made possible by che 
luxury of four month ' rehearsal time 
(including one whole month in the 
performance pa e) plus a budget whi h an 
afford to throw away pecially-made props 
whi h are found not to work. It means that 
gorgeou images u h as a whole land pe 
wirling and disappearing around two figure 

down a plughol can be perfected into rhe 
illusion that ic needs co be. (I wonder if chey 
change th dire tion of rhe spiral for norrhem 
and uthem hemi pheres to match che water 

d wn a plughole. Thi segment al ne cook 
cwo full week co rehearse.) 

I chink again of the muzzled dan ing 
bear. Ir i nor really frighr ning (nor in 

me way convin ing): ic hadow i whac 
a rs the ar . It ceeth-mor than half of 

it nature, che place of in i ion, piercin , 
penetracion, defen e-are wired, out of 
ight. Th e are dream wichour an hor -

floaring realitie fl acing world , wich rhe 
odd and f r me jarring rou h of che roo
pecific blue • inging kangaroo. Thi work 

doe n't how ic ceerh nor doe ir wane co 
how chem. Perhap chi i what I feel mo t 

about towaways: it roothle ne . The 
que tion are re olved o ea ily with a hift 
in per peccive away from che void. "Being 
ha teerh," ay ietzsehe. Thi i a 
muzzled bear. Ir i an unrooched pe ra le 
whi h ririllare : and ic i nor my 
un on iou he draw . 

Tha11ks to Russell Garbutt for discussing 
the creative process with the writer. 

ompagnie Philippe Genty, rowaway , 
written and directed by Philippe enty, co
directed by Mary Underwood. Performers: 
Russell Garbutt, Meredith Kitchen, Jennifer 

ewman-Preston, Brian Parker, imon 
Rann. rowaway toured 11atio11ally1 

visceral in the extren1e 

cb 

presented bv Arena Theatre Companv lR ass0Cldt1on with the u,c 011an Arts (er.Ile 
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A show of hands 
Bori Kelly querie the development of ompany kylark' Pocket rze 

Pocket Size. 1996 photo: Katherine Pepper 

The cnou ne of intent in any 
performance cn~emblc can in part be 
mea ure<l by rhe dis ipline and craft evidenr 
in ir approach ro training. In general, 
theatre rrainmg in u rralia rend~ ro h 
undervalued by being confined ro rhe period 
of ollege education leading ro enrry inro rhe 
rh arre profe ion after whi h ir i often 
as um d rhar training i a thing of rhe pa r. 
However, the hi rory of performance clearly 
reveal rhar rhe individual and ompanie 
which have made their mark on rhe arr rend 
co be tho e who under co d and valued rhe 
di ipline of ongoing trai ning. ompany 

kylark' Arri ric Direcror Perer Wil on 
clearly under rand thi an d, bringing a he 
does an appreciation and working 
knowledge of the A ian tradition of 
puppetry, the company' training program, 
implemented two and a half years ago, i 
beginning to bear the fruit of the diligence 
and focus Wil on has devoted to the ta k of 

Deakin University 
performance 

venues 
now 

available 
for 

public hire 

PHOENIX 
T H E A T R E 

Burwood - 481 seats 

Toorak-297 seats 

Enquiries to the Theatre Managers 
• Phoenix Theatre 

Burwood , Victoria 
Phone and Fox: (03) 9244 6342 
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developing a world cla puppetr y en emble. 
ompany kylark, ba ed in nberr a, 

came under the direcror hip of Wil on in 
J 992 and ince that time ha hifted it focu 
from being a company almo t olely 
con erncd with rhe produ tion of work for 
children to embra ce performance for adulr 
audience . The company ' mo t recent work 
Pocket ize, which played a hort sea on at 
the Ra lph Wil on Th~re, i the re ult of a 
proce which began prior to the 1994 

ational Fe rival of Au tralian Theatr e 
during which it wa performed a a work -in
progr e . Pre umably, the current howin g i 
a continuation of the developm enta l proce 
and i not intended a a complete work in 
ir If. Primari ly, the work i a 
demon rranon, a howcase of rhe results of 
an e ten ive training program elegantly 
threaded together ro form a pica ing 
performance free of any preren ion . 

If all the world i a rage then puppetry i 
ofren rhe elebration of the omnis ient, 
omniprc ent and omnipotent hand which i 
the un ecn ar hirecr of our action and 
de tinies. In Pocket ize, a rirle which refers 
co rhc calc of rhc pr du ti n, pure illu ion 
1 deplo yed ro animate familiar objects-a 
deck hair a man' uit, a uirca e. Mary 
Hut hi n provide a parse pocri re r on 
the theme of the tentativene in human 
movement-with allusion ro walking on 
lippery su rface and spinning on rhe roe 

like a rop-whi h, by intention, ha rhe 
fainte t uggc tion s of a leitm otif. However, 
what di ringui he the work from 
conventional puppetry is the revealing of the 
'unseen hand' of the performer featured in a 
number of en cmblc movement pieces. 

There i much in the aesthetics of this 
how which doe not appeal-largely a 

matter of personal ta re, I admit. M y eyes 
tend to glaze over in the stage pre encc of 
pieces of stretch fabric manipulated by 
performer , and surely puppetry has paid 
sufficient homage to pieces of shimmering 
cloth lit a dozen ways . The c unworked 
cliche hamper an otherwise imple and 
quite effective de ign and while much of the 
purity of the illu ion i acrificed to the 
har h realitic of working in a mall theatre 
I have no doubt the technique will carry to 
full effect in a larger pace. Jeff Evan's 
mu ic, although competently executed and 
welJ integrated by the director, uffcr from 
a debt, in my mind , to the like of Andrea 
Wollcnwcidcr which ha r.ee effect of 
evoking the clau trophobia of a corporate 
elevator or the irritation at being put on 
hold by an in uran e company 
witchboard. And if we arc to have the 

'un een hand' on di play, more attention 
need to be paid in training co the dynami c 
range and dramati intention f the 
performer ' en emblc mo vement work. 

While acknowledging Peter Wit on' 
dedication to the pro c of building an 
en emble and the role of training in th at 
proce , I wa left wondering why th ere 
\ a uch an apparent a oidancc of ri k
taking in thi pr du rion. urely, the 
co ntra t between arti t and audience in 
\ ork-in-progre pre entation allow for 
a ub tantial degree of envel pe pu hing, 
where technique i deployed in attempt to 
def y the po iblc. Pocket h;e, while being 
enjoyable enough and no doubt of 
con iderable appeal to the company' 
e tabli hed audien e, eemed omewhar 
hy in thi re pc t. Thi i odd given the 

c ircum ranee in which there i o linl e ro 
lo e in daring. Furthermore, although 
Wil on ha hown in the highl y a (aimed 
Inside Dry Water a willingne ro 
approa h grand theme and co mpl ex 
idea , the ab en e of u h pirir in rh is 
produ tion ugge r a functional vehicle 
for rhe di play of kill,. 

Pocket ize, 0111pa11y. kylark, Ralph 
\Vi/so Theatre, Anbcrrb, April ) '7-20 
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In search of the 
source 
Maryann 
Lang' A 

Lynch on the complexitie of autobiography in 
trong Brown God 

re en 

In 1992 tevcn Lang followed the cour e 
of the Mar y River from it ource near 

aleny, a mall cown in outh-ea tern 
Que en land, ro the ca. He tra elled alone 
and on foot, the journey raking eleven da ys. 

reven Lang' diary of thi journey f rmed 
the tarting point of hi performance w rk 
A trong Brown od. 

Lang'. initial endeavour, at lea t in 
part, wa ro retrace the route tak en by 

rephen • imp on and Chri topher ipper 
on rhe fir r offi ,al journey by white men 
into the region I O yea r earlier. norher, 
perhap tronger, motivation wa to eek 
an approximation of the rclanon hip 
Lang under rood the indigenous 
inhabitant to have: (had) to rhe river: a 
relationship of exchange. B yond both of 
the e motives wa the di tinctly 
contemporary e,rern on c:rn with rhc 
elf, in this a e, the ma~ uline self, pulled 

into focu by Lang' biography. 

Steven Lang in A Strong Brown God 

A trong Brow n God wa by no means 
the un om plicat ed cul mination of Lan g' 
journe y. U ing poken word performance, 
occa ional characteti arion, and a 
narrative tyle con ciou ly remini cent of 
nin eteenth-centur y European exp lor er , 
along wirh three pr jection s reens, Lang 
clambered hi way through rhe ph) ' ical, 
emotional and ideologi a l terrain of rhe 
M ary Ri er. Like the rrek, the piece cri -
ro ed berween different cultura l and 

historical a umpri on , on tanrl y fraught 
by the diffi ulry of claiming the ' I' of the 
narrative. Here I wa reminded of Willi am 
Yang's adness, a piec e with a imilar 
form and intent. 

I'm nor ure that Lang' 'journey' wa 
alway uccc ful, e pecia lly when he trove 
to re oncile rhe diff cren e -internal and 
ex ternal- that made up hi endeavour. ne 
problem, unwittingly pre ented, wa the 
tenden cy ro elide Aboriginal cultural belief 
with po tmodern once rn . peaking of 
" inging the land ape rhe way it i , !of 
eeing] thin the way they are" ugge red 

th at Lang wa s confu in• rhe diluted ver ion 
of Aboriginal belief he had wirh a neo
Romanti ideal of rhe innocent wilderne s 
pri tin e in it wi <lorn, a place where 
pheno menon, idea and word meer in 
harmony. Ling then appeared to 
incorporate rhi~ conf u ion into hi own 
searc h for 'identity' and hi, an<ler,tan<ling 
of him elf as a man. 

I'm probably being a little har,h. In 1r 
narrative ,rrucrure A . tmng Brown C()d 
re erred ro the fecl111gs of clumsines,, of 

awkwardne Lang experi enced in tra ing 
the phy ical and the pcrform ativc path of 
hi endeavour . The piece hifted between 
anecdote , reflection , d ialogue an d 
monologue extract from . imp on' and 
other 'c olonial diari e image ranging 
from the pictur e quc ro the di rurbing (rhe 
latt er mo t often prompted by the 
di junction between word and image), and 
de ription. Although the pie c modelled 
it elf on the dry, deliberately unemotional 
tyle of imp on and co., rh1 only made 

more poignant the ,lippage 11110 late 
rwenneth-centurr uncenamry, the almo,t 
gauche confe sional tone a Lang, 
per n/per ona, truggled with 
vu lnerabi lirie forced our into rhc light of 
da by rhe ab ence of familiar di traa1ons. 

Lang, quietly ·itting ar a 1.:amp table to 
one side of rh reem, dommatcd the piece 
wirh hi measured reading and h1~ 
unpatroni ing imitation of Le~, Lil, haron 

photo : Nicola Chapman 

and others met along the way. A trong 
Brown God wa at ir trong est for me, 
however, when Lang imply showed hi 
image of the Before and ther of rhe 
riverland an d wh en he poke of the other 

rephen, impson, a man bearing rhe grief 
of rhe death of. hi wife and hild with a 
t iff upper lip in the privac y of hi journal . 

It wa in the e two moment rhar the 
rcn ion between the different element of 
Lang ' endea vou r were at a peak, and yet 
I felt the re onance between, ay, Lang 
an d imp on o r imp on' grief and the 
grief of the loca l laughtcred or di placed 
people . Beyond Lan g' de ire ro find 
con nection , conne tions became 
apparent; difference weren't a 1milatcd 
bur found acco mmod ation in mall 
mom ent of pain, bewilderment or ome 
ot her ex perien ce of exile. 

Like adness, A tro11g Brown God 
offe red ir e lf a autobiographical-a 
eductive norion when the performer 

draw upon re ogni able per onal 
expe rien e . What borh piec highlighted, 
for me, wa that rhe ca rch for me,111ing 
now begi n with the self, and rhar all el e 
mu t he di covered, nor in the nin eteenth• 
century ryle, bur in a con rnnr rruggle ro 
nor make meaning one' own. Lang\ pie1.:c 
~howed the difficult y, a~ well a the 
po, ihilitie , of thi s a1.:r. 

A trong Brown God: the ~fa r Ri er 
Diary, written and performed by tcve11 
Lang, Experi111etm. Metro Arts Theatre, 
Brisbane, April 2-6. " I 
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Egendering laughter 
Barbara Joseph cros e the punchline at the Melbourn Comedy 
Fe rival 

Movement, Irene K h, play, right 
arah Vin enr and internarional 

a t Jo Brand, Lynn Fergu on, 
nnie prinkle and The Full Figure 

Theatre ompany indi are that 
women' omedy i gaining broader 
acceptance among r rhe general 
public, pon or and the media. 

Yer the popular mi onceprion 
remain that comedy i a male 
pur uit and rho e 'brave' women 
who do try it are, like women 
making headway in any other male
dominated field a ele r few who 
have char omerhing extra. Why 
doe thi perception of comedy a 
male exclu ive zone per i r a 
cultural myth? 

Women comi are on i renrly 
throwing down the gauntlet and 
challenging male comic on 'their' 
turf. Julia Morri make a joke of 
the male audience member who 
derided her for being di gu ring 
and offen ive in her occa ional u e 
of rhe verna ular. In pointing our 
the ab urdity of the iruarion, he 
illu crate clearly the double 
randard by which female comics 

are judged. Meraphle Carr. Stayci Taylor and Penny Baren of The Rhonda 
Movement In Drumhead While the content of women' 

comedy help to break down public 
perceptions of appropriate female 

behaviour the tyle and delivery required 
for stand-up often limit the subver ion of 
stereotype . More theatrical tyle seem 
better uited to challenging or 
confrontational material. Ln Andrea 
Powell's brilliant portrayal of a 'feral m 
Enough is Enough, he takes pains to 

Upfront Comedy at the Melbourne 
Town Hall Main cage on Monday April 
15 howca ed the talent of more than 
twenty female comedian . Audience 
re pon e wa enormou with over a 
thou and tickets old. Thi and the uccess 
of national and local performer Judith 
Lucy, Deni e Scott, The Rhonda di play excreta- rained underwear, Full 

BURN 
Sonata 

A bold new performance work wrestling 
with family monsters 

Conceived and directed by Nikki Heywood, created in collaboration 
with composer Garry Bradbury and performers Clare Grant, 

Benjamin Grieve, Claire Hague, Tony Osborne, Dean Walsh. 
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improvi ed performance of rhc sort 
pre entcd hy Anthony organ in 
the fir r of hi elf-named 'triptych', 
/11k. Pi11k. Yem ti11k., or rhe tired 
joke and familiar vi ual gag of 
ome orher c rabli hed male comic . 
urely audience are ick of 
pending large lump of ca h ro 

wirne men hamhling around a 
rage, moking and having a hir of 

a whinge a rhnugh in rheir own 
lounge room ? Ir' wading inro 
murky , arer ro deb.ire rhi a a 
gender i ue when it' . tied up wirh 
rhe apparent need of rhe comedy 
cene and commercial audience ro 

protect rheir ·legend '. 
nc of the hierarchic 

operating, often to the 
di advantage of female comic , i 
rhe choice of venue . The 

elbourne To, n Hall offered a 

Judith Lucy m An Impossible Dream 

enrral lo ation and a morga bord 
of comedy including big local and 
international a r . Ir al o enabled 
many mall how a cc to a 
performan e venue at rea onable 

photo : Jeff Busby co r. But pity rho e who were 

Figure Theatre ompany overtly 
decon rru r image of femininity with their 
power-dre ing yuppie, boot-wearing 
revolutionary and dippy hippy hara rer in 
The F-word, and The Rhonda' u e their 
PVC body uit a per u ion in rrument . 

Doe cutting-edge comedy for women 
have to be i ue-ba ed or woman 
identified? tayci Taylor, Penny Baron and 
Merophie arr of The Rhonda 
Movement ee their comedy a 
agenda-free and while accepting 
femini m a an echo for their 
per onal live , reject the tag of 
"femini r comedian" on the ba i of 
it potential to marginali e. The long 
term effect of negative and 
inaccurate portrayals of femini rs 
have cau ed many women, even 
audaciou female comic , ro reject 
the term a a de cription of their 
ocio-polirical stance. 

Jo Brand ' comic per ona i a 
bitter, man-haring, feminist who 
bear little connection to Jo Brand 
her elf. For her, the comedy come 
fir t, the i ue are econdary. Yer 
her material quite openly confront 
i ue of body image which concern 
many women. Early in her act, 
Brand di cu e the negative 
rereotype of the femini t, referring 

ro the Briti h tabloid con rruction of 
her a a beer- willing, moking, 
wearing, far man-hating, boor

wearing le bian a being only partly 
correct. " I m actually herero ·exual " 
he ay , " o you men in rhe 

ru k el ewhere-Full Figure at the 
Royal Women' Ho piral, Julia 

orri omewhere in Toorak and 
Barbara's Tour de four ar r Marrin . 

ommon lore has it rhar if you're good, 
you'll pull an audience. Bur good at 
what-your omedy or at enri ing the 
media? Why were o many interview 
given ro Greg Fleer talking about hi drug 
addiction? erring publicity ha become 
more difficult than ever and many paper 

audience, be very ared, I do want 
you for ex ." 

Denise Scott 

Jo Brand relate the gender 
inequirie in comedy to audience 
per eprion of female comic a "le able" 
performer . Both male and female audience 
members exhibit this response- o much 
for rhe mythical isrerhood. From her 
vantage point, he often ob erves female 
audience members mediate their laughter 
through their male partner. Women will 
glance at their husband or boyfriend before 
responding to a joke. Yet on the opening 
night of her Melbourne shows, rising above 
the silence of masculine incomprehension, 
were the differently pitched volumes of 
female laughter. I doubt whether Australian 
audiences are more liberated. The context 
of this performance within a Comedy 
Festival with elements of carnival, where 
the acceptable is challenged and standard 
codes of behaviour inverted, may have 
produced chis expansive response from the 
largely female audience. So why, even in 
this generally supportive environment do 
women comics continue to struggle to 
change the misconception that comedy is a 
male domain? 

Few wqmen, could h,ave,got away with 
the shambling, unrehe;r;ed, 'poorly 

won't end a reviewer unle the group/ 
performer/ producer take up advertising. 
Meanwhile, inside the comedy network, 
y tern of privilege and influence 

(incl uding the Moosehead Awards ) are 
operating-women are often paid well or 
given a go only for their novelty value; 
and the competitive environment of the 
stand-up circuit makes it an uncomfortable 
place to work for many women. 

In spite of a burgeoning audience interest 
in women's comic performance and rising 
numbers of very funny women making 
comedy, there seem to be socio-cultural 
impediments that continue to support the 
notion of comedy as a male domain. While 
gutsy, extraordinarily funny women are 
challenging gender with their comedy, there 
is some way to go ro address the inequities 
they experience. 

Barbara Joseph is a performer, writer and 
director currently tutori,ig i,i Drama at 
Monash University and developing a 
women's comedy show to be performed in 
Melliourn/ la'ier ib{s yea;: • • • ... • • 

-
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Memories are made of ... 
Mark Minchinton at Lyndal Jone 

When I wa a child a friend had an 
uncle who flew pirfire in WWll. The 
uncle lived up ro hi implied glamour in 
man y wa y : wepr-ba k black hair, piffy 
mou rache, even a cravar. Bur rather rhan a 
fraffly Engli h accent he had a lazy 
Au rralian drawl and drove nor a Lagonda 
or Bentley bur a maroon Holden. 

A little older I briefly looked after my 
brother' cat, Morris. Morri , who wa 
bla k and kinny and had long leg , al o had 
a behaviour problem : he ripped up curtain 
like hu k Jone ' Ta manian devil, hredded 
rhe alp of a toddler who came to vi it, and 
wa removed to a farm for delinquent car 
where he had to have a cage of hi own. 

Larer on, I wa hit hard aero the face 
in a reflex action by a lover in a crowded 

arlron re raurant after I rroked her wri r 
and inadvertently pinched a nerve; a year 
later he hit me again in a treet in Fitzroy 
after I told her I was going to ydney with 
another woman. 

I can't ay how much of the e memorie 
i true, but they're what came back to me 
after viewing Lyndal Jone ' pit/ire 1 2 3 
which eek to evoke and interrogate the 
pitfire and ome of it multiplicitie -wild 

car, wild plane, wild woman. 
The tting for pitf,re 1 2 3-a di used 

power cation in Lon dale treer near the 
hunting yards of pencer treer tarion, the 

Melbourne Remand Centre, and the nearl y 

pitfire 1 2 3 

invi ible dock on the Yarra-provok ed 
a ociarion with rhe har h condition of a 
male dominat ed indu rrial ~ orld. Thr ough 
thi environment rhe audien e travelled to 
whar a friend of mine ailed four 'pleasure 
zone ', raking up different kind of 
pecraror hip in each zone: 

• walking into and around an 
in rallarion of 10 or 15 relevi i n er wirh 
ro rhe ide, a row of poppie growing 
incongruou ly out of a workman ' bench lir 
by u pended indu trial lamp ; into rhi 
pace came two w men, one wearing a long 

and obviou red wig; the bewigged woman 
er a video g ing on rhe monitor , howing 

long, medium, and clo e up hot of a field 
of poppie ; rhe two women rhen 'rehear ed' 
a cene of walking and ome dialogue 
about Bo nia (where I rood ir wa difficult 
ro hear what was aid); 

• standing before a low rage 
watching and Ii rening ro a man in jean and 
ingler tuning hi guitar before launching 

into heavy metal riffs; he wa joined later by 
a woman in a red dre and the red wig from 
the previou ene; he ang operatically, 
while on the other ide of the stage a 
handsome young man climbed inro and our 
of WWJI flying gear, voguing to a video 
camera, hi captured image projected onro a 
mall monitor at the front of the rage· a 

film from the cockpit of a plane played more 
or le endl ly in the background, and the 

•""' 

ound of an aircraft engine droned ; 
• irring, arching a dance rhe,1tre 

piece, here five male-female couple played 
out cene of arrracrion, flirrarion, and 
making-our among r carrered torage 
cabinet , individual raking rum ro peak 
fanta ies/rale of educ tion into microphon 
pla ed along rhe front of the rage; 

• randing for rwenry minute or so 
in a lane ar rhc back of rhe build ing 
mirroring a line of people (one of whom 
wore the red wig) who mighr have been 
refugee waiting ro be ler our of a gare; 
on e, while rhey waited, rhe roar of a 
pi ton-engined air mfr pa ed along rhe 
lane; when rhe gare wa opened rhey ran up 
the lane, a ros a rreer, and into another 
lane, 'freezing' in po irion of flight. 

There wa no narrative link between any 
of rhe e z ne , rhc only onne rions were 
rhe bare indu trial environment, rhe colour 
red ( een in poppie , ro e , dre e , and the 
wig), ome of rhe a r member , rhe 
anonymou announcer' voi e moving u 
from zone ro zone, and the ound f 
pirfire -feline, aero-nauri al, and female. 

If I eem troubled it' becau e Lynda( 
Jone i a performance maker I re peer and 

pit/ire 1 2 J-part of her larger project, 
The Darwin Translations, rhe only other 
part of which I have een being the video 
Freud's Couch-felr di ranced and imbued 
with a en e of ab ence that I wa n't ure 
wa intentional. The curator, Gillian Beer, 
nore rhat rhe title "explicitly expre e the 
idea of multiplicity ", and rhar the piece 
"promote fluidity and heterogeneity as 
de irable model for human relation hip ", 
bur it wa n'c clear ro me how rhe piece 

The jobs behind the acronyms 
David Varga interview's TEAME' Dianne Dayhew about traineeships in the art 

With the Coalition yet co announce it 
policy on training, arts indu try worker and 
employer are being forced to con ider 
future direction in a time of uncertainty. 
Labour market employment initiative such 
a the Job kill program, which have 
provided trong upport ro art employer 
(primarily a ources of inexpen ive 
admini rrative raff) could well be 
dismantled in the Augu t budget. One new 
training body with a pecific arts/media 
agenda i TEAME (Training and 

mployment for Arr Media and 
Enterrainmenr). tabli hed under 

ETTF R E ( ational Education and 
Training Ta k Force) rhe former federal 
government' national trainee hip 
admini tration and brokering body, 
TEAME' traineeship program enable 
empl yer to take on m1inee and provide 
rhcm with a range f kill over a rwelve 
monrh period. Developed in con ultarion 
with a range of arr and media group , 
TEAME e it elf a an indu cry-focu cd 
training alternative set to receive ongoing 

government upport. TEAME Group 
Training ' W manager i Dianne Dayhew . 

D V TEAM£ has a national strategy? 

DD Ye , very mu h o. We have office in 
Vi toria, Queen land and a repre entative 
in Ta mania and we hope co cover all 
rate eventually, but Wand Vi roria are 

our mo r succe ful at thi rage. We al o 
have trainee in regional area including 
arc centre and indigenou organi ation . 
Our focu i not limited to citie . 

• 
D V \.Vhat's in it for emplo)'ers when they 
take on a trainee? 

DD The employer pay the ational 
Training Wage, which i relativel y low 
considering the employee i rill in 
training. Employer al o receive a 
minimum 2000 in entivc pa yment . A the 
trainee hip are linked ro other ub idy 

heme we a ces all po iblc government 
ub idic and then pa them on directly. 

'Townsvi{{e ' s Premier Professiona{ 'Tfieatre 

Lli'IE. 
T H E A T R E 

igorous, Ii e theatre under th 
artistic directi n f Jean-Pierre Yoo·. 

Pre: ntin° the best of Au lralian 
plays. p~oductions of c ntemporary 

milesl n s from World Theatre, 

June 13th to 22nd 
MATILDA WOMEN 

ue Rider 

Jul 24th to August rd 
THE URG/CAL TABLE 

Daynan Brazil 

August - Serember 

re i als of the classics in readily 
accessible styles. entertaining 

expe1imcnts in fresh dmmatic fonns, 
theatre that is rele ant. stimulating, 

well-made. ' k ' ' v l ., ., "' L ·--~-0 tor Ille Am 

For Bookings Phone: (077) 2764 15 or Fax: (077) 2764 16 
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TEAME Group Training admini ter all 
the paperwork relating ro the trainee 
including uperannuarion, worker 
compcn ation, annual leave , i k leave and 
wage payment o the employer i aved 
the burden of admini tration time and 
co t a well. 

DV Is there an emphasis 011 youth training? 

DD Ye , although there are no age 
re tri tion . The respon e we' e had from 
employer i that trainee require a certain 
amount of maturit y co work in the art 
indu try, owe look for determination and 
commitment in applicants, for people who 
we think are career oriented. 

D V What's the process of selecting 
empl oyers and mat ching them with the 
right trainees? 

DD We meet employer , di cu their 
requirement and then cc if they arc able 
to provide the training upporr nece ary. 
We then recruit according to their need 
from our daraba e of applicant , and in 
ome ca e advcrri e if nece ary. 

D V How is the trai11i11g component of the 
traineesl,ips structured ? 

DD The type of train111g depend upon the 
trainee hip curri ulum. Thi can be either 
rorally on-t he-job or a a combi na tion of 
on -and -off -the -job training. ff-the job 
training can be delivered in a block or one 
day a week over the cour of a year . 

D V What 1s your role once tl,e tr.11neeship 
/,as co111111e11ced? 

DD TEA~IE ,roup rr.uning rem.1111 the 
legal employer of rhe tr.1111ee, prov1d111g a 
s.1fcry ner for employer . We .11 o monitor 
the tr.11nec's progress, carrying out Job 
.1~se~smcnrs throughout the ye.ir. A 
\Upcrnsor gu,Je~ thc rra111e1.• rhn.>ugh the 
81itcn:nr on thl· joh modules. 

-- -

ir elf did th i . ome of rhe absence felt 
ignificanr: rhe ab cnce of (industrial ) 

worker from rhe power hou e, rhe eeming 
ab ence of plea ure in the perform er a 
rhey performed erotic moment , rhe ah cnce 
of connec tion to the audi ence. True, I 
found moment of plea ure: rhe redne of 
the popp ie ; the guitari r' nonchalant 
movement a he tuned and played his guitar 
contra red with rhe ragy RA -voguing of 
the pirfire 'pilot' ro_ the video camera, and 
starred me briefly thinking about male 
i on ; the conflation of heavy-metal guitar, 
operari inging, and aircraft engine which 
throbbed through our bodie ; rhe 
oincidence or arrifi e rhar pla cd a lowly 

revolvin • wall fan in ilhoucttc next to rhe 
reel of rhe projector ca ring an image hor 
through rhc propeller of a plane; helley 
La i a caught in half light a he entered 
rhc zone of edu tion, and her 
dance / edu rion wirh Bryan mirh. 

Th moment did nor, in illian Beer' 
a ment of Darwinian theory quoted in her 
curator' note, "resolve co a ingle ignifican e 
nor yield a ingle pattern", bur nor did their 
coin idence and indeterminacy seem co 
generate an "absorbing unpredictability"; 
rather they remained disconnected effects, 
markers of what emcd a private and elu ive 
language to whi h I could find no acce . ln 
the end I wa left with my mem ri . 

Lynda/ ]011es, pitfire 1 2 3, with Dea1111e 
Flatley, Rhys Muldoo11, Helen Hopkins , 
Miliana Ziro;evic, Bori Rotar, Jadja Costich, 
helley Lasica, Michael heridan, musi c by 

David Chesworth, lighti11g by Margie Medlin. 
LollSdale treet Power tation, April l 0-27. 

DV Labour market programs such as 
jobskills, have been 11tilised successfully by 
man y smaller, 11011-pro(it and government 
(unded arts organisations. Are there any 
pr ovisio ns in the TEAM£ package which 
could benefit these tightly funded arts 
organisations in a similar way? 

DD If an employer ha taken on a raff 
member through a labour market program 
like Jobskills, in read of releasing them 
after the program i fini hed, we encourage 
the employer to incorporate chat raff 
member into a trainee hip. If they addres 
the TEAME requirements then it' po ible 
that we can credit their prior training. The 
difference is that TEAME offer a 
trucrured package. At the end of the 

period the trainee i given a certificate in 
recognition of the training they have done . 
We recogni e that many arts otgani ation 
are extremely tightly funded and we try co 
cater to their pecific need . 

D V There have been rumours that 
N£TTFORCE may be disbanded, in which 
case TEAM£ would come under the 
umbrella of the Nati onal Training 
Authority. What are the implicatio11s for 
T EAM£ if this goes ahead? 

DD Like all government funded bod,e we 
arc expecting change und er the oa lirion, 
but we do fore ee ontinuing upporr. 
We're al o anticipating po itivc hange 
too, like the opportunity ro ut red rape. t 
thi rage the future i looking very bn ht. 

TEAM£ Group Trai11111g offers tra111eeships 
in Arts Admimstration, M11/timed1a, 
Tele1•1s1011 Oper.itw11s, M11s1c 811s111ess, 
/11d1ge11011s Tele1•1s1011 a11d Video 
Prod11ct1011 as well as Media and 
]0 11malis111. Lwe Theatre and Commumty 

d, 1 t 
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Monica Wulff photo : Robert Mcfarlane 

Political fortune-spinning and lush deals have raised the ire of a broad community, united under the glowering 
belly of a 747. A performance project tracks its trajectory. Straight out of Marrickville, straight over Leichhardl, 
Newtown, Botany, Petersham-the deaf geography stretches on forever ... 
I am at Sidetrack Theatre. Marrickville, Sydney. I find myself moving past notice boards, avidly reading letters 
to politicians, legislation and propaganda as a bird-woman flits by with her luggage. Plane Truth, a 
performance project by Sidetrack in collaboration with student performers, is theatre of local revelatlon. The 
object of interrogation-the reviled third runway. A burning urban environmental issue. 
Hark, Mahler's funeral march. The narrator takes to the podium and in solid style leads us through the 
cynical twists of political motion. Contemporary performance styles produce a multivocal social body, a 
mock choir. Birds screech overhead. Deaf ears, expediency, money-the perfect dramatic conspiracy 
combines with local reality. 
Sidetrack blows on the ashes of the flight path. Fact and theatre combine to tell the tale of a protracted 
government development which has shaken South Sydney-siders to the marrow, prompting the most vocal 
and frustrated activism in recent Sydney history. 
Plane Truth combines a rich array of form, text and address to make an alive ethical tale--snatches of intimate 
confession, bold universalisms and apocalyptic video carve out the bone of contention. The Brechtian equation 
is recited in part-the people will come to know what's good for them. 
Behind me, some of the most determined anti-runway activists clap their hands in appreciation and delight at 
this deft rendition of their domestic lives. Roaring laughter dovetails into the shudder of a real plane overhead. 
In Plane Truth some truths are leaden, but some images are delicate, light and just. I emerge feeling swayed 
and slightly air-sick. Caitlin Newton-Broad 

Sidetrack Performance Group, Plane Truth, Sidetrack Theatre, Marrickville, April 9-27 
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TaldffC the plu; too close to the bone 

Sarah Miller laughs at Tony Osborne's one man 
show. If she didn't laugh, she'd have to cry. 

Tony Osborne's one man show, Festivals, Vestibules 
and a Humourless Bastard performed in Perth's Blue 
Room, ripped into some of Perth's most tried and 
true cultural clicMs. Following hot on the heels of 
the Perth Festival, this unfunded, partly scripted, 
largely improvised, theatrical gem drew on the 
improvisation skills of the dance trained artist, the 
buffoonery of the stand-up comedian and the 
versatility of the variety artist. I laughed a lot 
Osborne first appears like a beetle on its back or
shades of Kafka-a cockroach, finally achieving a 
kind of verticality from which he takes on the festival 
of imported product, overheard conversations in 
theatre foyers, economic (ir)rati01alism in the arts, 
anglophilia and isolation. 
And that's the great talent of Australian artists: 
brevity of rehearsal time. We don't need to waffle 
around in rehearsal rooms for months on end, 
trying out ideas! We're there on a six week project 
grant and before you can say 'snap-funding', we're 
in the pub on opening night. And that's why I'm 
proud to be an Australian artist. We know what we 
want to say and we say it quickly. 
And Osborne has the perfect solution for the 
economically rationalist arts minister. Yes minister! 
A performing arts company which will "produce not 
only ballets and plays but opera as well"! 
trs all in the rehearsal period you see. I'm working 
with a prominent group of WESTERN Australian 
artistes and we have reduced the preparation time of 
a three act play to seventy two hours. That's right. 
Working three days and nights non stop with a good 
workplace agreement, we could produce any of the 
classics in a week ... With the cost savings I plan to 
make, I could mount the entire stage works of 
Shakespeare over one month with all of Verdi's 
operas and a new Chrissie Parrott piece opening 
every 24 hours. We'll be able to perform 16 hours a 
day (this will attract the younger audience). We'll do 
several versions of each play: Playschool style in the 
rooming; Highschool in the afternoon and special 
2am shows for those quiet nights at Acqua and 
Vultures. This is the way to save the theatre in 
Western Australia. This is the answer. 
And god help us, it probably will be someone's 
answer. Physically and intellectually dexterous, 
witty and topical, Osborne's political satire 
hilariousiy articulates the tragedy of our 'state of 
the arts'. 
Festivals, Vestibules & a Humourless Bastard was 
performed at the Blue Room Theatre, Perth from 
March 20-31, 1996. 

Deborah Pollard Heldrun Lohr 

Arriving in the theatre, we shuffle around some jmed up woman in Indonesian drag "doing pop song". Her 
smile, flicking wrists, hips and the level of her gaze are somewhat unnerving. She has got to be joking, Some 
of us look away because the cloying pitch is too much, too feminine, too ... 
But this resilient little singing woman persists. Her lilting tune is infectious, and soon enough even those 
keeping their hard face on begin to nod and hum. We become the fly-by tourists for Deborah Pollard's show 
Fish Out Of Water. 
As "the plane lands in Jakarta, imagined through venetian blinds, a coil of smoke and intrigue", Pollard 
ransacks the narratives of popular film and fiction that mythologise "our closest foreign neighbour", Indonesia. 
The tone of her work is pitched as vicarious adventure, exploiting the border-defence paranoia of diplomat
speak and the gloss of tropical romance. Colonialism, post-colonialism, soft porn and the clicMs of exotica are 
peddled by Pollard. 
She lays out an unflattering but precise portfolio on the hungry western womart-5he is a new-age globe
trotting sarong-clad goddess and in turn a sunburnt stranger clamouring her way through cultural 
misinterpretation, cultural fatigue and feminine hysteria. She gets in close to our fears and desires. Pollard 
whispers warnings • ... but most of all, remember, don't fall in love." She doesn't want to learn. The luckless 
she is harassed and heartbroken by an enthusiastic Indonesian puppet with a salacious drive. Luckily there is 
always someone white to pick up the pieces-Mistress Pollard is serviced by "Boy" (Joel Markham), endlessly 
willing all-round cultural servant and safari-styled golf-caddy. 
Adept chain-kretak-smoking musicians (Margaret Bradley, Suhandi Kosasih) provide music that is pervasive 
and seductive, conjuring traditional Indonesian music, pantomime and cabaret in tropical collision. 
Same space, another show. The initial image of a woman swinging wildly on her baggage holds me captive. I 
am prepared to travel wherever ... Later, the romance is interrupted as another woman offers up evidence of 
our own voyeurism, "Go on, look at me, I know you like it." 
Noroc, a collaborative venture by Death Defying Theatre exploreing the imaginative space of identity and 
memory, promises to make connections between female experience in diverse cultures. Michelle St Anne, 
Terese Casu, Aida Amirkhanian and Deborah Leiser with director Tanya Gerstle have created four very different 
voices to elaborate this space. The design by Pierre Thibaudeau is a collection of maps and mirrors, reflecting 
back a fragmentary collage of experience and performance styles. 
One woman recites a macabre recipe "Holocaust Borschr, how to ensure the children of survivors meter their 
emotional lives property. A mock Indian woman tickles our taste for comic racism, a woman travels around 
Romania in a taxi and suddenly I am lost in a confusion of voices. What are they asking of me? 

Caitlin Newton-Broad 

Deborah Pollard, A Fish Out of Water, The Performance Space, May 2 -12; 
Death Defying Theatre, Noroc, The Performance Space, April 3 -14, University of Newcastle April 19, University 
of Western Sydney, Nepean, April 23 

Rosemary Myers, Hogh Covill , Bruce Gladwin photo : Ponch Hawkes 

Rosemary Myers, artistic director of Melbourne's Arena Theatre Company, is ecstatic. Her driving phone 
account of Arena's Autopsy is fuelled by the sight of the inflating of Maria Kozic's sculptural installation set just 
arrived from Sydney as we speak. Autopsy is based on market survey interviews about "how people make 
sense of their lives" via the likes of Amway, gyms and internet romances with a dramatic focus on the 
"moments when communication channels bottleneck". Arena ran the survey itself, advertising for participants 
who turned out to be only too willing, honest and emotional-"enough material for the next stage of Arena's 
work". Autopsy, says the press release, "acts as a 'pause' button on life, a chance to dissect the whole picture 
before we become too obsessed with fast forward." As these fearful speed metaphors rush down the line, I ask 
Myers, "Is this an anti-tech show?" No, says Myers fearlessly, explaining that Arena's attitude to technology 
is a positive but critical one, that their audience is young (she doesn't want to restrict the term to youth), open 
to technological development, and that the show itself uses video technology-digital human packaging (the 
CO-ROM cross-section scans of an executed murderer), internet imagery, projected text, and the performance 
is completely scored for music in rock concert format. The plot however is telling: a love story via the internet, 
work conflict in a computer software company, a life support system crisis, all three strands morally entwined 
and "a kind of happy ending, the difficult emergence of a new ethic, an antidote to Natural Born Killers which 
is critical of technology but which informs the cullure and becomes the culture and is depressing. The end of 
Autopsy was a hard call for us to write." 

Arena has been invited to perform Autopsy at the ASSITEJ World Conference in Russia later this year. The six 
track CD of Autopsy by Band of Hope (of which Myers is a member) will be available for sale at performances 
and nmezone in Swanston St. Mall. Arena Theatre Company, Autopsy, George Fairfax Studio, Victorian Arts 
Centre, June 6 - 15 Enquiries: 03 9699 8500 KG 
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The spiritual in the popular .o n tirurion, directed at binding rhc 
individual ro the rare, " ne nation under 
god". Virtue are civil one: physical 
trcngrh, kill, ream pirir. o religiou 
pirit celehrarc any od ur There, hut 

exultant humanity right here in rhe world 
leanor Brickhill find unexpected depth m v1 iting U dance compan Momix 

Ar it be r, there' . omerhing :mracrive 
about American humour. In Baseball and 
Passio11, rwo work by Mo e Pendleton, 
performed by omix, there arc enough 
alienr cue for event to omcidc with 

per onal bia e , even if at fir r glance the 
image in the program a r like warning 
ign . luclc gum chewing ball player 
trike facile po e with bar . Perfectly 

linear, ngorou I}' symmetrical group of 
dancers threaten ro paralv,e the 
imagin.umn. , 'crvousncss ovntook me 
until I read a quotation from 'I 'oo<ly Allen, 
al o included in the program, "I love 
ba eball, you know it doesn't have to mean 
anything, it' ju r vl!ry beautiful to watch." 
I wa relieved with thi more comfortably 
oblique per p rive. 

In both work there ' an une pecrcdly 
rigorou interior texture, a tang of 
spirituality, a acredne of orts. Profu e 
image lu ter, working to create den e, 
open-ended icon graphic hi torie whi h 
peak about the dimen ion of a tart pirit 

manife ting it elf in the profane culture of 
everyday human endeavour. Take an 
apparently weepingly imple and familiar 
passion for a game of baseball, and if you 
care to follow thi line of thinkin g, it turns 
out ro be part of the ame deep well from 
which pring other my tical and 
unfathomable a peer of human 
civili ation which follow u from the 
ancient into the contemporary world. In 
Passion, ex ual fervour, death, struggle 
and ec tatic religiou immolation are made 
of this ame ruff. 

An important feature of both works i 
th e layering over live performance of 
proje cted low fading image on a crim 

i • .• ' ·~;,; 
I 

Momix, Baseball 

which together capture expa nsive 
co mological per pective . In Baseball, we 
ee ancient, 'g raven ' images and 

monument like roneh enge overlaying 
the vivid and live pirit of the pitch on 
rage; corpulent female Venu figure 

(de cribed ometime a homo sapiens' 
first object of wor hip ); bat and ball 
images, banal and serious, are 
conspicuously genital-a girl in a half . 
he ll; a ball ne tie egg- like in a ba eball 

• 

EARL ARTS CENTRE, LAUNCESTON. 
Thursday July 2S at 8pm 

Friday July 26 at 8 pm 
Saturday July 27 at 2 pm 
Saturday July 27 at 8 pm 

THEATRE ROYAL, HOBART. 
Thursday August 1 at 8 pm 

Friday August 2 at 8 pm 
Saturday August 3 at 2 pm 
Saturday August 3 at 8 pm 

photo : Moses Pendleton 

glove, imultaneou ly vulva) and phalli . 
We ee performer regre s to a 2001 
cene, exerci ing an atavistic plea ure in 

hitting soft qua hy thin gs with long hard 
things . We see emblema tic cros ed bars; 
Mo es with his commandments, the et of 
rules for the game; film star images, 
Humphrey Bogart, Babe Ruth ; American 
Indian warrior image ; beer-can culture; 
the Stars and tripes Forever; a dance 
within pliable and perfectly balanced 
double arches · set to Arvo Part's tabat 
Mater ( rood the Mother, full of grief), 
and militaristic synchroni ed bar play. 
One woman' ufi-like spinning olo is 
ab le, with immaculate impliciry, to draw 
us into an understanding of that peculiar 
kind of devotion. 

arion develop civil religion who e 
liturgy and i onography are capable of 
u raining a range of meaning for 

devotee , becau e the symbolism though 
inten ely religiou , is not from any 
orthodox faith, but typically tap primal 
or ancient ource . Mo e Pendleton' 
Baseball how u all the hallmark . ivil 
religion in the U i grounded in the 

of comperirion, politic , finance, dirt, 
fame, greed, ex, beauty, pain, an<l skill, 
and rhe damp me<l1r.rn,·e autumnal (\hould 
rhar be fall) afternoon spent tossing a hall 
around in rhc ~ er lca·ves. Thi,, an insipid 
bur perfect closing image of Bt1seball, 
bring that pirit home, binding ir to a 
place which I fundamentallr American, 
even in it own self-mocker}', 

The immediately spiritual images of 
l't1ss1on rake us unhes1raungly ro \h1va, 
Indian god of the umver,e and lord of the 
d.111cc, a huge hr.111d1ing rrn, the tn .'mlllg 

ardent ,rruAAle ot organu .. lite. rhe 
pas 1onare attachment of ner,e an<l cell, 
fierce, microco mic vortex of p1 ril and 
tamen, flower and in ect, vulture in a 

dead tree, gin eng root-a human image
folds of cerebral cortex, decompo ing fie h, 
war, medieval image of flagellation and 
e ta y, mona ri penance, repetitive, 
extreme and peculiar. The pa ion of a 
bride, whether of hri t or man, come to 
u bare brea red, wathed in tulle. There i 
a profound erotici m in all of this, from the 
image of Ital ian renai ance women, tiny 
winged cupid with dimpled leg , to the 
huge mechanical clock marking the pa age 
of both cyclic and linear time. 

either frail, brittle nor pre-pubc cot 
the women's bodie have a more flagrant 
ae thetic independence not o familiar to 
Au tralian main tream dance. An apparent 
maturity and ucculence eem to walk all 
over quaint narrow female image we have 
unfortunately come to expect, and 
embarra ingly, to think of as erotic. 
The e dancer how no sign of phy ical 
truggle, they make no slip , they have 

immense faciliry, they are perfectly 
attuned. Meanwhile, the choreographic 
de ign are urprisingly so four quare, 
repetitive, turn-raking, linear, and 
pe uliarly literal a to make me wonder 
why their d imension do not feel more 
circumscribed. uch are rhe illusion 
farcica l and sophi ricated, which are 
created with meticulou preci ion. You 
need a oft focu on the e image for them 
ro do their work. 

Momix (U.S.), Ba eball a11d Pa ion 
co11ceived a11d directed by Moses Pendleton, 
ydney Dance ompany, ydney Opera 

House, May 2-9. 

I it po ible ro talk about fir r, e ond, third generation contemporary 
horeographer in Au tralia -w har con ritute a generation? At Dancehou e' 

Great Escapes- two week-end of continuou dancing, one event following 
another for up to four hour -genera tion came and went. There were the ubtly 
killed bodie of trained dancer and ex-company dancer -Dianne Reid and 

Roch elle armichael-doing inuou olos or howing the work of their fledgling 
companie . There were the fri ky bodies of Al Wunder 's tudio in Five quare 
Metres. There were the modern dancers rill rretching fabric and making elegant 
ge ture (Arches of Desire and Mind the Gap) and there were rhe inren ely Butoh 
and p ychological, Tony Yap again. Other bordering on the edge between the 
banal and the truly funny, uit, and rill more . 

Dancehou e i meeting a real need for independent dancer , or dancers in general, 
to have a place to how work and to meet one another in a polyglot and non 
judgmental environment. The newly polished jarrah floor of thi old building hone 
more than ome of the work bur then the mobile cro wd came and went with 
enthu ia m for what the y aw. It ' cheap and diver e and the format does allow 
dancer ro tea e a little and te r a little. I mi ed Jane Ref hauge' olo bur wa told 
it had a focu on inner Ii rening which was quire foreign to the refinement of a 
ounger generation. ne of my favourite wa reven Pea e' monologue in the 

mid r of Yap' A Little Escape i11to the ubterra11ea11; no dancing, but randing till 
he rook u on a rapid journc)' from kitchen table to maggot , worm , urethra and 

iki ,~ - far more grorc que than rhe other weary bodie around him. Perhap the 
ultimate e cape wa Breaking 1-ree of Human Bondage in , hich Andrew a ey, 
pinned to a ganchion on the brick wall, hurled himself ar the audience while h1 dog 
was tied to ,1 pillar in the yard outside, barking wildly. n the fir t performance the 
rope broke, nearly demolishing the front row of pectaror wrapped in their 
bl,1111..cr_. T~: ,econd ~ig_h! ,111<l1encc !'11J _ed the return vi Rachel l'e11sha111 
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From the crab .room, a cherry herring 
Julia Postle celebrates the opening of Brisbane's new dance-based performance space 

When over 100 people braved rhe recent 
Brisbane downpours and ub equenr flood 
ro attend the launch of the Cherry Herring 
omehow it wa n't all rhar surpri ing. After 

rhe success of rhe Crab Room last year, the 
continuation of its spirit of experimentation 
in a new venue, with a larger group of core 
artists, was more or less guaranteed ro 
renew the interest of an already supportive 
community. The new space adjoins the 
Council Bus Depot in the Valley, which at 
one rime hou ed a drag racing association. 
Cherry Heering is one of the many liqueur 
depicted in the wallpaper behind the old 
bar, hence the title Cherry Herring. The 
potential for such quirky intertexrual 
exploration makes 1062 Ann Street a 
particularly interesting sire for those arti ts 
involved-Shaaron Boughen, John Utans, 
jean Tally, Avril Huddy, Lisa 0' eill, 
Julieanne Hansen, Tony Kishawi, Brian 
Lucas, Gail Hewton, Helen Leeson, Sonia 
Fletcher and Susan Lewis. 

Politically, this may seem like a curatorial 
nightmare, with all twelve artists sharing the 
financial responsibilities for the lease of the 
space. Yet it was the financial burden upon 
the four artists who initiated and 
administered the Crab Room that 
contributed to its eventual dissolution . At the 
moment though, this group of artists seems 
to be honeymooning; there's an atmosphere 
of harmony and conviviality as they urge 
each other towards new creative possibilities. 
Cherry Herring's manifesto states as. one of 
.its objectives:. "To encourage and facilitate 
the creation of an environment which 
rigorously embraces and embodies risk, 
experiment, research, discussion, and debate 
about artistic practice and application". The 
artists are more explicitly united in all being 
quite specifically dance-based. There is a 

definite openness .to or her art form • 
however, as the emphasis is on the more 
expansive notion of 'performance', as 
opposed to dance as such. 

This broader understanding is echoed by 
Lis.a O' eil~ one of the collective. Lis.a has 
two 'families' ; the Suzuki-influenced FRANK 
Productions under the strong artistic 

photo : Leigh Hobba 

On paper it looks neat-three collaborators, three weeks, three subjects. But the tapestry these three threes 
weave toOether is richer than a simple braid. The working process to create No Time like The Present, a 
collaboration of dance and design by Ruth Hadlow, Wendy McPhee and Cate O'Brien involved a complicated 
layering of necessity, risk and ideas, of intuition, structure and invention. Wendy, a feisty, explosive dancer 
brought an energising serving of necessity and intuition. She works from her kinetic intelligence, responding 
in movement to deeply felt imperatives. Ruth, ostensibly a "designer" is actually someone who is not afraid 
to get her hands dirty. She doesn·t decorate the work, she instigates, probes and designs It in the sense of 
devising. Her contribution to the working process of No nme like the Present Is another vital triple: 
"structure, hope and faith". Gate makes the bridge between Ruth's measured and optimistic approach and 
Wendy's rush of expression. Although used to dancing in formalist work, depending on her very reliable and 
developed technique, Cate says calmly that when asked to do improvisation which may or may not have an 
outcome and to try a bit of "gush" dancing to Patsy Cline she was "willing to take the risk". Audacity with 
equilibrium and a sense of perspective. And so the three were able to work together in a tightly structured 
and emotionally fraught three weeks to create No nme like the Present, a work which started with a lot of 
ideas, developed into even more ideas and then filtered itself down to three: time, speed, and change. And in 
the end, while the finished work looks at these subjects from the point of view of time passing in decades, of 
the dizzying speed of the world, of the changes in society, the three collaborators agree, it's also about their 
lives, and even about this working process. It's a piece about time they wanted more time to make. A piece 
about speed that was made fast enough. And a piece about change that keeps changing. The working process 
created a finished work, but also the beginning of the performing process in which they have to balance, and 
wave and risk their way around Tasmania, ever updating their intentions within the piece and bringing it into 
their own time, which, certainly there is no time quite like. Karen Pearlman 

No Time Like the Present is a dance and design collaboration by Ruth Had/ow, Wendy McPhee, and Cate 
O'Brien currently touring Tasmania. Karen Pearlman ,s co-artistic director of Tasdance 

direction of Jacqui Carroll and john obb , 
and the flexible, democratic Cherry Herring. 
"My main focus at the moment i evolving a 
a performer " he ay . " my pieces are a 
vehicle for in rea ing my awareness of my 
relation hip with the audience, which i 
omething that comes out of working with 

FRA . And ince working with FRANK, 
I've discovered and developed another level 
of my own solo work. I feel like I work the 
audience differently. And I suppose it's the 
differen e of going from 'dancer' to 
'performer'. There' much more to it than 
dan ing in a pace." 

Li a ha created her own movement 
vocabulary out of a elf-impo ed rule to 
work away from conventional dance 
re hnique . "It wasn't a conscious rejection 
of anything, it wa ju t hone t. People ay 
my work is pretty odd, bur I get that from 
trying to find different phy ical 
connection , " she reflect . "Through the 
la r few olo I've done, I have built up a 
character, and he' full of contradictions. 
And I find that in a lot of ways he reflects 
who I am, which is a bit scary." In the 
forthcoming inaugural season ar the 
Cherry, Tanked, Lis.a will be revisiting her 
performance persona, although in this 
incarnation the movement will be more 
aggressive. Yety in e minor is a 
continuation of sweet yety, the solo Lisa 
comped her way through fast year at the 

Crab Room's first season. It is fitting then, 
that the work has been extended in a fre h 
context, while .essentially bridging the two 
performance spaces. 

An obvious marine fixation has already 
bridged the venues with re peer co title, and 
this was playfully celebrated at the opening 
of the Cherry Herring. Each arti t designed 
a unique fi h tarik for the event in a comic 

repre entarion of the group ' name, u hi 
wa erved, and the members of the Cherry 
were wearing cherry red en emble . There 
were al o snippets of works in the making 
for the Tanked ea on. De pire thi , there is 
no definite theme for Tanked. For instance, 
haaron Boughen is reworking a piece he 

originally choreographed for Wendy 
Hou ton when she was completing her 
Ma cer of Arts in London. haaron wanted 
ro return to a work which held creative 
ignificance for her in a parti ·ular rime and 

place and try to re hape it in a movement 
conver ation with a different performer in 
thi new pace. 

ot all of the arti t involved are 
pre enring work in thi ea on, and becau e 
of the ize of the collective there i less 
pre ure for them to do o. Jean Tally 
comments, "Instead of a few arrisrs 
continually generating work, there is more 
pace for the individual". Brian Lucas 

agree , "I think ju r the phy ical fact of 
having o many people involved means that 
the work can be spread around, o we will 
be able ro do a many if nor more 
performances". There is al o more pace 
for workshop cries, classe and forum , 
becau e of rhe different backgrounds, 
capacirie and interests of the members of 
the group. 

Perhap the Cherry Herring will prove 
more difficult to manage than the Crab 
Room, bur the potential for the space is 
clear. Building on the enthu ia m of the 
Crab Room bur diffusing that enthusiasm 
through many different cour e , the Cherry 
Herring will be, as it purports "a major 
venue for emerging and established artists 
offering a local focus for the creation, 
development, rehearsal and pre entation of 
original performance ba ed work". 

c,2lu9 JO - .,Sept 2 

~ri•l»Ane 

graphers. Sessions include forums, 

\cs such as the current needs of young 

velopment, new ways of teaching, 

~Scheduled to coincide with the Brisbane Festival, with local and international 

dance artists and educators (Parsons Dance Co. NY, Michael Hennessy- Head of 

Dance, Nthn Rivers Conservatorium, ex-Sydney Dance Co and currently 

director of Alias Dance Co, NORPA and Birdwing Youth Contemporary Dance 

Co, Sally Chance- Restless Dance Co, Adelaide.) 

Special Brisbane Festival discounts are available for conference delegates . 

~For CONFERENCE BROCHURE contact AUSDANCE (Qid) 

~ PO Box 191, Red Hill Q 4059 

\kl\ lJt I t-N \I \°""II Tel:07 3864 5677 Fax: 07 3864 5679 
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At the cusp of appearance and disapp•arance 
David Williams collages the thought of Jude Walton and Mark Minchinton on Walton' Dance:Text:Film for reenrnill 

ln 1994, Jude Walton wa invited to 
develop work as an arti t-in-re idence at 
the Queen's ollege Univer iry of 
Melbourne, in the neo-Gothic Tower 

tudio. ln turn, he invited choreographer 
andra Parker and Trevor Patrick, writer 

Jackie Dunn and Mark inchinton and 
cinematographer Brendan Lavelle to work 
with her around the broad thematic 
con tellarion of knowing and bodie . 
Material generated from that rime and 
pace i now being reworked for a week of 

performance in July, in a very different 
space: the George Ballroom in t. Kilda, a 
weathered eo-Baroque dance hall gho ted 
by it pa t and po ible futures. 

Dance:Text:Film emerges from que tion 
that eek to recogni e epi temological 
'gap ' paces in-between elf and other, 
pre en e and ab ence remembering and 
forgetting. The e pace in-between are the 
site of de ire and it corollary, fiction. 
What follow i a collage of fragment by 
Jude Walton and Mark Minchinton 
written during the development proce 

*** 
Desire comes as a realisation, a perception, 
as it were as the result of a mental 
operation which has now entered into the 
system of desire. The erotic, one might say, 

is the intelligence of the body. It is the body 
become sentient and self-aware by way of 
the other. Peter Brooks, Body Work 

*** 
I said, "Who's missing? omeone's missing". 
You said "There's always someone missing". 

I it only in ab ence that we know 
another? Given that incorp ration i both 
act and condition of experience, how do we 
know intimately through the 'body' 
through the 'mind'? The knowing that 
tern from incorporation i acquired 

through accretion, tran lation, 
accumulation of 'fact' evidence ob erved, 
experienced, collated, ifted ... but in the end 
what do we know? And what i this 
inherently in atiable de ire to know 
another-to 'hold their mind in your 
hand'? The e are ome of the que tion . 

When we speak we communicate more 
than we can know. But more important is 
what we seek to omit, to withhold. What are 
these selves that could have been, and i11 
withholding them what do we gain and lose? 

I feel we continually rebuild our reality to 
uit our wishes apd desires. As Leif Finkel 

say in an article on the con truction of 

per eption, "o ur cortex makes up little tori 
about the world and softly hum them to u 
to keep u from getting a red at night". 

The reflection of the fields i11 the glass of 
the trai11 window remind me of a11other time. 
A time k11ow11 only in motion. The sense of 
goi11g forward to another place, a11other me, 
and I invent my life, what it will become. 

Thi proje t brings together the differing 
language of dance, text and film to 
inve tigate how knowledge i generated and 
conveyed from body to body, from oul to 
oul. I think it creates an un table 

patchwork, a hadowy narrative of de ire 
between the performer , a world at the u p 
of appearance and di appearance. At 
various times information i accumulated, 
con ealed, transformed or deleted to reveal 
relation hip that remain forever potential 
and therefore, in a way, forever unknown. 

What is the place of absence? Where is it 
we are when we're not (t)here? Who do we 
become whe11 we are not prese11t? And 
should a firema11 come to 11s weari11g 
helmet a11d boots, would we know how to 
respond? Would we go with him, accept the 
state of emergency, or sit dumbfounded and 
questioning, wondering if we had heard the 
sirens, and if not, questioning their 

absence? What is a fireman? And why do 
fires need to be put out? 

The tructure of.the work i 
conver ational, nomadic, looping back on 
it elf and making tangential excur ion . It 
exi t as a collection of mall, individu al 
moment which hopefull y, a Walter 
Benjamin ugge ted, act a "crystals from 
which can be read or inferred the hape 

f the total event". Audience are invited 
to participate in an unravelling and 
under randing of the circumstance , "to 
gra p the epoch from the mall ymptom 
of the surface", a Horkheimer ha aid. 
To make their own fiction of what real
ly happen . 

At sunset, in those moments of fading, 
when I try to see what I think should be 
there, where have you gone? A11d at sunrise 
whe11 the light slowly reveals you, why 
don't I feel surprised? 

Jude Walton's Dance:Text:Film will be 
performed by a11dra Parker, Trevor 
Patrick, Jackie Dunn, Mark Minchi11ton 
and Jude Walto11 at the George Ballroom, 
Fitzroy treet, t. Kilda, 16-21 July, as part 
of the Gree11 Mill Dance Pro;ect 1996. 
For booking information, call the CUB 
Malthouse, Melboume on 03 9685 5111 

Dancing western in the north west 
Stefano Tele talks about teaching in the Pilbara and Kimberley regions 

In 1995 Stefano Tele spent five weeks as 
a teacher in the Ausdance Outreach 
program which travelled to the north-west 
of Australia. He was subsequently asked 
back to take up week-long residencies at 
Woodstock (a remote comm11nity near 
Kalumburt1} in ovember 1995 and August 
1996. tefano explains to Tony Osborne 
how he came to be a dancing success wit!, 
young people not nonnally exposed to 
Western performance dance forms. 

TO Ausdance were excited that you'd 
been invited back after the initial Outreach 
program because someone in the remote 
communities-not necessarily involved in 
the arts-had recognised the value and the 
benefits of the workshops you ga11e as a 
potential catalyst for transformation for 
some of their people. 

T I only worked with kid and they 
varied from pre-primary through year even 
to high-school. Being there for a whole 
week a oppo ed to doing a one-off 
work hop wa important. 

T How do you think yo11r teaching 

provided employment between 
performance . 

TO I've noticed a real ease in 
the way you move in 
perf om,ance as well as the 
comedic aspect you bring to your 
work-a strong theatrical 
element. You seem very 
comfor table with a sense of the 
ridiculous and with satirical 
material such as your 
collaboration with Jon Burtt 
during Dancers Are pace Eaters 
at PICA and In the Blue Room 
last year. 

ometime people take 
them elve too eriou ly. An 
anatomy teacher once told me 
that its good ro rwirch ... a an 
antidote ro the highly technical 
training I wa receiving at the 
time. he aw dance, e pecially 
cla ical, a a form that wa 
detrimental to the body and I 
believe that there' got ro be a 
balan e. 

practice and yo11r performance work inform 
each other? Fieldworks. R,tes of Passage photo : Ashley de Prazer TO Do you think your ethnic 

background was an element in 
the connection you made with T You have to be able to impart the 

information in a way that i not too 
e oreric. For in ranee, if I'm doing a one -off 
class, if I don't know the tudem and I'm 
nm ure how they're going to rake the 
material, I'll u e my warm-up to gauge 
what rep to take next. I found that the 
kids in remote communitie were o hy at 
fir t that I had to coax them to do things . 
They like to cc wh,tt you can do fir t. o I 
improvi sed .1 little show with ,1 talking 
drum . Once they ,aw me turning drum 
rhythms inm movement the little ku.ls 
,tarted copying me. Then the older kiJ 
followed ,\\ thl· l'nthu<,iasm 111fcctcd the 
group. It raught llll' ,111 1m,1lu.1blc lesmn in 

how to change my teaching ryle and not 
allow my elf to be too limited by a rigid 
program. I can u e that experience to 

change the direction of a work hop if I 
need to. 

TO Do you regard yourself as 
predominantly a teacher or as a performer? 

T I would ·a} a performer. I tudied 
perform,1ncc '1t the icrorian ollege of 
the J\rh and my teaching skills were 
.tcquired at Two D,rnce l'lu,, a \X'est 

ustral1an d,111ce-1n-educat1on company. 
.'inre I lett Two D,111ce Plu, tc,1d1ing h.1s 

the kids up north-not another white-fella 
coming in to show them how its all done? 

T ne foot in the door, o to peak. I 
wa born in We tern amoa and my 
parent emigrated to ew Zealand when I 
wa about three. I came to Au tralia in 
1985. 

TO How did dance come to figure in 
your life? 

T Ba ic.1lly to curb my hyperm:riviry. 
Bur in my culture everybody dance and 111 

a lot of ceremonies ,ts well. If a , ismng 

group come to the community, then a 
performance will be staged and the men 
will be part of it, When my family reali cd I 
was doing white-man ' dancing , such a 
classical and modern, they were really 
urprised. My cou ins have only had a tiny 

expo ure co white-man's dance. 

TO Does white-man's dance appear to be 
a career rather than something that you do 
culturally? Was that the significance of 
their surprise? 

T They couldn't understand why I 
would want to do that. If I had become an 
actor it would have been quite different. 
Expo ure to TV en ure that they would be 
quite familiar with what actor do, but not 
so with dancer . 

TO \'(!hat was the importance of the 
dance yo11 took to the remote north-west as 
opposed to the dance people there 
experience as part of their comm1111ity 
activities? 

T What I took to tho e communitie 
wa my 'ze t for life', trying to impart in 
different way that the dance I do i very 
important to me. I taught ome of the 
kid to play the talking drum or played 
footy or ba ketball with them a the only 
way of connecting them with the group. 
Rather than ju t doing the job, I 
interacted with them and became a mall 
part of the community a well a being 
their teacher. 

TO Do you think it was important for 
them that you are a 's11ccess' in the white
man's world thro11gh dance? 

T Because there i. no role model here 
for Ahoriginal kid , like the Bangarra 
Dance ompany, I think it' important 
for them to see that there are field other 
than sport. 



100 Years of Cruelty 
ichola T oura announce an inrernarional 

conference on Artaud ar rhe Powerhou e 
u eum, ydney, eprember 13- 15 

Anronin Artaud wa born one hundred year ago. 
1chola Tsouta ha formed a significanr and rare 

coalition of forces to present a three day evenr
conference, film , performan e-10 celebrate Artaud. 

Tsouta 'i nrentions are clear, 100 Years of Cruelty i 
being presented "nor as a homage, not a a boring 
hi torical evaluation, bur a look at the impact Artaud's 
ideas and hi philosophy have had on a number of 
different media and disciplines". 

Although the idea for the event came from Tsouta 
an experienced performance director, and Edward 
Scheer of the Drama Dcpamnenr at the Universiry of 

ewcasrle, the focus is nor on theatre. Tsoutas ha n'r 
approached the theatre communiry, feeling that "in 
Australian theatre we deal with only little bits of 
Artaud. He's a lot more problematic than imagined." 
The 'innucnrial' Peter Brook nirtarion with Artaud in 
his realisation of Peter Wei ' Marat/Sade was hort• 
lived. 

Instead, Mike Parr has betn invited to create a 
three day performance, the duration of the conference, 
and Tsoutas himself will perform during the 
conference. 

However, Tsouta i quick to poinr our that,• 100 
Years of Cruelty i not an attempt to locate Artaud in 
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an Au rralian conrext". Thi i an inrernarional event, 
like onfercn es will be taking place at MOMA in cw 
York and the ICA in London. 

The organi ing committee (Tsouta , heer, Alan 
Cholodenko and Jane oodall, who ha wrincn a 
book on Artaud) "wanted a lateral approach, looking 
at elel"tricity, at psychology, at whatever. A urpri ing 
number of people in po tmodcrn writing have referred 
to him. The challenge of the conference i to think 
through the problem posed by Artaud, 10 encourage 
inrellectual fermenr". 

ne of those writers i Jacques Derrida, much in 
demand at Artaud gatherings in thi centenary year. 
Unable to come to Ausrralia, Derrida ha nonethel 
agreed to a video hookup to be hosted by an01her 
international guest, writer Samuel Weber, at the Clancy 
Auditorium at the Universiry of cw South Wales. The 
bulk of the conference i being held a, the Powerhouse 
Museum, but for the expected turnout for Derrida, 
Tsouras needed a l000 sea, theatre, the Clancy. 

The rcsr of the great names- ylvcrc Lotringer, Julia 
Kristeva, Allen J. Wei tephcn Barber, Samuel Weber
and the excellent line-up of Ausrralian thinkm-Lisbeth 
During, Fran Dyson, Leon Marvell, Patrick Fuery, Bill 
haffer, Ross Harley, Jane Goodal~ Alan Cholodcnko, 

Clare O'Farrell, Lesley Stem-will appear in the ntsh to 

worry at the unfolding lcpcy of Artaud. 

ArtJpace, I 00 Y cars of Cruelry, The Powerhouse 
Museum and Clancy Auditorium, September 13-15. 
See advertisement p 5. Enquiries 02 368 1899 
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Contemporary museology has received a boost with a 
$15,000 grant from the Australia Council for the 
writing and publication of a monograph on the 
Ramingining community in Arnhem Land. The Native 
Born:Objects and representations from Ramlnglnlng, 
Arnhem Land provides a detailed guide to 
contemporary Aboriginal art and its symbolic systems 
as unique to Ramingining. The book is edited by Djon 
Mundine (former Art Adviser at Ramingining and now 
MCA Senior Curator, Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Manager) and includes contributions from 
anthropologist John Rudder and MCA curator Bernice 
Murphy. The Native Born exhibition featuring the 
work of over 60 artists including Jimmy Wululu, Tony 
Danyula and David Malangl runs till August 18 at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney. 

The Situations Vacant Project focuses on the role of 
studio collectives and artist associations operating in 
the Perth city area from the1960s to the present. The 
project incorporates a museum display, a book and a 
group of contemporary artworks Information: Chris 
Fitzallen or Lisa Wolfgramm on 09-328.3000 or write 
to The Verge Gallery at 31 O William Street 
Northbridge WA 6003. 

The recipients of the1996 Australia Council Hybrid 
Arts Fellowships ($20,000 each) are Sydney-based 
composer and sound artist Ion Pearce who received 
the ABC Radio Fellowship and film-maker Antonia 
Bruns from Melbourne who received the AMIT 
Fellowship. Ion Pearce will create a radiophonic 
composition exploring concepts of discontinuity in art 
and life. The project Involves an ongoing dialogue with 
choreographer Helen Clarke-Lapin and writer Sabrina 
Achllles as well as a workshop in Bandung, Indonesia 
with composer Harry Roesli. Antonia Bruns will 
develop an installation set in the future where three 
imaginary artists are using what are now emerging 
materials and technologies. "Beatrice" is a CD ROM 
artist interested m the construction of story forms in 
four dimensional space; "Helen" is comparing light in 
various city sites and a choreography ol transitional 
zones for a 15 minute video: "Giles" is a sculptor 
concerned with the transition to a global subculture 
and the subsequent development of a new aesthetics, 
language and set of social relations. A conversation 
between the artists via the internet will form part of his 
studio. The Fellowship will allow Antonia to access the 
facilities of the University such as the CAD and 30 
Studio and allow her to collaborate with designers, 
writers and artists. 

Virtual Cultures at Artspace, a conference on new 
spaces for writing and creativity with Sabrina Achilles, 
Paula Amad, Patrick Crogan, Chris Chesher, Justine 
Ettler, Dean Kiley, Darren Tolls convened by McKenzie 
Wark Information: Artspace, 02 368 1899 

Playworks (National Women Writers Workshop) 
presents The Interrupted Narrative, a workshop with 
film-maker and writer Ross Gibson and writer for 
theatre and film Beatrix Christian. How does 
technology mediate narrative? How can ideas of 
narrative expand in this context? An opportunity for 
performance and film writers to engage with these 
artists in practical exercises. Information 02 262 3174 

The Community Arts Network SA now provides 
nationally accredited training for artists interested in 
working in community settings or managing 
community arts projects. Information: Kylie Grimshaw 
08 232 4343 

Tanya Elhs 1n Rem Theatre·s Buratga-An Aoor,g,nat 
Dreamt,me Tale 

REM Theatre is an ensemble of innovative artists who 
create music theatre narratives for young audiences A 
short season of school and evening performances of 
REM's Buralga featuring dancer Tanya Ellis opens at 
Parramatta R1vers1de Theatre June18 . 

. -

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 
Are called for a contemporary Arts event 
within Come Out - The Australian Festival 
For Young People. 1st Site focusses on 
premiering new works created, directed, 
produced and driven by young people 
aged 18-26 in all artforms. 

-~ SA Y AB 

Information is available from Cole Larsen, 
Carclew Youth Arts Centre (08) 267 5111 
Fax (08) 239 0689. Come Out - The 
Australian Festival For Young People. 21 
March - 6 April 1997. Adelaide, S.A. 

Please forward money order/ cheque 
payable to Open City Inc for 
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Shorts 
EAR emphasises an extreme diversity and constant 
change-innovative sound performances and 
installations, slide works, occasional film or video 
screenings and spoken word are all featured. The EAR 
collective comprises Brendan Palmer and Garry 
Bradbury (the duo behind the first two successful 
years of ELECTRONIC @ Bentley and Goodbar) 
Suzanne Styche and Jasmine Guffond (instigators of 
Theatre of Sonics) EAR is not a dance club, not a rock 
venue: the environment is carefully constructed as a 
comfortable and neutral listening space. Two rooms 
(150 capacity) with plush seating and a polished 
wooden floor provide the optimal atmosphere for 
absorbing new creative emissions. Every sense a 
human being has is taken into consideration by EAR. 
Every Thursday at the Bentley Hotel Cnr. Campbell & 
Crown Street, Surry Hills 9 pm. Information: Suzanne 
Styche 02 9569 7308 or Brendan Palmer 02 9310 
3609 or email:nadnerb@sysx.apana.org.au 

http://lylJ..apana.org.au/lOundsfte/ 
SoundSite is the world's first sound-specific website 
exclosively for critical writings in sound and sound art 
including poetics, acoustics, psycho acoustics, 
sensory experience, hearing vs listening, aurality and 
corporeality, space and architecture, sound 
geographies, philosophies of sound, post-musics, 
film, video and tv soundtrack; sound art; sound and 
noise; virtual systems; human computer interface; 
communication and technological systems; low 
fidelity sound; radio and radiophonic art; performance; 
recording composition; aesthetics; art. SoundSite is 
interested in receiving contributions from writers and 
artists. They are interested in critical and cultural 
theory in essay form and in receiving proposals for 
regular columns, artists' descriptions of sound works 
they have recently exhibited or broadcast and critical 
analysis of such works. Artists are also invited to 
propose works for the world wide web for 
exhibition.Information: email: 
soundsite@sysx.apana.org.au 

Tasdance's cross-media invasion into the architecture 
of the ordinary, New Lile on the Second Floor sounds 
like the only thing that would drag me out of my 
house on a wintry Tasmanian evening. The result of a 
collaboration between dancer-directors Karen 
Pearlman and Richard James Allen and visual artist 
Simeon Nelson. the work takes on the everyday and 
the house in particular featuring designs and devices 
that instigate dance action. Furniture takes on new 
forms and walls. roofs and floors become 
springboards against which dance is thrown, 
bounced, hung or spun. Launceston in July, Hobart in 
August. Information: 003 31 6644 

Relations is a new dance work inspired by the poetry 
of A K Ramanujan and Kamala Das, the latter an 
outspoken critic within India of marriage and ritual 
practices. Devised by Padma Menon for the Canberra 
based Kaltash Dance Company the work opens at 
Sydney's Performance Space June 12 and tours 
Adelaide in August then India for three weeks in 
October as part of the New Horizons program 
sponsored by the Department of Foreign Affairs. 

What is culture shock and who 1s shocked? 
Among the umbrella events at this year's Greenmill 
Festival, Darwin's Tracks Dance Collective present 
two works that explore how living in the culturally rich 
and dramatic Northern Territory can irrevocably 
change and enrich people's hves. The two works 
Silent Thought and Sacred Space will be performed 
at Dancehouse July 3-6 @ 8pm Information: 
03 9347 2860 

Rosalind Crisp has set up a new studio in Newtown 
to research.make and show new dance performance. 
She is running classes three days each week and the 
studio measuring 170 square metres is available for 
hire. Information 02 519 3430 

Deborah Hay returns to Australia in September to 
conduct a workshop in performance meditation 
practice entitled Performing Statelessness followed 
by a ten-day Choreographic Workshop dunng which a 
performance will be developed. Smee 1976 Deborah 
Hay has pursued a radical revis1oning of the teaching 
of dance. She does not warm up, she does not 
rehearse. She is not interested m mastery. She is 
interested in process. She calls this a performance 
meditation practice. Her tools re-route the performer 
away from fixity or sell-absorption in movement and 
ideas about what dancing looks like Information 
Dancehouse Ph 03 9347 2860 Fax 03 9347 9381 

Sydney's Asian Theatre Festival at Sydney's Belvoir 
Street Theatre in August-September actually contains 
a mixture of.Asian and Asian-Australian theatre. This 
year's program features new short works in a season 
entitled Open House: traditional. contemporary and 
cross-cultural fusion in the Festival of Asian Music 
and Dance including Ashok Roy and Riley Lee: The 
Winds of God a play about two former 'kamikaze' 
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pilots turned comedians trying to make it in the world 
of entertainment in Tokyo by contemporary Japanese 
playwright Yasayuki Imai; Burying Mother a 
performance exploring the dark side of mother
daughter relations by Meme Thorne which premiered 
impressively in progress at the 1995 Contemporary 
Performance Week: Conversations with Charlie, a 
dialogue in verse and movement between Charlie 
Chaplin (Stephen Champion) and Vietnamese
Australian artist Ta Duy Binh; an intermedia 
performance by Yu)I Sone and a reading of The 
Request for Spring, a new play by Vietnamese 
playwright Le Quy Duong. The Festival will also 
include post-performance discussions, forums and 
workshops. Information: Cheryle Yin-Lo 02 698 3344 

After their hit with the many-headed Oedipus ("100 
catharses" RTl 0) PACT Theatre now applies the shot 
in the eyeball to the first great work of the 20th 
Century, Buchner's Woyzeck. Ryan and PACT youth 
will take to this classic, open-ended work with a 
panoply of isms, movements and aesthetics- for 
starters, Symbolism, Romanticism, Neo-Classicism, 
Weimar Germany, Bauhaus-"And all", says Chris 
Ryan "without ever relinquishing the knife-edge 
gestus of each scene of this bastard of a tragedy". 
June 7-29 Information: 02 550 2744 

Brisbane's La Bolte is calling for ideas from local and 
regional artworkers for the1996 Shock of the New 
Festival. They're interested in performance and 
installation works that "spill over the walls which 
threaten to contain them ... site specific works that 
attempt to frame the un-framable". Information Jean
Marc Russ on 07 3369.1622 and quick-applications 
close June 7. 

More non-stop live art at Open Season, The 
Performance Space's annual festival of performance, 
video, film and visual art from independent artists and 
performers runs from June 24 to July 14. Week one 
in association with Metro TV will include a series of 
video and performance workshops aimed at 
developing video skills in the documenting of 
performance works. Weeks two and three in 
association with Radio 2SER FM features eight nights 
of performance culminating in the annual party on 
Saturday July 13. Information: Julianne Pierce 
02 698 7235 

Adelaide's Soundstream Contemporary Music 
Ensemble is committed to presenting contemporary 
Australian and international composers through the 
fusion of live per1ormance with visual technology, 
amplified piano, digital effects a.i computer music 
systems. In Soundstream's New Music for Piano and 
Electronics, p1amst Gabriella Smart and Butoh dancer 
Yumi Umiumare perform works by Australian 
composers Ros Bandt, Stephen Whittington. Linda 
Cell, Bridget Burke, Roger Alsop plus Allen Strange 
(USA) and Katherine Norman (UK). Opening at 
Adelaide's Flinders Street School of Music on June 1, 
playing La T robe University June 5 and Artspace, 
Sydney June 14 Information: Claire Harris 08 364 5930 

Austral YStS' June-July program opens June 4 with 
the Kitchen Sync, multi-media sound art by some 
young artists (Colin Craven-Sands, Thomas van 
Koeverden. Shayne Leslie, Lulu Ong, Brooke 
Shetley, Gregg Telian and Jessica Wells) co
ordinated by Martin Wesley-Smith; June 6 program 
of electroacoustics in cyber sound and imaging 
features recent works from Austral YSIS. Natasha 
Barrett, Roger Dean. Jon Drummond. Martin 
Wesley-Smith and a classic of Luciano Berio. Week 2 
(July 16-20) features sound and computer-interactive 
text performances by Hazel Smith and Roger Dean; 
computer-interactive improvisation with the 
Austral YSIS Electroband and Sound in Process by 
Jon Drummond, Ian Shanahan and Greg White. The 
Performance Space. Information: 02 523 2732 

The ABC Classic FM Computer Composition Award is 
open to Australian composers under 35 currently 
working with music software. The winner to be 
announced in November will receive a computer and 
music software package to the value of Sl 2000 as 
well as a national broadcast of the winning 
composition. Information: John Crawford at New 
Music Australia 06 275 4606 

The Australian Art Orchestra's1996 subscription 
season opened at the CUB Malthouse in May with 

Sport 
TOOTH AND CLAW 
with Jack Rufu 

The porring world i abour ro be 
rran formed by rhe advenr of a new breed 
of port rar: the upermodel. The re ent 
Au trali an vi ir by Linda Evangeli ra 
promoring her ITeadmill ha r rhe pace. Ir 
i now only a matter of rime before rhe 
pantheon of port, the Ol ympi ame , 
welcomes upermodel of the world into it 
great competition. 

upermodel have all the advantage : 
low fat ratio , high fitness level . Mo t 
importantly, the camera love them and 
they pull endorsements. All we need i a 
few new lympic event to cater for their 
unique abilitie . The treadmill event would 
be a crowd favourite, with Linda the early 
gold medal hope. An aerobic workout 
tournament would start with our own Elle 
one of the frontrunners. Claudia and 

aomi could go for gold in special catwalk 
events, with built-in ob cacles to increase 
the degree of difficulty . 

The ocher upermodels could all be put to 
good use. The kinniest ones could serve 
useful function in track and field. 
upermodel-hurling could replace the javelin; 

put three upermodel together and you have 
the high-jump apparatu . There is no limit to 
thi fabulou new human resource. 
Authorities hould work now to make 
ydney 2000 the upermodel Olympi . 

Night Music Suite (Schauble/Grabowsky), The Room 
That Knew Nothing (Stuart Campbell), Constans 
(Mary Finsterer) and Concerto for Piano Accordingly 
(Tony Gorman). The program for the 29 September 
concert includes Journey Into (a series of small group 
events linked by ensemble sections composed by Paul 
Grabowsky) and Some Minutes of Alchemy 
(Fragmentation, Superimposition, Elasticity devised by 
THAT: Dur'eDara, David Tolley and Ren Walters. 
Information: Ph 03 9685 5111 Fax 03 9685 5112 

Mich ele Morgan 

Sydney Improvised Music Association (SIMA) 
presents 3 x 3 @ 3 a mini-fest of contemporary trio 
music featuring Australian Creole (guitars, tabla, 
percussion and keyboards), Andrew Robson Trio (alto 
saxophone, bass and drums) and Michele Morgan's 
Chelate Trio with Michelle Morgan on vocals. Steve 
Elphick on bass and Simon Barker on drums. This is 
the first of these SIMA performances at the fully 
licensed Lyric above Baraza,93 Riley Street Surry Hills 
3-11 pm Sunday June 30. 

Throughout May and June, the 60 voiced Melbourne 
Gay and Lesbian Chorus will be recording a selection 
of their most popular work for the planned launch of 
their first CD, Kaleidoscope to coincide with a concert 
on Saturday August 17 at the lwaki Auditorium. ABC 
Centre. Southbank Melbourne. Information: Philip 
Platon Ph/Fx 03 9528 1303 

White Hysteria at the Contemporary Art Centre of 
South Australia features the work of 30 Australian 
artists m the two larger galleries while 36 A4 
works/texts from Australia, UK. USA are displayed in 
duplicate in the central gallery in a space resembling a 
group therapy room. The show includes works by 
artists. doctors, wnters, curators, film-makers, cyber
feminists. psychologists and bureaucrats who were all 
invited to respond to the idea of 'white hysteria' in any 
manner: eg a letter. a questionnaire. a confession. a 
prophecy, a speech. a story, a report. Curator 
Suzanne Treister says "the show aims to extend our 
understanding of the forms and layers of meaning 
associated with 'hysteria' as well as functioning as a 
kind of anthropological investigation into the 
obsessions of 'white' practitioners". 

TEE OFF 
with Vivienne Inch 

I it ju t me or ha rhi porr 
p ychology ruff gone completely over rhe 
fence? s reg orman failed ro follow 
rhrou gh in rhe big U pen rhar could 
have made him a legend in read of ju r a 
contender, I found it nigh impo ible ro 
weed our any actual overage of rhe srare 
of play from the hour of pr bing 
commentary on the rare of hi mind . 
" Whar do you think mighr be going 
throu gh the hark 's mind now a he walk 
away from that di a trous chip hot, 
De ?" And whar about all that rummaging 
around in the p yche of Keiran Perkin a 
he failed to make time in the Ol ympic 
selections! "We had high hopes for Keiran 
but he' let us down badly here. What 
could he be thinking?" "I can't explain it," 
hiver Perkin , "I'm ju t hoping it' 
omething medical. " Whar about the 

Performance? Don ' r rhe e port 
commentaror know rhar Greg i a method 
man who e p ychology is twitching in 
every mu de and Keiran i the mood y von 

ydow type, reedy bur deep. Wherea I 
like Olivier, work from the out ide in. I 
have performed many a bad pun and 
never topped for a moment to think 
about whether my shadow wa in 
a cendancy. It was alway my wri t chat 
let me down. 

Bette Mifsud 

Australian Centre for Photography June 7-29 features 
two photographic installations. In Landmarks 
Watermarks. Bette Mifsud uses family photographs 
and contemporary slide and photo images to explore 
photography's role in a migrant transition between 
cultures. In Anne Ferran's installation Where Are You 
Now? colour slide images are projected against 
objects that are old, discarded, awkward, even forlorn 
creating a shadow theatre of the imaginative and 
metaphorical as well as the substantial. "The enclosed 
space of the gallery, the objects in it, the hght that 
falls over them, the shadows which they cast • are all 
parts of the pre-history of photography itself." ACP 
Gallery 257 Oxford Street, Paddington NSW 

In COPYsan Adelaide and Melbourne artists Hans 
Kreiner, Niki Vouis, Christos Linou, Leigh Corngan & 
Alex Senior share their mutual obsession with the 
possibilities of counterfeits & colour photocopies. At 
Red Shed Gallery 255 Angas Street Adelaide June 7-30 

Sweet Foray is a gallery established by Jenny Edgar 
and Dragan Kalemusic, two artists aiming to provide a 
space for contemporary art in the Blue Mountains of 
NSW by providing a venue for both experienced and 
emerging artists. Exhibitions turn over every four 
weeks. Currently showing are paintings by Patnck 
Everingham. Sweet Foray is at Suite Sa, 118 Main 
Street Katoomba and open Thursday to Sunday 11-5 
I nlormation 04 7 824 797 

Bridal chamber tribal artworks from the remote and 
ancient Jungle communities of the Bihar region of 
India are on show until June 30 at Casula 
Powerhouse prior to a tour. The exhibition, Khovar 
Dreamlngs features 70 works by Khovar women 
artists on exhibition for the first time outside their 
tribal settings. The exhibition is drawn from an 
innovative project establishing a Women Artists 
Collective to support tribal communities now 
threatened by the encroachment of western 
technology and heavy industry. The Khovar tradition 
of painting has developed over 30,000 years and 
makes use of x-ray, ochres, muds and natural dyes. In 
July the exhibition will move to Fremantle Arts Centre 
followed by Footscray Community Arts Centre and to 
the Moree Plalns Gallery in regional NSW. 

• continu ed page 39 
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